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CONTRIBUTORS
GUILLERMO DE TORRE, Spanish essayist and literary critic and one of the founders of
the Ultraist Movement in Spain, is an editor of the Argentine publi&hing house, E. Losada,
in Buenos Aires; his" translator, ILSA BAREA, is the wife of Arturo Barea, whose writings
she has translated into English; foreign correspondent and later deputy chief of foreign
press censorship in Spain during the Civil War, she has since that time written mainly
on subjects of Spanish affairs, history, and literature. EDWIN HONIG, author of an important
volume on Garcia Lorca and of poetry and criticism published in various magazines, teaches
English at the University of New Mexico. J. FRANK DOBIE, formerly a professor of English
at the University of- Texas, is an authority on the early history and folklore of the South·
west. ERIc T. HAGBERG is general superintendent of the United Pueblos Agency in Albu·
querque,·New Mexico. ROBERT BUNKER, whose novel, Amanda Said the Grass Was Green,
was published this year, is stationed at Zuni, New Mexico, as sub-agent in the U. S. In·
dian Service.
.
JOAQUIN ORTEGA, for many years Directot of the School of Inter-American Affairs at
the University of New Mexico, is author of the essay on Cervantes which appeared in the
Winter, 1947, issue of this magazine. GEORGE P. ELLIOTf, writer of poetrY and fiction pub.
lished in various magazines, teaches English at St. Mary's College in Berkeley, California.
LEoNARD G. HOMANN has published criticism in Contour and in campu~publications; his
story in this issue is his first fiction to be published. ARTHUR W. HAMILTON, whose article
"Rio Grande Deathwatch" appeared in the Spring number of this magazine, is a free lance
writer livinK in Mesilla Park, New Mexico.
E.H. TEMPLIN, a professor of Spanish at the University of California at Los Angeles,
has had poems in"'Sewanee Review and other magazines. MILTON MILLER i!l a member of the
English department at the University of Nevada. TED ISAAC, gradmite student at Columbia
University, had poetry recently in The University of Kansas City Review. Roy MARZ teaches
at the University of Cincinnati. BYRON VAZAKAS is a well known poet whose work has
appeared here previously and in many other magazines. HAROLD V. wrIT, winner of one
of the Avery Hopwood awards at the University of Michigan, lives illl California. KEN
LAsH teaches English at the University of New Mexico and has published articles in this
magazine and in the Journal of Philosophy. WILLARD N. MARSH lives inHollywood, Cali·
fomia. ELMER GoRMAN is a captain with the T.W.A. and lives in Los Gatos, California.
ROBERT A. HUME is a professor of English at the University of Nevada and has published
in The American Scholar, South Atlantic Quarterly, and other journals. IiIERMAN SALINGER,
poet, and the translator of Heine's Germany: a Winter's Tale, teaches at Grinnell College.
AARON KAsTIN, author of one volume of verse, is a student at the U;'iversity of New Mexico.
CALVIN HORN, of Albuquerque, is a member of the New Mexico State Legislature.
ROLAND F. DICKEY is author of New Mexico Village Arts, to be pUbli~hed soon by the
University of New Mexico Press. LLOYD L6ZES GoFF is an Albuqu~rq*e artist and has
.traveled and studied in Mexico and Central, America. CLARISSA P. FULi.ER is a graduate
student in history at the University of New Mexico. RUTH SAWTELL WALLIS, novelist and
physical anthropolOgist, is co-author with her husband, Wiison D. Wallis, of numerous
current studies in anthropology. HUGH MCGOVERN, a student at the University of New
Mexico, has published fiction and criticism in a number of magazines. EDITH S. BLESSING,
formerly a member of the University of Ne,,? Mexico English department, lives in Albuquerque. VINCEl\T GAROFFOLO is owner of the Guadalupe Art Gallery in Old Albuquerque,
New: Mexico. Other reviewers are of the University of New Mexico's teaching staff.
. LYLE SAUNDERS' bibliography of Southwestern materials will be comI?iled for the next
few issues by FRANK L. BAIRD, a graduate student in the School of InteIi-American Affairs
at the University of New Mexico; Mr. Saunders is on temporary leave of absence doing
research work at the University of Texas.
JULIA KELEHER, whose "Los Paisanos" has been featured in this magazine for many
years, and KATHERINE SIMONS, editor of the book section, resigned from, the magazine on
July 1 of last year, but at the request of other members of the editor~al staff continued
their services thl1?ugh another year's publication~ terminating with th~ issue. For their
excellent work, their loyalty and faithfulness, we wish to express our deepest thanks;
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THE AGONY OF

UNAMUNO

Guillermo de Torre
Translated by Ilsa Barea.
who zealously read and frequently saw Don Miguel de
Unamuno in his last years, watched IUs agony grow with every day:
it was agony in the sense of the old Greek term, internal struggle, as
Unamuno himself had reinterpreted the Spanish word in his. book
La agonia del Cristianismo. In him, everything was transfigured and
"heightened into problem and drama. By then, the "paradoxes" of his'
earlier years had gone beyond literary mannerism, beyond a method of
driving home a point. They 'had become human matter, his daily
substance, his essence of being. Unamuno rebelled against the paradoxical fate which imposed itself on him, but' this rebellion itself was
an organic part of his fate. The author of Contra esto y aquello (Against
This and That) was born with the need to fight against everything
and
,
everybody, but first and foremost against his ~lf. He wa~ self-centered,
with an _extremely developed, sensitive consciousness of his self, his
"I," yet if he called himself a yoista, an "I-ist" (from yo, "I") , he wanted
everybody else to have the same quality. He was convinced that passion
is salvation, that we save our souls by passion as much as we destroy
ourselves by it. I
It has been said of Unamuno that "the stuff of which he is made is
antithesis." Indeed, Unaml;ln? used to play with antinomies, though
his purpose in doing so was utterly serious. It pleased him to produce
antinomies, by upsetting fixed concepts, or by digging into the etymological subsoil o~ words, with a tireless philological skill bent on dissociating jumbled ~eanings. Not for nothing, for him "in the beginning
was the word" in the sense of the GosPel, not "action" in the, sense of
Goethe's Faust. Yet, when he then proceeded, as he did, to the reduction of everything to nothing, "to what end did it lead?

T
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Unamuno's attitude has sometimes b~en defined as nadismo,
"nothing-ism." Frequently, his impulse would carry us nowhere; it
would leave us suspended on the edge of the metaphysical abyss, from
which there was no way out; it would sharpen a thirst in us, which could
not be satisfied. In reality, Unamuno's shafts aimed at remot~ targets
which later were identified as existentialist. His "philosophy," being
something less than philosophy as the professionals understand it, was
more: it was an integral, existential philosophy for men of flesh and
blood rather than for philosophers. It was a tragic sense of life. But
through it, through his very despair, Unamunofound the Ibasis of his
undying faith. To put it in his own words, his tragedy *as that "it
does not make one believe in another life if one insists on believing in
it because one needs it." He exemplified this tragedy in one! of his most
revealing short novels, San Manuel Bueno, Mdrtir.
Another work of Unamuno, less often read and .less annotated than San Manuel Bueno, Mdrtir, and inferior in structure,
is of great psychological importance. Its author called it "the
most intimate, grief-racked tale that ever sprang from the depths of my
soul." I am speaking of the strange, troubled book, Como se hace una
novela (How a Novel Is Made), written during Unamunp's exile in
Paris. It transmits all the pain and anguish of his "1" which, $elf-satiated,
attempts in vain to unfold into a fictitious, novelistic personage labeled
with the name of U. Jugo de la Ram (U. Pith of the Race). [The Spanish imitates the pattern of the family name: Uriamuno y Jugo. Translator's Note~] But that character never attains a shape of his own; the
narrative never achieves an autonomous existence because at every step
it is broken up by reflections born of the general circumstahces and by
the deep anger which shook the author's mind during his exile. The
greatness and weakness of the book both spring from that blending of
semi-novelistic fiction and autobiographical outbursts.
This criticism of mine, which denies the quality of a living novel to
his tale, would have given Unamuno the perfect basis £rom which to refute it, by his standards. He would have told us that he, Uhamuno the
man-as Kant the man, Pascal the man, or Kierkegaard the man-is
just as important as Unamuno the writer, if not'more important; 'that
his intention was to mirror the anxiety of his human "I," not that of the
fictitious ego of his personage.
. Indeed,. this sUbjectivizati.on of .that which is most o1;>jective, and
thIS absorpnon of the author Into hIS heroes, are commod. to all UnaIi

!~
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muno's ficti0t:lal creatures. In a theoretical preface to his Tres 1}ovellll5
ejemplares he explains that his, characters are as real as he himself, just
as Don Quixo~e is as real as Cervantes, Hamlet and Macbeth as .real as
Shakespeare. (From there to Pirandello was only one step, and Unamuno's anticipation of th~ author of Six ChMacters in Search 'of an
Author was pointed out in its time.) Thus, Unamuno's figures are
not transcripts of reality, but "agonists," fighters, cli¥ to the measure of
their, creator. For Unamuno was a mover of consci$ces before he was
a poet, an essayist, or a novelist. During half a century he fought more .
battles than any other Spaniard against sluggishnesS, conformism, and
commonplace thinkirig. It was l:1is mission to excite and. incite minds
rather .than to instill doctrines, and he admitted it, adding: "I do not
give ideas, I do not give knowledge; what I give is chunks of soul."
New editions of Unamuno's works appear, his old books are given
new, rejuvenating costumes, and so his ideas are being aired. (Somebody once ,said, not in a censorious spirit, that the author of La agonia
del Cristianismo did not have ideas, upon which Unamuno replIed, in
vindication of his intellectual resourcefulness, that ideas did not "have"
him.) Yet a large part of Uilamuno's wrItings is still unpublished, even
though the published work fills over forty volumes. The rest is scattered in innumerable articles, if we leave aside his theatrical work, ot
which there is no complete edition either. Forty years of contribution
to periodicals, at times at a rate of an article per day, make for an impressive total of pages; and those articles never were ephemeral, even when
inspired by topical events, because to Unamuno "the true topic, the
constantly topical, was the everlasting present." His first article appeared unsigned in a local newspaper of his native city of Bilbao, when
he was sixteen; -in 1880. Recalling it in 1924, he said that since then
he had written approxim~telyfour thousand articles. In addition there'
are his letters, in my opinion the most interesting and suggestive part of
his unpuplished wri~ngs. Unamuno was an'irrepressible, generous, overflowing correspondent, above all in certain periods of his life, such as
his early years in Salamanca, and the years of his exile from 1924 to 1930.
Commentators insi~ted that Unamuno was a monologist and all
his writings monologues; he retorted that· they were rather monodialogues or auto-dialogues. In any case, Don Miguel felt the need
of an intedocutor, fictitious or real - but preferably real. He could
not do without him, though he might handle him arbitrarily and
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even push him aside, and he always found somebody to fill the place,
be it near at hand during his famous peripatetic talks, or it a distance,
through his correspondence. What he wanted to find is Man, in the
singular, not as a collective being: "man in flesh and blood, who is born,
suffers, and dies." Man the individual emerges most clearly in spoken
or written conversation. Hence the particular value of Unamuno's letters. Only when these letters are published, selections from his articles
edited, and a complete edition of his work available, will ~t be possible
to take the true measure of his prodigious mind. Certaiq:ly his figure
looms larger as time passes, and proves essential for any iJ\iterpretation
of the spirit of Spain. His soul divided between the two ISpains, both
of which claim him as theirs, Unamuno belongs wholly t"a neither of
them,. but explains both.
It might be thought that Unamuno is amply expressed in his known
and published work; it might be argued that every one of his books, indeed every single of his pages, represents him fully and unequivocally,
since he revealed his most intimate being and bared his squl in everything he wrote, with a terrible sincerity such as few writers have possessed. And yet, it is necessary to study and collect his articles and
copious letters, to get a clear, precise picture of his growth and changing
reactions, and to reconstruct the warp of his har~onizing contradictions
- or, to put it differently, his seeming paradoxes.
Something of all this can be found in the Letters to Clarin published a few years ago. (Epistolario a Clarin) Ediciones Escodal, Madrid,
1941.)
Nowadays the name of Clarin (in civilian life LeopQldo Alas) is
rarely mentioned. He died in 1901. By the beginning of this century,
his fame was buried under the rubble and wreckage of the old era. But
up to his death, his prestige and authority in Spanish let~ers was enormous. In a country where the majority of people read few !books, if any,
Clarin was widely read and knew better than most authors~how to make
himself read. He did it through a wealth of JOKes and diatribes which
today are not especially appreciated. In his time, however~ they neither
impaired his intellectual standing nor prevented his ascendancy over
the best minds. Thus Unamuno grasped a very slight dretext to approach Clarin, ask for his support and even beg his advibe. "You are
the first, if not the only Spanish writer to make me think," Unamuno
I
wrote to Clarin then.
~.
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This was in 1895, when Clarin was at the h~ight of his fame:. From
his town of Oviedo he poured forth chronicles and satirical notes in
which he lashed out against verbose poets or prose writers who indulged
in fashionable gallicisms. Those were the days of earnest grammatical
purists, when a public denunciatjon of an incorrectly used adverb could
wreck a literary career. Clarin's chieftainship in Spanish letters was unquestioned arid tyrannical. Unamuno, on the other hand, had just made
his appearance as a writer. He held the chair of Greek at Salamanca,
after having tried in vain for several other academic posts. At thirty-one,
only his series of essays En torno al casticismo had penetrated beyond
the pro~incial orbit of his Ba§que country. ' But he was already consumed by the urge to create, to ·exert influence, and to last - an urge
which was never to leave him. Therefore he seized on a petty detail an etymological mistake committed by the famous critic - t6 write to
Clarin. He received an answer. Stubbornly he continued the correspondence, and now shed trimmings and circumlocutions; ,he began to
speak of himself, of what he wanted to be.
He started with an empirical Justification: "... I have the wish to
work, to do what I can for my country's culturallife,_ to create a position in letters Jor myself, and to achieve something beyond my university work." - (Later, in Soliloquios y conversaci'onesJ he explained that
by culture he meant, not scpolarly prestige or accumulation of knowledge, but "the most intense 'inner life, a life of greatest struggle,
greatest inquietude, greatest urge.") Then came a personal statementl
HI believe, without false modesty, that what I am doing carries with it,_
wrapped in a complicated' and som,ewhat disjointed outward form,
things - things seen directly l;>y me." To add. force to this point, he
attempted to define himself; he spoke of his 'efforts to condenSe his style
which he called "more graphic. than pictoriaf'; he explained ~at he
wanted his reader t-o collaborate 'with him, and therefore wished to be
"suggestive rather than instructive." Finally Unamuno asked in this
letter that Clarin should speak of him and point him ou~ to the public.
We do not know the criti~'s answers, but it is easy to conjecture
that they-were less extensive and personal than Unamuno's"written
speeches." And Unamuno went on writing: he wanted to react 'against
the provincial atmosphere i!l which he lived, he wanted an echo, he
wanted to be admitted to a frank communion of -ideas. "It seems to me
that to rethink the great commonplaces is the start of all mental regen-
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eration, while to despise them is the root of all snQbbery." kVears later
he modified this'sentence and said: "To rethink all the coIb.monplaces '
is our only means of freeing ourselves froIl,l their evil spe1~.")
For the rest, the young writer overflowed with projects.i His letters
toClarfn announced books which never came to be writteq, or at least
published, such as' a life of the Spanish ballad, an essay 01J. linguistic
biology, a life of Ignatius de Loyola, philosophical dialogues, and a
'kind of novel: The Kingdom of Man. (Incideritally: has atiybody ever
considered the curious pantheon of books which so many friters have
planned at one time or the other, but which were never brqught forth?
They would make an intriguing chapter in an as yet unwrit~n "History
of Unpublished Literature.")
I
In his correspondence with Clarin during the following years, Unamuno showed himself preoccupied with his novel Paz e(n la guerra
(Peace in War) which was publislied in 1896. Sending a copy to CI,arln,
~he said that "there I have tried hard to give life to the spirit of my
Basque caste and to resuscitate the soul of my childhood m~ories." He
was always to retain this preference for his novel on the Carlist Wars,
which seems to me the weakest of his works of fiction.
The main themes in Unamuno~s later letters to Clarfn are: criticism of the intellectual mediocrity surrounding him; hatred of scientism; religious anxieties; first references to Kierkegaardr (Unamuno
reports that he is learning Danish to be able to read the phil~sopher) ;
claims to be considered primarily a poet; expressions of a one-sid,ed popularist conception of literature. The most substantial, r~vealing, and
pathetic of the letters to Cladn is the last but one, dated May 7th, 1900.
It is as though in it all Unamuno's fiery soul were groaning and writh-'
ing. And the immediate cause was nothing more than an ~rticle by Cladn in the most important literary tribune of the time, Los tunes del 1mparcial, in which the critic commented on Unamuno and his three essays
"Ade'ntro!," liLa ideocracia," and liLa' fe" ("Inwardsl," "Ideocracy,"
and "Faith"), but never once mentioned Paz en la gtirerra, in Unamuno's opinion a superior literary achievement. Moreo'fer the article,
though laudatory, seems to have contained some mentep reservations
and ambiguities which profoundly shook Unamuno. Don Miguel wanted
to explain his aims more clearly to Clarin. In the letter, re poured out
his confidences almost in a babble; he searched his conscience, speaking
of himself in the third person to eliminate self-consciousness and embarrassment: ."Unamuno" - he said - "is a victim of his self a heau-
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tontimoroumenos. He spends his life struggling to 'be that whic!I he ~s
not, and failing.' .•. If Unamuno says again and again that one must
live for eternity and for history, it is because he suffers from the desire
to live on in history; and even though his better part shows him the
vanity of such a desire, his worse part drags him on."
He went on to review his relations with Clarfn, and confessed that
he should have liked to forceihe critic to speak out, were it in an unfriendly fashion, but that all his efforts to make Clarin pronounce judgment on the novel had failed. ",In the meantime, Unamuno won for
himself a public in Spain, particularly in Catalonia, and also in America where he is'often quoted; he achieved prestige and fame, not without
being attacked, which is only natural, and more so of one as aggressive
as he. He was taken either for an inconsistent writer, versatile but
dogged with much reading; or for a man hungry for notoriety and
willing to pursue it by the oddest means; or for an original and independent genius. Many people fought shy of his writing because they
found them.involved and oracular (this has done him a great deal of
harm). In America it has been said that he seemed un-Spanish - this
was meant as a praise - and indeed, it may well be his misfortune to
be, as B~rres would say, a dtfracine. Meanwhile he, who above everything is an intellectual, felt himself a victim of intellectualism and
launched campaigns against it ,- only to find that his anti-intellectualism
was superlatively intellectual. _ And he suffered, he suffered very
much. . . ."
In short, Unamuno was hurt because Clarfn denied him one of his
deepest ambitions and' most indisputable virtues - originality, and accused hint of confusing 'his own ideas with those of others, without·
mentioning his sources. TQ this reproach Unamuno gave a vehement
reply: "the 'strong, new, original' Unamuno of En torno al casticismo
(Clarfn's dictum" on an earlier occasion) is all of those things, not because what he thinks is new - by this standard no one ,!ould qualify but because he thinks it with~ all his soul and all his body. And his originality consists in his way of stating it." Unamuno ended this letter
imploring Clarfn to give his dear opinion of the' novel. Maybe he asked
for the impossible when he hoped that a mind as relativist and ironical
as that of Leopoldo Alas should vibrate in tune with his own. In any
case, the critic died the following year and was not given time to watch
the ripening of Unamuno.
_
Today, this letter is of great interest because it is - putting on one
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side its admixture of literary vanity, that "accursed vanity" rwhich Unamuno recognized in himself - a confession coming from; his "inmost
being. It throws more light than anything else on the wri~er's apprentice years and on his enormous "I-ism." It shows that his mo~t disfigured
virtue, his outrageous personalism, was also the basis for his greatness.
Years later, he said: "I have put warmth and life into mYi books, and
it ~s because of this warmth and life I put there that you read them. I
have put passion into my books."
This is the key to his personality and to his power of attraction. If
Unamuno was not, strictly speaking, a philosopher - he showed utter
contempt for any system - and if he never wished to be a iitterateur,
he was something different, something higher, more profouI\dly interesting than the others who are confined within those categories: he was
his own self. He was a man who had converted his self inte a question,
as he said of St. Agustin.
Moreover, his avidity to be heard, his hunger for immortality,
sprang from dramatic inner conflicts". When he had lost his faith - so
he. recorded elsewhere in his letters - he "found himself disorientated,
once again a prey to the thirst for glory, the gree,d to survive in history."
When he was possessed by religious qualms, he appealed tp Clarin~ not
as to a literary critic, but as to a man and human being whp felt similar
qualms: "Forgive me if I speak of myself to you, but I can only speak
of myself, or of others, of their selves, of their inner being. I am more
interested in people than in their affairs - rather than understand their
affairs, I want to sense the people. No mystery seems mote terrible to
me than the impenatrability of each body and each soul~~' Hence his
much-repeated saying in Pascal's manner: "I prefer books that talk like
men to men who talk like books."
~f

figl...~'

"I shall live as much as I like to. l'still have many battles to
Don Miguel loved to repeat in his last years. But he die~ at the ~~
critical moment of the gigantic battle around him and
the struggle
within him, the struggle he fought with his choked conscience. He, the
agonizing spirit, the man of the spiritual civil war, was to die in its vortex when that civil war reached its fratricidal, material extreme. .
"Good luck in the New 'year, and courage in face of the approa hing civil war," Unamuno wrote to me at the beginning of 1936. By th
time the premonition of the coming civil war was by no means a a
ety exclusive to Unamuno, though in his case the idea -the lei

ot
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of a great part bf his work - had become almost an ob~ssion.ofJIis last
writings. And yet, although he had a foreboding of brutal outbreaks,
he certainly never imagined the proportions of the tragedy to come: he
never assumed that the civil war, which from his point of view, and if
limited to a struggle between Spaniards, might have been a clean and
even cre,ative fight, would soon be turned into a monstrous international war fought on our soil.
At the outbreak of the insurrection in July of 1936, Unamuno proclaimed his suppott for the rebels, a fact which- press and wireless made
haste to broadcast to the world. His following declarations to the contrary were given much less publicity, though they came soon afterwards
when, Unamuno had realized the attitude of the rebels towards hUl!1anity
in general and intellectuals in particul~r. Unamuno's moral rising
against the i!!surgents took place in public, at the inauguration of the
university year of Salamanca, in October, 1936. The opening address
by one of the professors was ~ collection of commonplaces on the obvious topics beloved by the Spanish Right; it smelt badly of servility.
The orator made the obligatory remarks on "patria" and "antipatria,"
Spain and anti-Spain, arid finished with a cru~e attack against Basques
and Catalans and- their regional autonomy. Unamuno, the Rector of
the University, had until then presided in silence. Now he rose as
though driven to it, and replied a g g r e s s i v e l y : ,
"There, has been talk of Spain and anti-Spain. Well, I maintai~
that there are patriots and antipatriots on both sides. As far as I am
concerned, I consider myself ipsulted, since I am a Basque. The Bishop
(II of Salamanca here at my side is a Catalan. And he, as much as I - we
~e just as Spanish3s you. What shamelessness... ." It was in the tumult following on Unamuno's harsh words that an epileptic .general
shouted: "Death to the Intellectualsl"
..
From that day, Unamuno was not only removed from his post as
Rector for lifetime of Salamanca UniverSIty, but he was hissed and persecuted. A policeman guarded, the door of his house, with orders to
shoot him if he tried to enter a car, as they were afraid that Unamuno
might flee and raise his accusing voice in the hearing of the world. Don
Miguel never lost his civic courage. Shut up in his house, he made it a
point to explain to all foreign 'journalists who visited him the horrors
of the Fascist regiJIle and to reproach himself for his initial ingenuousness. My friend, the Dutch writer J. Brouwer, was one of those foreign
correspondents who heard Unamuno's last statements. The various
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published versions coincided closely. I would sum them up as
follows:
"I live" - said Unamuno - "in terror of the violence, the sadism
- the inconceivable cruelty of the civil war as seen from the rebel camp.
I've ju.st received a letter from the so-called National front, written to
me by a well-known Basque sculptor. It is full of the usu'\l cliches and
accuses the Government troops, the 'Reds,' as they call them here, of
having gouged out the eyes of children, raped nuns, and so forth. I've
answered him textually: 'Don't be so naIve. I can guess that your letter
was written on higher orders, to court favour with the censorship, and
I am answering it precisely to show the censors that I'm less naIve than
you. All those acts of barbarism you say the 'Reds' have committed may
be true; but even then they would pale in comparison wi4't the cruelty,
the systematic anp. organized sadism perpetrated here daily, before our
eyes, upon the most honored, innocent people, for no oth~t reason than
that they are Liberals or Republicans. All these crimes are being committed in cold blood, true to the orders contained in the double batde
cry of a certain gen.eral: 'Death to Intelligentsia! Live D~ath!' "
Trying to ex:p1ain his mistake in the first moments. of the rising,
Unamuno said: "The insurgents like to quote my sayings about Christian and Western civilization. But what the poor devils have never
understood is that I spoke of defence by Christian meth~ds, not by the
methods of brute, ignorant force, violence and murdeIi." He added:
"I did believe that this movement would save civilizatioh, I thought it
would have to use Christian means. But on the contraiy, I have seen
that in its wake comes the triumph of militarism, to whi¢h I am utterly
and fundamentally opposed." He ended: "It's no good trying to give
it a different twist - these people hate intelligence more than anything
else. They are the sworn enemies of all which stands for the spirit in
this world and which opposes the brutal, blind forces of destruction and
violence."
Poor Don Miguel! He paid dearly for his" shortrlived faith in
mirage. There was no need for him to tell us that his anti-Marxism
and his defence of Western civilization had nothing in common with
barbarity unleashed, with the barbarity which posse~d those others
who, defending Christian and Western values in theqry, brought a
i
stricdy Nazi-Fascist technique into the struggle.
It would be wrong if, instead of accepting Unamqno's last words
as they were said, with all their implications, we wer~ to take them
I
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merely for another of the nonconforming, often contradictory attitudes
which marked his life like milestones. To pte at least, a pathetic last
will and testament seems to sound through them.> Others, however, may
well argue that the fact of Unamuno having lent his support; if only
for a moment, to forces he.had hated and fought all his life remains in- .
explicable. They may aptly quqte his campaigns against the military
dictatorship, his sonnets against the ex-King, his slashing epigrams
against Primo de Rivera, his deportation to Fuerteventura, his militant
exile in France. But we would do well to remember that in Unamuno
there was not only a man with a passion for metaphysics and cognition,
but also a ma~ full of personal passion, even of petty domestic passions.
Among the~ was a phobia against President Azafia, which dominated
him in his later years, and a cruel mockery of the Marxists whose oversimplifications in reasoning revolted him. All this drove him to bum
the idols he once revered, or at least the myths he once cherished. Also,
Unamuno, with his deep-rooted individualism, with his defence of the
rights of the human person, could not fail to be alarmed at the advance
of political systems which denied the primacy of those values, be it on
the Right or on the Left. Thus, his last lecture in the Ateneo of Madrid,
three years before the war; struck many of us as the swan song of liberalism.
In the end, we may be asked whetherUnamuno, had th~ outbreak
of the Civil War caught him in Madrid, in the camp of the Republican
Government,. would not have equally rebelled against it, indignant at
another set of' excesses. And in all sincerity we. would have to answer:
probably, yes. Yet it could never be said that Unamuno had changed.
In truth he never changed within the spiritually dialectical, disconformist world where his self, his "I," lived.

.,
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,SONNETS FOR PIERRE
,

-.

I

Noun "Pierre" is dead. The verb remains
For .doodling, monogramming ash:
A rookie mourner must have grins.
I'll say grief lodgepoles me, I crash
Root-divot up. It lilies me
(In urn, not vase) , it grasses hair
.
Now autumn-brown, awaiting snow
Soon all year round. I'll say, sweet Pierre,
Grief animals me, it doves and owls
And porcupines me at the base.
It lizards me, with new grief-tails
For old, coyotes me, and I seize
A pitchfork and ward shadows off.
I've shot up grief, ghost-towned enough.

I I

The driveway, Pierre (forgive the word) ,
Is a memoriarium
Of you from leaned-on ~ate to bird "
.
Found dead and pondered. Here you naile~ rim
For flipping baskets, here pitched at goals; i
Here we joined tables, warned the dog
Retrieving, dodging, pingpong balls.
. j
Pals came, and there was poke and tug
And goose - in short, a kraal of boys
And dogs.... At the street-end no hearse
Backed in. Your tallness tottered, eyes
In sling, to that same car, where hours
Before; you'd sat, new-driver-tense,
And smoked, as usual, this last once.
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Grief is all ego, and is none.
"
I'm half-proud, Pierre, I never think
Why this to me: I carry on,
With grief's bad manners sulk and dunk
Myself in you, become, am, you.
Like you at sports, I'm loath to lose
Yet know I've lost because I know
That carrying on is a lateral pass
From me to me. Myego'syours,
. Tremendous, unfrustratable,
Grief in one piece, smashing the farce
Of death - yet nursing a broken will
To live. I dunk a curse in a sob,
Tie on young armor an old man's bib.
E. H. T E M P LIN

THREE POEMS
ON

A

PHOTOGRAPHr

The camera's strict shadow
Locks the muscle in a rigor
Out of context with the accident or
Flux of time and holds you to no more
Than a moment's improbable anatomy of
Yourself. The heroic eye stares vacantly.
The mouth is set against itself.
Only the childlike shoulders show
A more than dull significance of light
In the innocence of their confusion.
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OLD BLIND WOMAN

The light shut in your eyes
Made you wise Though later years were spent
In piety and prayer
In one garment almost and one chair
~d memory
Still had power to please
Your pride,
You had little to repent
And nothing to hide
(Not even though you wrote at midnight
Those forbidden letters in the candle light~.
i

I

NEVADAN

(to my students)
! .

Is it desert, pioneer, or what
Is it in them that takes to culture
Awkwardly, in the same gentle way
They learned to ride; but ungainly fitting(better
Horse and ranch and open-fire picn.ics:
..
Not satisfied to be their rooted selves
I
They come to have their vigor tamed, and heg
To be milled forth, stamped, coined beautifully
And life-size like their silver dollars. - synoptic
Beauty with a vague desert name:
I
Hera, Thetis, or their Artemisian
Thistle. A dream of blooming desert where now
The sky alone perhaps divides dominion
With a prehistoric tufa stone.
i

MILTON
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NOTES ON SATIRE IN SWIFT
AND JONSON
Edwin Honig

like a thing of nature, a flower, let us say, has a
spatial as ~ell as a qualitative existence. A' flower exists not only
as an entity in space physically distinct from all other things; it also has
identity, the oneness of itself compacted of all its known attributessize, shaPe, colQr, smell, text1!re, etc. What we call its identity is the sum
total of its attributes during a particular time in its existence,' e. g., the
prime of florescence, as a product of created matter.
Such observations are commonplace eno~gh when they are made
on the descriptive level of discourse. And like all such commonplaces
they are too vague to enjoy any purpose beyond that of generalization,
and too incomplete on their own level to be acceptable; as scientific
'truth. If one were concerned with scientific truth, one wo~ld have to
go on to describe the flower's phenomenal existence as a known and
classifiable incident in nature. But'if one questioned its need to exist
in its known form, ,without invoking the name of the deity, one might in
the end find that though',the question itself is nonsensical, the concern
which it raises will have invited the analysis of conscious creation, like
a work of art.
On the aesthetic and philosophic level, the question of causation
which we artificially entertain with regard to the natural phenomenon,
a flower, becomes "natural" when we ask it with regard to the "~lrtificial:'
conscious creation which is the work of art. Yet the completeness with
which we answer such· a question depends not, as in the case of scien,tific
truth, on, the ability to classify and explaiJi-the work as an incident'of
a definite type, or as' part of a greater scheme of known creation. It
depends on wliat we can see and can generally agree is there which

A

WORK. OF ART

"
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makes the work not a type, a species, or an e~mple-h~lt the peculiar
thing which it is in itself. One m~ght say that the work lOf art does not
really exist until we see it in such a way, and that unl~ss we learn to
see it in this way, we withhold from it its chief function, iwhich like the
flower's is to give pleasure. The question, if it is worth] !1sking at allWhat is the consciousness which goes into a work of art, ~fie need which
forces it into existence?-is only pertinent if the answer re-enfofces and
maximizes the degree of pleasure we first find in beholding the art
product. .
\t
In speaking of satire in Swift and Jonson, one ought -'eliberately
to exclude'from consideration all a priori intelligence which has historically determined what the satiric type is, 'either as ~ literary form
or as a basic attitude of the writer toward his matter. ;I'his is not to
rule out the pertinence of such observations wl].ich find ~ similarity of
aim and design and a communion of tone in the treatmdnt 'of different
matter by satiric writers from Aristophan~s to Shaw, and Juvenal to
Joyce. Nor is it to forget the necessary debt owed by Swift to Erasmus,.
by Jonson to Horace, Petronius,~tc. But because we would know what
the nature of satire is from its source in the work itself :rather than as
an essence whiCh it shares with generality of widely sqittered works,
the subject of analysis ought not to be treated as a type but as a function
•
of literary art.

a

Swift and Jonson each needed to create a moral sanqtuary in art, a
personal oasis in which the values of rational judgment stood as real
trees which could not be mistak~n for the illusory objects!of the senseswhat in the world about them went by the names of pass19n, zeal, pride,
enthusiasm, etc., all the misbegotten offshoots of the irrational imagination. To inveigh against the universal desert with its imultitudinous
-mirages, one needs at least a pulpit. Even better, and far less constricting, a stage or a broadside. Thus Jonson, when he withdrew temporarily .from the theatre, became the first among his contemporaries to
prepare his "w~rks" through publication for posterity. And Swift,
using the cross winds of contemporary literary and political debate,
set up a sail and a banner with his polemical.writings which have outlived their occasion and remain aloft today. That Jonsqn should have
been a dramatist-poet and critic-scholar, and Swift a pqlemicist, poet,
and alJegorist seems somehow less meaningful than that they should
both have giv.en satire that personal emphasis which ~sted neither
,
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before their times nor ever again after their deaths. Swift writing his
third-rate crotchety ver~- and Jonson writing' his third-rate didactic
plays still elicit from us the same response which only the author of
THe Tale of a Tub and Gullive.r,s Travels-and the author of Volpone
and The A lchemist can possibly manage. ~
The ideal formal structure of Swift's prose is based, of Course, on .
the polemic, the pamphlet, the tract. And while it is neither journalism
nor fiction, the form itself appears superficially to share something of
both, and always with an undertone of drama: its timely occasion, its
strongly partisan point of view, its lengthy e~ception-taking prefaces,
the fictitiousness enveloping its air of authority, its creation of an~ny
mous personages and incidents, and the feigned obscurity of its author.
It would seem impossible that the heavily devised form which binds
the matter of The Tale of a Tub or The Battle of the Books could survive its occasion. Only a· fanatic devotee can patiently make his way
through the lesser works, like the Bickerstaff Papers and The Drapier's
Letters, without faltering.
Yet what strikes the reader about all of Swift's work is the.d~1iberate
application of ~nsibility to the creation of an inner form. -It· ~ like
.the performance of a great actress in the title role of some foreign Classic.
Because of our ignorance of the language or our indifference to the
subject matter of the play, we may find our interest lapsing till the
moment when her voice and presence pervade the stage, when we are
suddenly made aware, despite our linguistic or aesthetic :limitatio~s, that
our attention is now riveted on .the core of tragedy in the work, which
we had despaired of ever finding. As in the Spider and Bee passage
in The Battle. of the Bo.oks, the, "Digression upon Madness" in The Tale
of a Tub, the Struldbrugs episode in Part III of Gulliver's Travels, it is
this opening up of great areas of light in the course of a seemingly.
stuffy and rambling disquisition which convinces 'us that we are confronting, the magical workings of a real .artist, not a mere journalist.
Nor is it theoccuirence of such passages alone which convinces us. It
is also that we cannot take the rest simply as a series of unrelated
ramblings now, but must search for the subtle interconnections of
conscious purpose which has threaded the seemingly inconsequential
to the more apparently significant passages. We see that there is after
all a design and that the weakness in perception is not in the author
but in ourselves, in our own inattention. The inner form consists in
a vast interwebbing of minor designs and details, in the weaving back .
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and forth of threads ~hich lead from and sustain at each jU1ICture the
vital strand of meaning with which the work was begun. Perhaps the
whole of Swift's work is one such network of infinite variations, where
the main strands reappear again and again in each section of the total
design; or, in other terms, it is a series of brilliant variations on a
.
single theme.
, A Discourse on the Mechanical Operations of the Spirit, being a
kind of postscript t,o The Tale of a Tub and yet a"self-contained essay
in itself, may serve to illustrate this principle of inner form evident in
alm,ost all of Swift's work.
~
. The dramatic undertone is established, both in "The Book~ller's
Advertisement," wherein the author puts on his cloak of anonymity,
and in the introductory portion of the letter (the epistolary form having been chosen for the discourse) in which one virtuoso is writing
to another about a matter of singular interest to scientific inquiry.
The whole Discourse, personified in such authority, thus never pretends
to anything. but the most dispassionate observations naturallo a seeker
of scientific truth. The compulsive nature of the revelation is nonetheless explicit, though it appears in another guise:
It is now a good while since I have had in my head something, not only
very material, but absolutely necessary "to my health, that the world should
be iiiformed in. For, to tell you a secret I am .able to contain it no longer.

From the mouth of a journalist, such a statement might be taken as
the equivalent of a good hoax; from a scientist, the equivalent of a
momentous discovery-Eureka! But from Swift, it comes in""the same
form as the lyrical. outburst from the poet. Yet with what Caution and
device the real auth9f proceeds to cover up the admission of his inspiration, so that in its tedious typicality it will seem indistinguishable from
the expression of any other pamphleteer!
The substance of the "discovery" is that religious enthusiasm in
prinCiple and practice 'is not of a spiritual but '''of a corporeal nature."
But the discourse itself is a two-pronged weapon. For in satirizing the
extreme forms of puritan irrationality, Swift assumes the role of a virtuoso for whom everything is scientifically determined and for whom
no fragment of fact or statement of authority is so mean that; it cannot
be used to prove a point or to make an inference. Therein he uses
one extreme as a foil to destroy and be destroyed by the' opposite
extreme.
The anecdote about Mahomet visiting Heaven on an ass, which
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opens the first section, serves~ as in all allegorical uses, both as a rhetorical device to invite attention and as a· means of throwing the reader off
~e track mQmentarily. But,before the explicit identification of the
animal with the "gifted and enlightened teacher" is made, Swift makes
the implicit identification (reminiscent of Erasmus' Folly) of the ass
with "the qualities as well a~ operations" of human nature.. Having
explained the meaning of the anecdote, and thereby deliberately underestimating the reader's intelligence, Swift rewards him with the promise
that the author will "go on for the future by way of allegory, though in
such a manner,. that the judicious reader may, without much straining,
make his applications as often as he shall think fit." On this ~asis he
assumes the universal nature of his subject, and shows its application
to the great religious and philosophical revol.utions which have occurred
in human history. He limits his subject, by definition, to the "fourth
method of religious enthusiasm, or launching out of the soul, as it is
,'purely an effect of artifice. and mechanical operation. . . ." And the
aspect of that subject he means to treat historically and nationally as it
has developed among the British. By detailed ex~mples he derives a
reductio ad absurdum definition of the Long-Heads and the Roundheads: in the"first, enthusiasm is "an effect grown from Art into Nature,"
and in the second, "an effect wholly natural . . . but where the superstructure is entirely artificial." In these people "the corruption of the
senses is the generation of the spirit." _And Swift conscientiously follows
the figurative expression with an elaborate physical and physiological explanation, thus giving the effect of redefining his original "discovery"
and establishing an a~thoritative basis for his argument. He is concerned to prove that the inner origin and "mechanical operation of the
spirit" is derived from the artificial stimulation of bodily functions and
the shutting off of "the fort of reason." Again and again this theme
is defined, supported by detail, heightened by historical allusion, retrieved by digression, extended by hyperbole. So that when the
conclusion is reached-religious enthusiasm, artificially induced, is no
different from the strategic exercise of carnal love-we are impressed by
the variety of the territory we have .traveled through. Actually, we are
back where we started: enthusiasm is not spiritual but corporeal
behavior-animal instinct, and the baseness of the flesh, o~ the one
hand; enthusiasm, and pride, on the other; and both in retreat from
reason, rational judgment. This is the basic formula of Swift's interwebbed design from which the whole pattern of his work emerges.
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In the preoccupations of Ben Jonson one finds many analogies to
the compulsions which enliven the art of Swift: repudiation of zeal,
pride, religious eJlthusiasm, clothes-fetishism, and poetasting; a stoical
defense of reasonableness; and the use of allegory, hyperbole, invective,
etc. But these are only subjective aspects of the satiric type common to
a host of renaissance and classical writers. 'They aret:Jl0t crucial to the
art of Jonson or Swift, and they do hot suggest the functional employment of device by which Swift and Jonson may be ~ompared. ,
The objective self-dramatization which one encounters continually
in Swift, in the anonymity of authorship, the writer's disguise as one of
several fictitious personalities, the isolation of the I:tero in a world of
,pygmies, giants, animals, or a society of real men whose behav.ior and
understanding are too ludicrous, too"absurd ,to be treated with anything
but contempt-this sort of projection one also finds in JonsoQ, in' his
plays and in-his verse. And in both Swift and Jonson, the moral (llsaffection which separates them from their contemporaries seems to lbecome
a psychopathic obsession, which lends the effect of a- magnification of
vision to their work.
"
Outside of occasional lyrics, which are frankly bathetic, or which
are simply inventions in the courtly tradition, there is no treatment of
the theme of love in Jonson which is not underlined by the realistic
detail, the odor of contaminated flesh. Yet one would have to admit in
this regard that Jonson most often dealt with the superficies of fleshly
pride and lechery-a more often formal and general attack on human
foibles in the renaissance style. Swift, on the other hand, was l~d more
deeply by his disgust at the ugly, the bestial, the irrational artimal in
man; so that the mere disclosure of a woman's close-up nakedness (in
Brobdingnag) and the smell of humanity (after Gulliver le~yes the
Houyhnhnms) raises in him such absolute repugnance that one feels
there is no escape for him but in the characterization he, may give this
~ense in his writing.
The effective genius for distortion in characterization is one thing
with Swift and quite another with Jonson. But what we commonly call
caricature-the enlargement of one or a few defects in the featuresdoes not apply to either kind of distortion. Swift's distortions are elaborate constructions on real defects which are norm~ly presem,t in all
men. The deformities which he sees in the skin blemishes and
, smells
in the body odors of the Brobdingnagians are the result of magnified
vision. The illusory sense of well-proportioned beauty which he receives
C

I

"
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when he views the Lilliputians is also derived from. a similar abpormality in vision;-we might call it micrification. But the beguiling
in Lill~put soon becomes the experience of an offensive reality
illusion
,
in Brobdingnag. Yet while such realization is bearable in reg;;Lrd to the
Brobdingnagians, because they are in all ways comparable to recognizable humanity elsewhere, the abhorrent animality of the Yahoos,
especially as contrasted with the superb sweet reasonableness of the
Houyhnhnms, is permanently debilitating'to a sensibility wltich can
now never be reconciled to "normal" humanity. Thus the voyages of
Gulliver, in, one sense, are a progressive experience in the realization
that deformity is the normal condition, of man. And the outward, physical deformity emphasizes-through discourses with the natives of the
three kingdoms-a still greater inner and mpral deformity. Only
through the gradual derangement (or, in terms of Swiftian irony, the
magnification) of the senses does the great gap between illusion and
reality, inst~nct and reason, pride and humility become understandable.
And this-Swift is saying-is not simply what the human condition
seems to be, but what it actual~y is.
'
In Jonson, distortion in characterization aims at a similar revelation
- of basic humanTeality but with different means. While Swift insists on
a particu'lar obliquity of vision in the individual recipient as the normal
process} Jonson depends on a social elaboration of the practical joke, a
caustic form of burlesque intrigue, wherein the observer's normal
sympathies for the dupe are transf~rred to the deceiver, who, it then
turns out, is himself the greater dupe. It has often been assumed that,
the humorous caricatures of lust and greed, the monsters of cynicism
and egoism in his drama, are simply examples of jonson's human theory
-a convenience by which the· dramatist advised himself in order to
create successful comic portraits. But the curipusly intimate relationship which Jonson always establishes between the dupe and his deceiver
would seem to question the confidence with which such an opinion is
held. For it is in this correspondence between foil and counter-f~il, the
perpetual Mutt and Jeff of Jonsonian intrigue, that his single-minded
villains invite the moral instruction which the dramatist is attempting to
make distortion serve. The Fox ~s not simply a clever but bor~d nobleman who, out of a need to exercise his ingenuity, has prepared a hoax
to snare the Vulture, the Crow, and the Raven. .Nor is he merely a goad
to the others to exemplify every variety of human gullibility. We are
~ot hanging on his words and applauding his I)uccesses because we are
~
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amu6ed by his distorted enactments of recognizable normal behavior in
a competi~ive society. For if we look closely we will see that
depends
as much on his dupes and gulls as they on him. The incredible capacity
of his victims to be deceived is only a counterpart of their need to
deceive others. What better proof can there be than the final act in
which the Fox himself is deceived by his "faithful" (and incorruptible
only because seemingly less corruptible than himself) accomplice, the
Fly? And in The Alchemist} Bart/:lOlomew Fair} and Epicoene, why is it
that after the dupes and their deceivers have all been revealed, the
dupes themselves ~re humiliated and the deceivers treated to a good
supper or to a new job? If it were simply the conventional world of
dramatic make-believe that Jonson is constructing, why aren~t the villains "punished" and their victims "rescued," according to the old moral
in the fairy story? And why is it that we, the audience, who qave come
to see justice done in the end, stay to applaud the "wrong" kind of ending? Can it be that we too, who have been presented with all the keys
gratis, who know all the secrets and cannot be deceived-can It be that
in the end we are deceived too? Does it mean that in applauding the
monsters of lust and cupidity, and in letting the victim go to his "undeserved" fate, we are really applauding ourselves? And are we finally the
du pe for doing so, soon to creep off on all fours, or are we his qIonstrous
deceiver, smiling with new glory and ready for the next bout wIth the
world? Can it be that this is not the make-believe world of ogres and
fairies, hut th~ real world after all? And if not, to paraphrase 4J1dreyev,
What are we laughing at?
.
Thus we see that the question of inner form is determined not by
the postulation of a satiric type, but by the need of the satirist to
construct, as in the case of Jonson and Swift, his 'personal vehicle
th~ugh a fabricated situation, through a congeries of grossly distorted
personalities w~ich elicit our sympathies even as we are being drawn
by the satirist into the design to serve as his supreme dupes. In Jonson
and Swift, one might say, we have the very antithesis of the ideal fiction,
and yet the same "suspension of disbelief" at which such a fiction aims
for its maximum success. In Swift, the effect is like the one we get after
looking at ourselves and others through a distorted mirror: when we
laughingly turn away, we suddenly note that the disproportion in the
real features of the human animal is as bizarrely evident in n~ture ~ it
was in the artifice. Sim,ilarly in Jonson: the effect is like the Jne which
provokes the spontaneous laugh in our response to the "dirty joke." If

¥
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the aftertaste is embarrassment, it is due to our own unpleasantly discovered prudery balking at the verbalized portrait'of a deeply felt vicarious- "heroism.", The aim in Jonson and Swift to direct themselves to
our innermost vitals, to touch the hidden worm, makes us react morally
and awakens us to the character of our action in the real world, even
when ordinarify we would exclude the moral impulse as an ingredient
in behavior. In this sense, and ,going far beyond the ambiguity of
response to the mirror and to the joke, the satire continues to challenge
our most warmly pledged ideologies and beliefs, even though thejr contexts differ as to occasi9n. But of course, we must first be willing to
admit that there is something in us to challenge.

II
o
From this curved syllable depend
Miracles of mo<;>d: despair rounds
Lips everywhere, paint weeps a wound
With oval woe, and questions sound
So; ecstasy purrs, grief is gr<?aned,
So; ecstacy purrs, grief is groaned,
Greed gloats through inflected command
Of ~is circular sound that sits
Silent toned on page and 0 waits.
TED
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Creep nakedly between the sleeping seals
Now that the silly moon is turning .under.
Trust that the gulls and dreamy snakes will feel
Your footprint echo only as little thunder.
Lanterns above. They found your note on the pillow.
They grapple. with hooks. They comb the .reef and· island,
A diligent boy has found your clothes in~ willow:
But the seals and the moon and the gulls and the snakes are silerit.
These are remembered stars that dapple your loin
And caught in your armpits weeds rise up like wings;
Leered by the cuttlefish, ogled by eels we join
The subterranean green of secret things
Down where the quireme settles in the sand,
Down where the Viking skulls converse in bubbles,
Deeper than these I lead you by the hand
Into a nether vastness no fin troubles.
So. After the green of quiet the purple of cold
And past the purple the black that curtains the end:
There is a knife to slit it, and you hold
That knife between your teeth if you are my friend.
Either on hilt or throat the finger fastens.
Naked or armed you came for this endeavor.
And we drown double, and now, and as assassins,
Or cut our passage singly, and forever.
Roy
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Joaquin Ortega
in the slopes,.of the Guadarrama, on
alside road far from the main highway, there is a sprawling structure almost hidden from view by a pine grove. One afternoon, from the
top of Navacerrada, our excursion leader, Don Paco, Olympic ex-champion, a man about town, who prided himself on knowing everybody
- and everything, had pointed it out to us, a bunch of eager teen-agers,
as the Espunes Sanatorium.
, "This Dr. ,Espunes," he explained, "is now dead, and the institution :run by a committee of alienists. B~t he built the palace of insanity
and directed it until the very day of his death. He shunned completely
private practice, resigned his directorship of'the State Hospital for the
Insane, and lived there with his patients the last decade of his career.
A bachelor, without near relatives, he decided to invest his large fortune
in this project.
"
_
"When the building :was being ereded; rumors began to circulate
that the eminent clinician showed some signs of unbalance. There was
nothing to put one's fingers on, however. He expressed himself, when
he met his fomer colleagues ill' the infrequent visits to Madrid, with
the same scientific directness and keen penetration of men and affairs
which had given him the reputati0!1 of a solid man. ' He still displayed
even closer knowledge of the latest literature in psychiatry and that
familiarity. with the humanities that had surrounded his name with the
aureole of wisdom.
"He supervised the erection of his new establishment with astute
practical sense, bargaining with contractors, inspecting the blueprints
and specifications. Technically inclined, he saw to it that the ventila-

T

HIRTY-SIX MILES FROM MADRID,

Reception address for the Madison Literary Club (Wisconsin), one of the oldest
'
town-and-gown societies in the Middle West, founded in 1877.
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tion, heating, drainage~ were of the best. But the architects started
gossiping about queer orders he gave them. He told them, for instance,
that he wanted a building well finished but left unfinished. He explained that the skeleton of the structure should be made susceptible,
without great expense, to unexpected' changes in the capacity of the
rooms, in the placement of the windows, doors, staircases, and other
appurtenances. As he put it, he wanted a dwelling so constructed that
its interior would be collapsible into any desired shape. The architects
went into a huddle and decided to use metallic casings with adjustments for the partitions, stairways and openings. Dr. Espufies, for
mysterious hydraulic reasons, prescribed a system of plumbing that
should make it possible to hear running water in various volumes and
speeds throughout the building, by ~e mere pressing of certain control
switches. As he later explained, this was the nearest approach to dead
mothers' lullabies he could find to put his mad children to sleep. On
the other hand, he placed, on carefully selected strategic points in the
rooms, rugs made with a mixture of wool and pulverized fossil sponges
which had the property of absorbing all noises. This magic article had
been invented in her death chamber by the deranged wife of a saxophone player. To protect further the inhabitants from outside reverberations of life, the walls were sprinkled through invisible spoUjts, day and
night, with water from the Dead Sea. The lighting he devised in a
complicated scheme of<pwaning and increasing intensities combined with
~~

~

"When the time .for furnishing came, he likewise sported singular
ideas. He placed hangers six feet apart in every room and eorridor. In
between, there were shelves - actual or imaginary - with cigarettes,
matches, shoelaces, collar buttons, soap, towels, powder, lipsticks, toothpicks, hairpins, safety pins, plain pins, combs, handkerchiefs, black
pencils, blue pencils, red pencils, pink pencils, doctor bills, tax bills,
dull razors and sharp razors, small pads, rubber bands, clips, erasers,
formal and informal excuses, lotions, calendars, thermometers, barometers, inkstands, letters received and the answers, fountain pens, candies, lyrical poems informing the world how one's heart qr other specific
organ feels, nuts, aspirin, game boarg.s, pills of all colors and sizes, contraceptives, gloves, chewing gum, playing cards, mail advertisements,
various kinds of catalogues, catalogues of catalogues, bibliographies,
barber's chatter, haircuts, fast watches and slow watches and correct
watches, telephones, penknives, ash trays, ties, cuff buttons, formal
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clothes for men, attaching collars, stiff sliirts, finger rings, earrings, ~pse
. rings, fraternity pins, decorations, emblems, mottos, nobi~ity tides, texts
assassinated by footnotes, small change, iced water, wigs, milady's·hats,
'
'.1-ever-saws' and an assortment of hyperboles, jazz music, classical mu- :
sic, bookmarks,. wardrobe checks, keys, back-scratchers, styptic pencils,
railroad guides, scissor.s, thumbtacks, chains, telephone directories, business directories, university directories, movie tickets, walking sticks,
radio sets, simplified methods to avoid stuttering, ah-ah's, and other
impediments of speech, Hearst newspapers, English, Latin, Frencl1".
Spanish, and German pronunciatjon charts, detective stories, gangster.
stories, success stories, love stories, funny stories, and all kinds of stories,
pos~l cards, Christmas cards, birthday cards, Valentine cards, membership cards, visiting cards, umbrellas, introduction letters,-recommendation letters, rubber. shoes, .flags·of all nations waving in a self-indulgent
breeze, artificial eyelashes, weighing scales, nail files,' 'dear's,' 'honey's'
and other saccharine miscella~ea, cosmetics, phoriographically recorded
,lectures, harangues, sp~eches, me&sages, motions, resolutions, and sermons on every subject and for every juncture, degrees-academic,
climatic, sociC(1 and otherwise-comic strips, readymade reports-eommittee and otherwise-on sundry topics, theses, funny man toys. In ~hort,
every conceivable minutia in the realm of the forgettable and the subsidiary was accessible at every turn, sO that the population of the
sanatorium, either free from their lack or sickened with their abunHance,
but at any rate unconcerned with their existence, could concentrate on
their significant manias and be .spurred untrammelled to creative
enterprises.
"Underneath, neatly built in the walls, were ihe automatic shoe
cleaners. These 'shoe cleaners were equipped with a: very ingenious device whereby the line of the pants, by means of an el\ctrical iron in the
form of pincers that went up and down, was quickly restored to its
rectilinear pristine condition. A master's thesis on The Influence of
Shoddy Shoes and Baggy Pants on the Intellectual Achievement of
Teachers, enthusiastically approved by the graduate faculty of one of
the best teacher training institutions of the country, had conclusively
demonstrated that the broken line of the pants breaks the normal line
of thinking and ~ehavior and unduly inhibits otherwise aggressive individuals. Dr. Espufies had also 9bserved that people, like peacocks,
get depressed when th,ey look down and s~e that ilieir extremities are
not up to the rest of their plumage. He had noticed too that women,
...
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who are very sensitive to their own looks and to the direction of the
male's looks, consider themselves well dressed if they wear smart shoes
and silk stockings, even if the rest of their makeup and outfit is not so
'hot.' Finally, our admirable doctor had compared the English expression 'He looked at her from head to feet' with the Spanish one 'La
. mirei de los pies a la cabeza: He looked at her from feet; to head,' and
decided that the latter was more in consonance with 'the realities of life,
for human beings rely heavily on. their foundations.
"The building finished and ready for business, Dr. Espufies did
a most unusual medical thing. He wrote a very sensible letter to all his
alienist friends in Spain and abroad and told them that he had endowed
his new sanatorium with ample funds to provide free treatment, and
all the necessary living expenses for 'patients with interesting cases of
madness.' Would they inform him whether they had any in hand? He
would travel to whatever place they indicated, examine the patients
during a week, and admit them or not to this life of bounty, according
to the degrees of charm and inventive quality of their ailments. Be it
well understood, this was no joke. How could anybody take it as such
. when he had justQpublished the thirteenth and last volume of,his monumental work on The Ways, Byways, Subways and Highways of the
Human Brain, receiving international acclaim for his profound investigations? His sanatorium was not to be a show place for journalists and
morbid sensation seekers. Exclusively relatives and very intimate friends
of the inmates, placed in an elective list, would be admitted once a week,
and this only if the latter did not object. Wealth or poverty was no
objection, for there in the sanatorium all alike would be provided'with
everything they wanted.
.
"Strange as it may seem, the .alienists all over the world, and especially in Spain, took kindly to the proposition. Dr. Espufies went back
and forth, and in two years he gathered a family of about fifty patients.
None was violent, a prerequisite for candidacy.
.
"Both sexes were admitted on even terms, but as he expected, although the number of crazy women was larger, very few;could qualify.
Feminine nature, as stated by Dr. Espufies, was intrinsically economic,
hedonistic, and their disequilibrations tended to re-main in the sphere
. of the so-called social sciences, hardly ever rising to philosophic $=ategory. Unpredictable changes of SPeed or of di~ection in their behavior
were occasioned by a mere lack of synchronization in the many independently rotating little wheels of their brain mechanism. Dr. Espufies
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had observed-women motorists at street intersections dancing a kind of
rhumba step with their cars and then turning to the righ!, or to the' left,
or following straight as their ment~ wane happened to point at the
time-to the chagrin of ~ivers behind. He had also made a profound
study of the mechanics, of conjugal quarrels. The misnamed 'weaker
sex' would resort, in spurts, to sentimental pleading or to violent insult,
reserving, of course, her tears to perfect the' confusion in joe's brain
wheel at the exact moment when this weary wheel, trying to channel
the discussion into reason, was almost paralyzed with so many rotation
adjustments. There was,seldom in women what one might call 'single
wheel trouble,' simply because that single wheel did not exist. T~at is
why Dr. Espuiies had noticed during his long years of practice among
female patients that as soon as one of them, by a freak of nature, was
endowed with the central wheel, she began sooner or later cutting -her
hair, wearing"pants and thick-soled shoes, swinging a broad stride, smokh,lg cigars, seeking conqu,est, playing poker for high stakes, drinking
hard liquor, swearing and in general indulging in all the niceties of the
.male species. Dr. Espuiies had decided that most types of craziness in
women are neither interesting nor diagnosable, except for love purposes.
"To invest his place with more privacy, Dr., Espuiies bought all the
adjoining forest land for two miles around and put a government
licensed game-keeper, armed with a rifle, to ward off strangers from the
premises. Each visitor had to show a countersigned pass, with his portrait and thumb prints. No outsider ever saw 'the whole plant. They
were conducted exactly to the place where they were to meet the inmate.
"The patients were compelled to go bareheaded and to have a haircut every week without fail, for Dr. Espuiies held to the notion that the
heaviest substances on earth are those maverick hairs that barbers purposely leave half-cutover'the line of th~ ears and neck to make customers
uneasy with their burden and entice them .to frequent tonsurations.
Dr. Espuiies did not want anything to weigh down the upper extremities of his children except air ~d sound.
"Dr. Espuiies had a particular theory of dietetics, too, if not decidedly novel- because the effect of certain foods on the human organism
had already been speculated upon ..in ancient times - at least novel in
it~application. He prohibited in the Asylum'S menus inert matter, such
as plain meats, which for him were neutral substances with no other
function in die body of the animal than to be tliere and passively receive
the stimuli of the organs. He concentrated on functional food, such as
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hearts, brains, kidneys, liver, giblets, eggs - life in embryo - sweet•
breads, tongue and other viscera, which he believed would transmit their
latent powers to his patients. Swallows' nests, jumping beans, fermented
substances such as Roquefort cheese, sour milk and sauerkraut, spices,
aqua vitae, fruit juices, cocoanut water, he also considered helpful. He
held the opinion that we have not taken full advantage of food determinism. In a very scholarly paper with formulas, percentages, graphs,
etc., published posthumously, he proved that much of the 'success of his
institution in experimenting with the creative capacities of mad men
had been due to this intelligent system of dietetics. In many respects,
he is entitled to be considered a forerunner of the 'vitaminists.'
"Legends began to shape about the sanatorium. Per~ns spoke of
little houses of all sizes and strange contours that had spr~ng among
the trees, of windows in the main structure projecting into aerial
walks which descended by chute-the-chutes to ponds of limpid""water; of
uncanny musical sounds that came forth in the dead of night; of floor"mattressed rooms 'with a trap in the center uncovering a bathtub into
which the person could roll from bed; of stop and go, red and green
lights in the lapels of some of the most taciturn patients indicating that
the path for conversation was open or closed; of self-starting things,
moving platforms and other paraphernalia of the kind. But nobody
knew much definite about it, and those who did know something - the
professional friends of the director - were pledged to medical secrecy
by the swom formula of Johns Hopkins, rewritten and enlarged by a
House Committee.
"Dr. Espufies died, and his institution lost much of its character,
for it became impossible to maintain the high standards he had set. In
spite of the fact that he, hopingly, left in his will a 'fat' endowment in
the hands of a friendly Board of Administrators with the plea to continue his good work, he, sound to the last, foresaw the diffi~ulties ahead
and gave leeway to the trustees to make any necessary changes in "the
statutes, insisting only on his origi~al idea that his sanatorium should
always be a heaven for interesting mad men, and for no others."
;,

Imagine, therefore, with this background of past history seething in
my memory, with what joy I received some <.years later an invitation
from my friend, Dr. Martin, suggesting that I lunch with him the next
day at Dr. Espufies' sanatorium, where he had recently become one of
the resident physicians. I had not seen my college mate for five years,
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since he went first to Italy and then to Germany to do research- }York
among the fascists in civic insanity, a new branch of his specialty, and
th~ anticipation of a tete-a.-tete with him after his rare experiences
abroad was more than stimulating. He explained in his telephone call
that the strict prohibition of outside visits had been somewhat relaxed
and that I could be his guest without hindrance on his part or remorse
on mine, and see most of ~e remainders of the, ,creative glory of Dr.
Espuiies and his' followers.
I took the train, wan and excited from a sleepless night. The view
of the mountains, when I got off at San Rafael, was normal, and as I
went so dramatically moved, did not leave in my mind any lasting
sensorial-impression. For convenience, I refer my readers to the many
lengthy descriptions of the mountain chain at 12 :45 p. m. of early
autumn days, p~rpetrated in prose and verse by the professional literati
of Madrid.
In the station taxi I reached the gate of the sanatorium. The~ porter,
"upon hearing my name, pQ.oned to my friend and presently I found
myself walking by his arm toward the central hall. I noticed that the
gardens were arranged quite erratically, without any preconceived plan.
For example, on our right, as 'we walked on, ther~ were rocky" cascades
and very formally disposed li~tle terraces and parterres with the shrubs
and flowers in symmetrical- rows, while at our left the vegetation grew
in thickets, with nooks of dense brush as if to conceal someone behind.
And in the distance, near the rear of the building, there emerged" tall
green clusters of box-hedges in the shape of an amphitheater, with a
tiny entrance barely adequate to let pass the bulk of a person.'
As we were nearing the building, our path intersected another that
started from the left wing of an adjoining pavilion topped with a majestic tower. We observed an elderly man walking on it toward us.' He
was followed by what might be a butler - judging by his sideburns,
winged conar, and large-sized boots and hands ~ who carried something
flat under his left arm. The rapidly advancing gentleman' was dressed
in a long frock coat of bizarre cut, striped trousers, no spats, nor visible
gold fillings in his teeth, black and white checkered patent leather shoes,
silk sash, blue and white, with some astronomical pattern, which went
up to the line of his arm pits, gold-rimmed glasses without lenses hanging from his neck on a black and white ribbon, and a black and white
carnation in his lapel. The extraordinary nature of his habiliments
held our attention first, but instantly we were taken by his beautiful
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head. It was so perfett that it defies definitional words, one of those
things that, because of their immaculate formal aseptia, dissolve into
totalitarian adjectives. ,Demeanor and assurance. The forehead, high,
and topographically suggestive of changing le~ls; the hair, niveous,
$rown back, inane-like, as a wind-swept fire or a wavy stream; the long
ends of his moustache forming upon meeting the unbroken vertical line
of his thin, pointed goatee and aquiline nose, the perfect design of a dagger; and his eyes, nimble lightnings, dancing forward.
We waited for him, and on passing he bowed his head gracefully
and uttered well-timbered words:
"Good morning, Dr. Martin. A good day to work. 1 have always
expected that this high sun would reveal to me the secret. 'For the sun
is the music and ,the light and the blood of the ':lniverse." ,
.
"This was the most beloved patient of Dr. Espunes," commented
my friend. "For all I know, the attraction he felt for him was perhaps
due to the fact that Dr. Espunes was a Catalan, sensuous and active, and
"this Castilian a man of virtue and contemplation. Througli him I have
learned to appreciate the greatness of our founder. What Dr. Espunes
did here was not merely a human enterprise, but a play with supermen
worthy of the superman he was. I figure he got tired of mankind's
stupidity in the last years of his life and determined to give himself the
'treat' - just as a well-earned vacation - of being in the society of interesting people. The gentleman who went by - for he is a gentleman in
every sense of the word - was entered in the sanatorium records under
the name of Dr. Chimera. His tastes for food, dothes, decoration, and
other refinements of living are exquisite. He is versed in all learning.
His library was already large when he came to live with Dr. Espunes,
and the latter contributed while alive to its enrichment with the best
books from his own, bequeathing the remainder to him at his death.
There you will find printed pages and manuscripts on every imaginable
subject and in every tongue. His curiosity is insatiable, but he is disturbed by the thought that civilization tends to dispersal';'and not to
unity, and that unity is the destiny of man-unity with ,!tis own self,
unity with all throbbing nature, with the universe, with God. This
mania took a queer turn in his case.... But let me not interrupt this
sketch. Dr. Chimera is our most trusted: adviset.~:He has the absolute
confidence of every patient, comforts them all in their dbubts, for he
understands almost everything and when he does not understand he
makes a willing effort to understand. He treats us with polite disdain
11

,.
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for we simply know-an exercise of reason-while he uI)ders~dsan exercise of will. He tells us, patiendy, what persuasion to use in each
ca$e. _For him all these unfortunates are men afBicted with a disease of
unity. Our endeavor should be to umte them with themselves. This,
according to him, is the more difficult since they are burdened with an
excess of desire for unity, phenomenal, cosmic. It is easy, he says, to
preach unity to those outside who live disarticulate without being con..
scious of it, but to give satisfaction to those within these walls, who are
disarticulate out of an excess of articulation, is an exacting and delicate
task."
"All that is fascinating, my friend," I wedged ~n. "And what is that
tum of his mania you alluded to? And pardon my impatience."
"He is probably at it now. His days are divided into three periods
which for him are the vital periods of rational beings. Nights he devotes
to learning, to studying, to penetrating the darkness. This he calls the
Pregnancy. Mornings, to meditation. You will see him from dawn in
- his balcony-porch sunk in reflections. This is the Birth.. Now, in the
afternoon, he labors. This is the Destiny, his most frustrated hour. He
has gone on, day after ,day, year after year, enacting this well-planned,
inevitable tragedy. Come on to the house and we shall see from one
of the upper windo'Vs part of his so-called studio."
And we saw.
His butler handed him an enormous pad and one of those long,
thick carbon pencils the masons lIse. He whisded a complicated tune,
listening intenfly to it with his head inclined sideways. Then, after a
few seconds of suspense, his eyes lost in the air as if hypnotizing something that was flying, he feverishly- traced a continuous line of the most
"intricate desi~, apparently, on the sheet of paper, stopped, shrunk to
concentration, and slowly. withdrew it from his face to gain a perspective. He made a sign of denial with his head, looked sadly to the
attendant, tor:e the leaf from the pad, crushed it with his fist and threw
it on the ground. And the same, again and again, only changing the
music. The enclosure, -strewn with white papers of all shapes, looked
like an osarium with the skeletons of his ideas shining in the -sun..
•
"He has been trying for twenty-five years, unsuccessfully, to draw
his whisding.'t Dr. Martin spoke softly. "Every a(temoon, good or bad
weather, he comes to his studio. If it rains, or snows, he stands in that
tiny shelter you see yonder by the path. Often he does not mind the
elements and continues drawing. Whe~ darkness falls, his hair drenched,
.
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falling over his temples, his clothes sagging, he comes out, slowly, quivering. His figure is pathetic and grotesque, not enlivened then by his
'usual orderly comppsure:'
f.
"And what kind of a fellow is the companion? Is he·a mad man
also?"
~_
"Oh, no, not quite. Juan is a stolid peasant who followed the fortunes of Dr. Chimera a long time ago against the advice o£ family and
friends. He does.not understand many of the words of hisi, master but
he listens to them with respect. Silent, enduring, he furnishes faithfully
the alleviation of his presence and of his menial services.. I suspect that .
he has become a little deranged, by contagion. In unguarded moments
. he speaks seriously of 'our work.' "
.
"Does Dr. Chimera give any reasonable explanation of his mania?"
I interjected.
"A perfect one, of course. There is a volume in manuscript which
has circulated from room to room for several years and wWch he has
occasionally improved with the suggestions of the other inmates. It is
beyond my power to give even an approximate idea of its contents. It
covers five hundred folios in closely written script and launches here
and there, pell-mell, into alchemy and astrology, intowabstruse theories
of relativity and absolutivity illustrated with undecipherable algebraic
formulae; -but the gist of the matter is what he maintains in:his conclusions, namely his belief that although arts - all arts - are inferior manifestations, by-products of the human mind, yet they are the greatest
tangible efforts for the expression of the self, and that once he solves the
problem of the unity of arts, he would be on sure ground to tackle the
ultimate problem of the unity of men."
"And what is his attitude towards the famous critics an4 artists of
the world?"
"Negative. Save with few: Plato, Dante, Da Vinci, Michelangelo,
Santa Teresa, EI Greco, Shakespeare, Spinoza, Goya, Goe~he, Baudelaire, Dostoevski . . . and above all Cervantes, for he lingered more,
free from adjective philosophizings, on the uncharted seas of what
is and
,
what is not, teaching us that all is and all is not. The lessei critics, no
matter how famous, he .calls theologians without a god; the l~sser artists,
no matter how famous, gods without a theQlogy. And the hi~torians, he
calls morticians embalming dead papers with the fluid of their pseudo.
interpretations, spurious at all times, whether contempora;ry-since it is
impossible to tell veraciously one's own story and necessari~y the more
't

8
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so to tell the story of others-or whethe~belated-since it is sheer absurdity to pretend to attain that symphronism necessary to capture the sensi~
biJity of times.that no'longer are. Among the western historians, he likes
Gibbon, however, because he wrote well-documented fiction and -had the
good taste to doubt the greatness of his brethren in Christ, a feat the
more creditable in view of the fact that he was a Britisher. The latest
stoty-tellers, he says, will not,be able even to write well-documented
fiction, for most of the real history of today is done by telephone or interview. To test the vulnerability of historians, to see if they had any
spark of potential life in them, he proposed one of the best he knew to
write his memOIrs ahead of time and later to record what did not-hap,pen. The historian - no mean ,wit himself - retorted that predictions
are reserved for politicians, salesmen, militarists, presidents, lobbyists,
athletic coaches, orators, preachers, and other mercurial genera., and to
record what does not happen is the chief function of the press. But his
pet aversion are the members of the academic clan. He had belonged
to it, and found now a masochistic humor in abusing his other self with
Rabelaisian epigrams. Here are tWo he gave me the other day when I
dared praise one of my professors."
Dr. Martin drew from his pocket a folded blue book anti read:
PROFESSORIAL-Rep~at •.•

repeat . •. in various manners, and scheduled
times, until old ,things appear new.
quiet pond without a spring below where' waters
coming from all directions are devitalized by stagnation.

ACADEMIC MIND--A

"Well," I underlined, uth~old gentleman seems hard to tackle."
"Rather."
"Once, Dr. Espunes, sympathetic, showed him some specimens of
modern artists who seemed to have been preoccupied with the correlation of arts. He read their proclamations, pondered over their polysyllables, and concluded that their paintings, sculptures, literature, and
music were confusion and not fusion, vile, outrageous, and immoral
mystifications. For some time he was cold to Dr. Espunes, believing
that his dearest friend had joked with his integrity, his learning, and
his idealism."
.
"Will it be possible to have an interview with this eccentric creature? It will make a corking feature for my paper," I advanced eagerly.
, "Out of the question. Dr. Chimera'is very reticent about com-
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municating with newcomers for ~ear they may take him ;either too
seriously or not seriously enough. He is also reticent about:tallcing to
people he knows too well for fear that they may hear what he does not
say or pay no attention to what he says. The other day when I went on
my weekly round of inspection, I did succeed in bringing him to the
level of conversation. His room in that turret is simple, useful, and
easy. I noticed the lack of pictures on the walls and exclaimed pleasantly in order to provoke a dialogue: .
'By the way, why not pictures in the room of a great painter?' "
" 'Short-sighted, as usual,' said he with aplomb. 'Sir, if you look
through those four windows from any angle of the room you will find,
framed in, carefully, the best landscapes available from this point of
the planet. I amused myself during the first months of my s9journ here
with elementary problems of composition. Dr. Espuiies was kind enough
to change the openings every week or so until we arrived at their most
satisfactory location. Framing is an inferior occupation of our reason.
Our spirit repudiates framing, which is limitation and isolation. But,
yet, alas! we have to contend with this miserable frame of rour bodies.
Playing with frames gives us a certain idea of our imPOrtan1:e. We believe we are creating when in reality what we are doing is putting fences
to what is already there. Poor men, little children cutting pieces of a
cake baked in an oven the thermodYnamics of which they do not understand:
"He paused, registered a quizzical smile. 'It was also in those early
stages of my mental growth that I became interested in cheating Nature
with travesties of growth. I succeeded partially. Juvenile experiments
with mass, color, and odor! I developed a non-expansive bean by injecting into the stems serum of depression salaries. And a black and
white carnation infused with the saps of night and day. This was quite
simple: I plunged the carnation plant into total darkness in the daytime and into totallight in the night-time. The seeds became confused
into a dual growth. My odorless cabbage was a little more complicated.
It took me fourteen months to discover the tiny nostrils of the cabbage
located in the crux of the roots with channels up and do~ whereby it
relentlessly smells, the victim of a mania for bad odors, alrthe puerperal
humors of the mother earth. The delicate surgical operation of excising
the olfactory organs so as to let the odors escape at the level of the soil
and free the leaves from ,them was fraught with dangers. I murdered
exactly one million, one thousand and one cabbages, cauliflowers, and
U

~

}
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Brussels sprouts before perfecting my technique. The cabbage.. fields
were unapproachable in the Period of growth because of this constant
re,lease ,of smells from the openings in my incisions, but the odorless cabbages were an ample reward. Besides, those odors in the open air were
much more easily dissipated and not ~ obnoxious as in closed spaces
in the immediate society of human beings. I offered my discovery to
the Irish, but the ungrateful ones, peeved at my slight of the familiar
odor (odors are almost an irreducible element in the culture of peoples),
managed to have the thirty-three main sects of Christlanity-one ~or each
year of the life of Christ-excommunicate me. It was the only case in
. history, my dear Dr. Martfn~ where chur~hes have agreed on a question
of heresy. (I only got e~courageIl?-ent from three Unitarian ministers.)
After weighty counsel they condemned my cabbage surgery as an illegal
operation.''*'
UDr. Chimera shrugged and after looking intently into my eyes,
continued: 'But I have liberated myself from all this nonsense of trying
to frame and cheat Nature. I'want now to commune with Nature and
be the humble acolyte of Nature. And you come here to invite me to
put pictures on my walls! Pictures are fixed, motionless, the carcasses
of Nature, rotting in the air as boats run aground on the shores of
• My address before the Madison- Literary Club was on February 11, 1935. -In the February 27.1935 issue of The New York Times appeared the following story: "Cornell Produces
Odorless Cabbage. Six Years 'Breeding' of Savoy Type Produces Strain Which Does Not
'Smell Up House; Ithaca. N. Y•• Feb. 26 (AP) .-An odorless cabbage that will not 'smell
up the nouse' while cooking. yet dietetically and gastronomically perfect. was announced
at Cornell University today.
.
,
"The way Professor C. H. Meyers of the De(>artment of Plant Breeding got rid of the odor
was said to prove that the l;ldies have been nght in turning up their 'noses at cabbage.
"The familiar 'smell' turned out to. have been only an evolutionary hang-over which
disappeared when good breeding was introduced.
.
"It took 4.000 cabbages and six years to produce the aristocratic vegetable. Each year
Professor Myers uprooted a few of the most sturdy early Savoy cabbages in the Cornell
experimental gardens and placed them in cold' storage for abOut two months. This gave the
young cabbages a 'rest: It was part of the 'hibernation' which many plants required to
reach their best. Then he replanted the cabbages in greenhouses. .
"There an expert substituted $teel tweezers for bees. butterflies and other undiscriminating
pollen sp'readers. He took pollen from the antler of one cabbage flower and placed it on
the pistil of another.
"Thus seeds were obtained pe1'(>etuating the best cabbage strains. This went on for five
years. with cabbages annually getting a little bette~
."They averaged about three pounds. dark green and crinkly leaves, crisp texture, less
waste than ordinary. greater uniformity in shape and maturity and easier digestibility.
"This year, the sixth. the new quality appeared. The cabbages have lost their odor. but
retain all the other qualities.
.
"The Department of Plant Breeding has 10.000 seeds of this new strain. too few to offer
to farmers. A limited number of· seed growers will be asked to cooperate in producing
enough seeds to place the odorless variety on the market. That is expected to take about
two years."
.
The author of Dr. Chimera had no intimation of such parallel endeavor. This is one
case when imagination scooped science by a few days.
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nowhere. All we seem to be able to apprehend of the life of Nature are
its static moments, its suspense, its artificially arrested life or artificially
c~ncocteddeath. And not even this. At least my pictures are alive with
the changing substances of time eternal. These walls will receive my pictures of unity when I get the secret, a mathematical secret, of shifting
equations, when I can reduce the tremolo:, the music of the world-all
the voices and pulses of it-to linear expression. In the meantime I content myself with books, books which are as false as the voice of man,
corpses of the minds and rarely their 'second life, echqes of my own garrulity, but which serve as consolations to my impotence. Language and
music are the beneficent drugs that keep us in ~tupor; but painting and
sculpture are all-inclusive representations, the silent sisters of the deep,
absorbing all noises as the mirror does when we talk in front of it, agglutinating dimensions and qualities, leading us to the place where nothing
sounds because all is sounding.'
"Checking himself sharply, as it'he had heard an admonition from
the deep, he apologized, troubled:
" 'I am afraid this has not been the dialogue it was meant to be:
•
uTo rally.him, I remarked: 'There is no such a th~fig as pure
dialogue. Only the utterly mediocre talk for others or depend for sustenance on the words of others. We always listen to ourselves and talk
to ourselves in the others. Your Soliloquy bore the di~logue within.
Dialogue is a metaphor.'
" 'Exactly, my friend,' he beamed. 'Man is by essence baroque. It
tends to disunity and circumvention. And the curse of man is metaphor. You have probably noticed that I, even I, have been using plenty
of metaphors and similes when carried off by the flow of verbiage. We
substitute words for words, words for sentiments, sentiments for words,
ideas for words, words for ideas, sensations for ideas,' ~deas for sensations,
and so on and on.. And the terminology of the philosophers, why, that
is the most flagrant metaphor, nothing but plugs to stop the leakages
of the mind. If one follows closely, intently, as the pointer follows its
quarry, the concepts of those molting owls of knowledge, through the
multicoloreq and entangled skeins of their di~lectics, one always stum·
bies upon something else. Spiritual impotence, Dr. Martin, or what is
worse, spiritual hypocrisy. The impotents are caught in the net of the
relative but pretend to themselves and to the others that they!see the fun·
damentals. They are the most perverted and harmful. Men are engaged
in expressing one thing with another, including their own selves, when
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the noble work is to express everything with one thing, and one.. thing
With everything.' "
Dr. Martin had talked much, and the afternoon was falling or rising
(that is a matter of literary cliehes) into those changing colors of the
Castilian light. An unpremeditated cloud kept puffing ashes on the
horizon.
We wandered for a while over the grounds and buildings, posed in~
different questions to and received indifferent answers from some of
, the inmates and members of the staff, but our repartee n~ver reached a
high pitch.
,
I soon took leave of Dr. Martin. From the train, the now somber
sky could be seen. I looked desultorily at my white pad still virginal
of notes.
.
By the time I got off at the station in Madrid, a drizzle was sifting
thin tears from nowhere. The sky was_turning dark, rushing the night
into being. .
.
After a frugal meal, I opened my typewriter to see what would
come out of my day's work. I wrote well int<fthe early morning hours,
fortifying my wit with black coffee and cognac and checking it with tidbits of crabmeat - a retrograde food (the memory of Dr. Espunes'
theories!). I must have written at least ha,lf a dozen complete, different
stories of various lengths before,' tired and confused, I fell asleep over
the table with my arms crossed under my head - a fallen cruCifix.
Some of those stories I stin remember. One of them was a lively
account, in stacatto phrases, of my excursion, very peripate~ic, depicting the queer surroundings and the queer creatures that had crossed my
retina. Another was a sort o~ editorial, philosophizing about destiny,
mind and Inatter, sanity and inSanity, all punctuated with flashes of
romantic description. Another was a "professional" job on the purpose
and nature of insane asylums in general, giving the 'features of this particular one and propounding the need of injecting more imagination
into our medical institutions so that the ailings of mankind may be
better diagnosed. Another 'was a weak poetic attempt, very subjective
and sentimental, on the motif " ni estan todos los que son, ni son ·todos
los que estan'~ ("here are not all who are, nor are all who are here").
Another was a humorous piece, making broad fun of the vagaries of
man, a piece which would undoubtedly have pleased the sensible read"
ers of our sheet.
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The last I wrote, the one upon which I fell and embraced with the
cross of my arms, was composed chiefly with the words of Don Paco, Dr.
Martin, and - by indirection - of the words of Dr. Espniies and Dr.
Chimera. For no reason at all, unless it be that father allways loves a
little more the youngest child, that was the piece I decided to submit
to my boss.
"Leave it here," he said, pointing without looking at his overcrowded desk. "Come back at ten."
I did.
~
"Sorry, but there's no story here. Too highbrow. No human interest. No reader's appeal. Say, have you forgo~ten what a damn, redblooded newspaper is for? To hell with your Dr. Watcha-eall-'im? Why,
son, this stuff won't do even as a filler for the Magazine Section, and you
know that there we'll put almost anything."
I deferred 'to his practical opinion, then, and later. The story was
"never published, until now.
~ .........
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BRUCE AND ERMENGARDE
George P. Elliott
walked down the long, green-carpeted· aisle
between desks of typists, Bruce forg!ng slightly ahead all the way.
None of the typists paid any particular attention to them; Ermengarde
was hardly known outside her own unit, and Bruce went past them to
Mr. Brownell's office at lea&t once or twice a ,week. And, of course,
none of the typists bracketed the two together in their minds, for they
knew that Er~engarde was a junior personnel-«)fficerand Bruce her
-unit chief. Neither they nor anyone else in the whole bureau suspected _
that there was anything more between them.
They walked to the desk of Mr. Brownell's secretary.
"Hello, Marie/' said Bruce, "is John busy?"
"I'm sure he's not. Go on in."
Marie did not notice Ermengarde hold back nor did she hear her
half-whisper, "You go on in by yourself, Bruce," and if she had observed this she would not have thought much of it; Ermengarde was
thought to be very shy.
"Nonsense," Bruce answered her in an undertone. "John isn't so
bad as all that. You ought to meet him formally. He's a human being."
He put his pipe in his tobacco pouch, stuck the pouch in his coat
pocket, arid opened the door..
"Hello, Mr. Brownell, I hope we aren't bothering you."
"No, no, come on in, J.apin. How do you do, Miss Cline. Sit
down, sit down. Well, how's she going today?"
Erinengarde drop~d her eyes and smiled nervously. Her hands
were shaking so hard that she spilled cigarette ash onto her lap.
"We came to ask you for i;l special favor, Mr. Brownell, one I hope
you will find it possible to grant. We would like an extra hour of lunch
tIme to go to the-City Hall and appJy for a marriage license. The office
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is closed during the lunch hour or we would go then ofcourse, in conformance with our strict twelve to one policy. I thought! it would be
permissible to take it...."
"My God, man, of course, of course, take all the time you need.
But this is a surprise! Allow me to congratulate you. It makes the
second romance in the bureau since I came out here. -Thomson and his
wife, you know. Well, I must say it's a fine thing indeed.. Yes sir."
He shook Bruce's hand vigorously, and smacked: Ermengarde resoundingly on the cheek. Only Bruce did not seem to be ill at ease..
"Thank you very much, Mr. Brownell," he said as he opened the
door.
"Well, now, wait a minute, when's the great day?"
"Friday afternoon.· At the court house. A very quiet civil ceremony."
"Well, well. How splendid. I suppose you have a vac,.tion coming
up next week? Although you picked a bad month to take it. Not much
doing now."
....
"N 0, we're just spending the week end in Carmel, cottage of a
friend of mine. Then back to work."
"Well, well. Good luck to you. So long."
He laughed with professional heartiness.
"Good-bye," said Ermengarde very low.
Marie watched with large eyes. 'Vhen they were out of earshot, she
turned to Brownell.
"Hey," they said in unison, "what's going on around here?"
They laughed.
.
"1 hadn't heard anything about this, Marie. How long has this
been brewing?"
(
"Are they getting married?"
"Well, they wanted an hour off to get a marriage license."
"My God, I'd read about it, but I never knew it to h~ppen to people I knew. He's a nice guy too, in a way."
f
"I'll be damned. Well, it's a funny world."
"That was a funny way to tell people, Mr. Brownell, asking you for
an hour off that way. You'd think they'd just announce it regularly."
"Yes, you would, Marie. They knew perfectly well they could take
an hour for a thing like that. Well, live and learn."
Exactly forty minutes later no one in the whole bureau was working, except Bruce and Ermengarde and the PBX 'operatoi~i,1t took forty
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minutes only beca~se Miss Bridgman was talking on the phone to Washington and couldn't be told until she was through. When she 'heard
about' it, she laughed for fiv~ minutes and then made F0e..rster, her
superior, go out with h~r for a couple of highballs. One of the file
clerks was a southerner. When she heard about it, she threw onto the
floor a pile of case dockets she was holding, and swore. "I'll never speak
to him again; it's alwaysthe man's fault in a'&e like thiS. Any girl
would do like Erma in her place. But that pip-squeak! He should be
shot. If this was Houston he .would be too, I c~ tell you that." The
first person Marie had told was Louise, the receptionist, because Bruce
had, as everyone knew, laid most elaborate seige to her the year before
and, as everyone thought, had not been repulsed or even severely set
back in his advances. Louise said, "Well, I'll be-" and shook her
head. She didn't saymllch but stared at the poster on the wall opposite
her for a long time. Later she called Marie up on the phone and said
she wasn't really very surprised. Martha, the Negro typist, 'when she
heard about it locked herself in one of the booths in the women's toilet,
and cried and cried. Which was the strangest of all, for Martha- had
scarcely so much as smiled at Bruce or said hello to Ermengarde.
They weren't fired and no one made unple~asailt remarks to them
- indeed, an office banquet and akitchen shower were given in' honor
of their marriage - but they did have great trouble getting a place to
live. Bruce had moved in with Ermengarde, but. it was a two-room
apartment and very crowc;led... There was barely room _for his books,
and they had to store his mobiles - he had three large and a 4alf a
dozen small ones. But finally they found a &,t on Russian Hill where
the landlord, an Italian, didn't object to mixed couples, and they moved
in. The breakfast-nook wi!J:dow had a view ofAlcatraz Island and behind it a sign on a hill on the north .side of the Golden Gate saying
"Welcome Home, Well Done"; the living-room windows looked upon
the clotheslines of half a dozen neighbors; a~d the bathroom window
was frosted against the lightwell. But fortunately the ceilings wer'e high
enough to pemut Bruce to hang all but one of his mobiles.
He was very fond of them'; he would rest his eyes, he said, by watching the mobiles for a while when he· had read too much. Er'mengarde,
who was not at all interested in them, was annoyed by having them in
the apartment, though she would never admit lJer irritation, he loved
them so; one of the two that he "hung in the bedroom - The Sleeperwas an especial trial to her because she suffered from night blindness

.
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and was always terrified of bumping into it in the dark. She never actually collided with it, but one night when preparing for bed, on her
way from the bathroom to the window to raise the blind she brusheq
against The Sleeper and set it revolving. There was enough light to
give it ghostly outline, and Ermengarde lay for -hours in (a state of fascination and annoyance watching it slowly wind and unwifid itself, kept
ever moving by the light, night breeze. She would have ,gotten ()ut of
bed to stop it, since it bothered her so much, except th:at Bruce had
explained to her, with patience and· firmness, that the delicate balance
of a mobile - so delicately constructed - must not be disturbed in any
way once it is correctly established. He had spent most- of every evening
for the first week after they had moved in, while Ermengarde unpacked
clothes and dishes and arr~ged furniture, situating and, securing the
mobiles: Befo@re on one side of the false fireplace and Mer on the
other; Deja, a small but very delicate one, over the m~~zine table;
Nimbus in the pantry (Ermengarde had been afraid to tme the Mixmaster because the vibrations might affect Nimbus, but Bruce assured
her it was all right, said, literally, that her fears were absurd) ; Whisper
and,.of course, The Sleeper, in the bedroom; Skew in the entrance hall;
and by way of joke, hanging in the bathroom exactly oyer the toilet
seat a pernicious looking arrangement of sheet metal calied barnocles.
Bruce would not permit Ermengarde to dust them; rathel:, every Saturday morning when she vacuumed the place he himself, using an especial
attachment he had had made for the purpose, would clean every wire
and piece of 'Cardboard on every one of his mobiles.,
Bruce was, apparently, happy, although not even Ermengarde
could tell very accurately when he was unhappy. He would become
very irritable if things went wrong - anything from a rattle in the sixyear-old car they bought to a new evidence of war profiteering ~but
once things straightened out or once he had made up. his mind that
there was nothing he could do abopt them, he was back to his patient
self again.
.
.
And Ermengarde loved him very, very much. She loved everything
he gave her which she had never had before: he taught her ho~ to
brush her teeth in a more thorough way, he insisted that they always
get their eight hours of sleep, he would tell her dirty jokes with a certain air, he took her with him wherever he went. And :he was frank
about, even sought out occasions to discuss, everything that had always
been forbidden her: religion, sexual perversion, divorce, patriotism,
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rebellion - he was afraid of none of them. The motto on his bookplates
was Duty, Knowledge, Honesty.. He read constantly;· they went out
only once a week, Sundays, to a movie, unless there was an especially
good play or concert in town. And he set her upon a course of reading;
she had of course gone to college, working her way through and majoring in home economics as her mother had wished, but Bruce was
constantly shocked at her ignorance and set her the task of making up
her deficiencies.· She loved him for his thoughtfulness; she had always
felt, Happingly, very badly read, but she -had never known where to
begin to make her way through the wilderness of knowledge. When she
had tried before to cultivate- herself, she had usually turned quickly
back to the Bible, though she no longer believed in it, because she had
heard it said that the Bible was a masterpiece of literature and she already knew it so~ well. She had formed the habit, when she had first
come to San Francisco and gone to work at the bureau leaving her family and friends behind, of long daydreaming and taking long walks by
herself and playing records alone. The only deprivation she really
minded from her marriage was having to give up records; she had at
least two hundred jazz pieces and a good player, but Bruce didn't like
jazz, so they only played it when <friends came in. They would play half
a dozen discs, and then Bruce would interject his favorite piece, a
Mahler symphony; the part he seemed to .like best was a lou~ tremolo
sostenuto which made Deja shimmer like a weeping willow; he would
play the passa.ge over and over, insisting that everyone enjoy the thing,
then finish the symphony; and thoughfully, puffing his pipe, he would
tum off the player and start to talk about something serious. There
were a few, not many, bureau people whom they invited in for dinner
occasionally, but on the whole they lived a retiring life. Ermengarde
became expert at cooking without eggs - Bruce was allergic to them
in even the minutest quantity - and she felt more loved and alive than
she had ever h<;>ped to feel in -ail her life. She was afraid, really, of only
one thing - sex. She was almost never satisfied when they made love,
and she knew that Bruce liked it much less when she was not satisfied.
Mer all, he had
never, as he said, failed with another
woman, and she
.
had been a virgin at twen~y-five. But he assured her it would all change
later with experience. They discussed the 'problem frequently, but
even after a year of marriage sex was no better for Ermengarde. She
only hoped that it would not tum Bruce away from her, and tried to
compensate for her lack in a th?usand little ways else.
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Within a month after the war was over, the bureau h~d been redu~ed by one-fourth, and. one of the personnel staff had to be laid off.
Bruce, at ten o'clock on the Monday morning after the final big
lay-off, buzzed for Ermengarde. She came into his little office and
smiled at him affectionately.
"Hello, Erma," he said. He was, absorbed in lighting~ his pipe,
'sucking it vigorously, studying the coals. Finally he looked up 3;t her.
"I'm afraid we'll have to terminate you this week."
"Terminate! What are you talking about? I've been here three
mOIiths longer than that Marcda, and I do better work tl}an she ever
did. She's stupid."
"I realize that, my dear. There is no question about it~· Normally,
there would be no question about your staying."
She was still mad.
"All right, I'll stay then. It's only fair. It's the best job I ever had.
It won't be so easy for me to find another one, you know that, Bruce.
Anyhow," she added more quietly, "we could use the mon~."
Bruce lips became a thin line. He spoke almost effenfinately.
"It is consid~rations such as that which make it imperative that
you go and not Marcia. I must not prejudice my permanent status in
the civil service by any such indiscretion as this. You surely realize that.
Think of it, think what our enemies would be able to piq on me. As
it is, there is absolutely nothing for which we could be bl~ed in any
way."
" "I know you're right, Bruce.. It's just that I hate to give up this
job so much. .It'll be so hard for -me to find ~nother as good. And,"
she added in a very low voice, "it's nice working near you."
"0£ course I'm right. It's the only way that makes sense. Come on
now, we'll go see Brownell."
She was staring bleakly at the pen holder on his d~sk. Tension
~ade pale blotches appear on her face. Pain, before she had known
him, had filmed her eyes over against all the world; now with Bruce
who had all her trust the pain was shining clear and ho~, and it was
wanting to be soothed, not to be throttled into submissiv~ess until it
should be added to the enormous reserves of despair which all her life
had been accumulating within her.
"Pull yourself together," he said and got up.' "John; always likes
to tell departing personnel good-bye. He's in now."
The pain disappeared from her eyes; but they were obsaured as by
I- ..

~
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a faint breathing on a cold window, and it took a decimal or twC?, more
of effort for her shoulders to square themselves for her journey again
to Brownell's office.
.
The typists lining the green aisle scarcely glanced at ~em, and
Marie saId "Hello" to Bruce who reached her desk first.
"Is John busy?"
"He's on the phone, b~t he'll be through in a minute. Sit down
and wait."
They waited in silence.
When they went in, Brownell shook their hands heartily and offered them cigarettes; which neither took."Mr. Brownell," said'" Bruce, "Ermengarde is having td leave. We
are forced to a reduction in force in the Personnel Division, as you
know, and I'm afraid it's Ermengarde's tum."
"Why, that's a great pity, Mrs. Lapin.
We've enjoyed having
you
.
,
with us from the' very first. It has proved to more than myself the folly
of discrimination. You and Martha have both acquitted yourselves with
the utmost credit."
, Ermengarde murmured a thank-you. Bruce took out his ,pipe and
lit it.
"Let me see, Lapin, who does that leave in your unit?"
"Wallace, Thurman, Mary Risko, and Marcia Leopardi."
"uin hmmm. Yes. Well, Marcia Leopardi. She's that heavy-set
girl, glasses?"
"Yes."
"Didn't she come considerably after you, Mrs. Lapin?~'
"Well, yes, Mr. Brownell. About three months."
"Then why are you lc:;aving first?"
Bruce spoke.
.'
"We t.hought it would be best. Other considerations entered into
the picturerof course."
"Well, that's a great p~ty. You've made 'agood team. I'm sorry to
see the. old bureau breaking up. Yes sir, it's too bad. It's just the way
things go though."
Brownell saw them to .the door, and when they had left shook his
head at' Marie.
"She's g9ing," he said; "it seems to have worked out all right after
all."
Bruce back in his office with Ermengarde said to her, "You see. my
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dear, it's best this way. John was very warm about our work here. He
fully appreciated your achievement against almost a double handicap."
Mter she had quit, Ermengarde spent a great deal of her: time looking for a job. But at 5:20 when Bruce came home she would meet him
at the flat always with a little surprise -.:.. a dress worked over, a lemoncream pie with graham cracker crust, a new mystery by ~is favorite
author, a cuba libra all mixed and a rhumba going on the record player.
¥ter they had enjoyed her little surprise for a while, they would go for
a driving lesson. ~Bruce insist~d,' now that gas rationing was off and
Ermengarde had nothing else to do, that she learn how to drive, and
she was willing enough. They would drive for half an hour or so,. in
back streets where the traffic was light. On Saturdays an~ Sundays,
Bruce would take her to the Golden Gate Park and out along the beach
for a couple of hours.
.
She learned slowly, having never handled machinery much before
and fearing it as well, but after a month and a couple of solos she was
con~dent enough one Friday to take ,the car alone across the Bay Bridge
to Oakland to have an interview for a job in a hospital. Unfortunately,
as she was parking near the hospital, she dented'the right fri~nt fender
of their car on t,he bumper of ,a truck. She didn't get the job, and she
was so rattled by the time she got home that she couldn't put the car
in the garage but left it on the hillside. Bruce had explain~d that it
was always safer, living on a hill as they did, to put it in t1Qe garage;
but she hadn't the strength left to steer it in. When Bruce GaII.1e home
she was in the shower washing her hair. It wasn't dirty, btit:she had
long ago learned that when she was overwrought nothing relaxed her
so much as to wash her hair.
He called to her through the bathroom door. '
"Hello," she said, and turned off the water a moment.
"Everything all right?"
"Oh sure."
"Why is the car on the street? Have trouble?"
"Wait till I come out," she said not very loud, and she t!1med on
the water again.
: When she had dressed and put up her hair, she was as~ervous as
she had been before. She had to try three times to get her' Ijipstick on
straight, and in the mirror she could see that her face was; blotched.
She hated it; it looked dirty, unclean.
(
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"Hello, .Ermengarde," said Bruce. He was reading a magazine•
."You seem to have had trouble."
. "Yes, honey," she send sitting on the end of the sofa next to him;
he hated her to sit on the arm of his chair. "I hit the fender on a truck
when I was parking in Oakland. I didn't leave any name in the truck
because I just hit his bumper. -Will it cost a lot to fix it?"
"Normally it would be a matter of five or six dollars. Nowadays
body and fender work is unreasonably high. However, it's a small matter, the price of experience. But why did you leave the car. on the
street?"
,
"Well, honey, I was so upset I just couldn't bear to try and put it
in the garage. It was all I could do to get home."
,
He didn't respond.
"Bruce, I don't think I want to drive any more. There really isn't
much pOint in it. Everywhete I go in a car, you go too. Around the
Bay I can just as easily take' the streetcars and buses. It really upsets
me."
"Nonsense? everyone should know how to drive. When we take
our trip you can relieve me at the wheel. Many and many's the time
I have told you, it's just a part of growing up. It's time you-broke away
from your childis~ fears and habits. Tomorrow we'll drive all around
the Bay. It's a lovely d!ive and you need to learn confidence in yourself."
She could not argue with him; his arguments were as 'always right.
Yet she ate dinner only in order not to distress him; what she ate' lay
uneasily in her stomach till long after they were in bed and ,Bruce was
asleep.
In the morning an odd accident happened. Ermengarde was standing on a stool reaching for the syrup for the wafHes when sudd~nly the
coffee boiled over. Alarmed, she lost her balance; the jar of syrup
banged into Nimbus, the lid caught on one of Nimbus' wires and bent
it, and her hand knocked a couple of the pie~es of card~oard off the
mobile. ErmeIigarde was not injured by herfall nor was the jar broken.
Bruce came running in; Ermengarde, forgetting the coffe~, cried, ··Oh
darling, I am sorry," and held her face. "He didn't say anything, but
climbed up on the shelf to examine the damage. "I guess," she said,
the pantry's not a good place for it." "I guess not," he said, but that was
all. He showed no signs of anger, he didn't accuse her of anything; she
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could never get used to his tolerance of her faults, for she:.had been
raised by a carping mother.
.
.
After breakfast they went for their drive. Ermengarde got the car
out of the garage and out of San Fnritcisco itself with no real trouble.
Yet whenever she would make the car buck when she started it up from
a stop, Bruce would clench his fists and wince, and once; when she
turned left from the right side of the street, he leaped ar0'i'lnd in his
seat to look back as though a whirlwind had twisted him. 1
"I've told you never to do that. P.osition on the road is far more
important than signaling."
, "I know it, I know it. It's just that sometimes I forget. There
wasn't anybody coming. I could see that."
"It's not only important to tum correctly, whoever is or is not
coming, it's the law. You must never forget that the law is a reasonable
body of rules reflecting for the most part the judgment of men of wide
experience and training."
They got stuck behind a truck on a two-lane highway gOing up a
hill, and trying to sl]ift into low, Ermengarde killed the mo~or. Bruce
. immediately started it up for her and used the hand thrqttle to get
them going again. People were honking behind them.
~~
, Approaching a yellow light in San lose, Ermengarde *ked Bruce
whether she should stop or go on through. He wouldn't an~er, for he
believed that she should make her own decisions unless it was a matter
of real danger. She couldn't make up her mind whether fo'go or to
stop, and as a result killed the motor right in the middle of a downtown
Saturday morning intersection. Again Bruce got her out of her trouble,
silently, uncomplainingly..
She parked then by the nearest bar.
.
"I've got to have a drink," she said.
He looked the bar over, decided it was all right for them, and
they went in for ,their drink. He analyzed carefully her ertors for her
and showed surprise that she should have backslid. She had been so
smooth before. She agreed with him, humbly, reasonably, but her
shoulders drooped and did not square themselves as she ~t, and her
eyes were dulled now as by a warm, windless haze.
They left: They were caught out of San Jose behind a huge truck
and trailer goipg not quite fast enough for comfort and not slow
enough for Ermengarde to feel that she could pass it safely..
"Don't forget," said Bruce, "the time will come when you have to
".,)

>

\
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pass in a case like this. Already two cars have gone around th~ truck.
and us. See that the road is clear, and shoot ahead."
After five miles she' dared it. She got halfway by the truck when
a' bus rounded the comer several hundred yards ahead. She lost her
nerve and took her foot off the throttle. Another car behind her, also
passing the truck, honked. Bruce pulled the hand. throttle all the way
out, and she got by the truck. with plenty of room to spare, but the car
that was also passing forced the bus half off the road.
"That was good steering," said Bruce; "everything you ~d was
correct except· you lost your nerve. Once you get in a situation you
must see it through. That',s true of a' great many more things than
just driving:'
Ermengarde as she drove on, to keep from crying, prayed to herself
a foolish child's prayer to God" offering Him her life and love and all
she owned if only He would see her safely home. .
When a chicken ran into the road ahead of h.er by a farmhouse, she
came to a dead stop.
"At least that was better ,than swerving," said Bruce. "Swerving is
a fool's trick. ,You've never swerved yet. Good:'
In the hills back of Oakland, on the drive among pine trees along
the crest of the range, ~~uce rolled down his window_ to sniff the scent
of the trees. There was very little traffic. They.were planning on where
they would eat the lunch they had brought, and Ermengarde was
. more
relaxed than she had been since they had left home. Going about
thirty-five miles an hour, she approached a: three-way intersection. A
boy in a convertible was roaring past her into the intersection when a
taxi shot out from the side ~treet. The two nearly hit, their tir~s
screeched, and they both swerved, the taxi toward Ermengarde. With
a simple, unthinking impulse she trod the accelerator to the floor and
twisted the steering wheel toward a large tree on the far side of the
intersection. If she missed the tree she would hurtle down a thousand-foot slope into a brush valley. The car leaped forward; Bruce
grabbed the wheel and pul~ed it back; they grazed the edge of the slope,
and nearly turned over into the valley, tilting on two wheels, tires kicking gravel. By the time he had turned the car back toward the road,
Ermengarde put on the brakes and they bucked to a stop.
Ermengarde fell onto the wheel, and Bruce shook himself.
"Perhaps I'd better drive back into the country," he said.
He took the wheel and they.went on. He explained to her what'
,
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she should have done: stopped as she had for the chicken)t'. and not
swerved. He kept asking her why she had stepped on the gas, but all
she could do was shake her head.
"You must control yourself. It is doubly iInPOrtant for you to be
careful."
He did not reprove her in what he said. He did not mention the
fact that a Negro, and a woman as well, is ~ways wrong in a traffic accident. He did not even imply that she was cowardly, incompetent,
flighty, childishly uncertain of herself, foolish, as she knew she was. And
nothing at all that he said gave her the right to believe that he enjoyed
watching her tremble and breathe fast and bite her underlip; and wring
her damp hands on her already wet handkerchief;, indeed, she was sure
she was evil and nasty even to imagine such a thing. But she 'did; it was
all~she could think about all the way home.

I,,
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I advertise my good intent. I
tum lhe comer to conVince
the passersby against my
loitering. Keep moving. .
In a simple act neuroses thrive
like parasites. Convention
clutters all these homes.
But scandal peels the walls
Like, paint. To be myself, .that
is, and can be done. But
high above, a weathercock
confirms ambivalence. To
Please, and yet to please. myself
seems quite improbable.
Suspicion points Qireetion
as I hurry on, aware of
Eyes. I hide, perhaps, much less
than others do. And yet,
fa~ades of guilt convict my
furtive.ness. I need belief.
I surely need a shave. My shoes
are worn; my corduroys no
casual elegance. My preference
for alleyways seems sinister.
My cautiousness defeats itself;
and others watch, as I myself
might want to see, yet be
concealed. Behind,my caution
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Is a cause too late to controvert.
Like animals, or like the
blind, my instincts seem more
sensiti~ed. The pavement
Mottled by the damp is mapped
with islands of escape.
The roads fade into cinder
lots, abandoned sidings,
By-passed slums. No streets
are here, no rumors, nor
the traffic-lined opinions
that the most pursue.

V

BYRON

AZAKAS

DELILAH
I'm wise as Freua in this, Delilah. Time
I dreamed you flitted on a platform. built
of moonlath, I a Romeo had to "climb
that rickety starbeam stair, and all those giltedged teacups rattled ... think I didn't knol\f ...
you think the boy who didn't hold your coat f
and you called fool was so lamentably slow, ,
O-mouthed, and comic-eyed he missed the b?at?
Yet I'm turned inside out with wondering
and all my nerves snap on the frosty air;
if I were bold and broad and thundering,
laying my cards on tables everywhere would all your love be focused by the shock,
naked as neon, clear as any clock?

.

HAROLD,
~
"

V.

WITT

,{.
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THE COYOTE'S NAME IN
HUMAN SPEECH
]. Frank Dobie
~ SPANISH ZEAL F,3 CHRISTIANITY

.

in the New World included an
~ ~ inquisitional int61e.rance that burned to ashes the reco~ds of preConquest civilizations. - Mexican parchments saved from the sacerdotal
fires show the coyote as a frequent hieroglyphic symbol, his figure in
varying forms representing, for instance, the ancient town of Coyoacan,
a suburb of Mexico City. The name probab,ly means Place-of-the-CoyoteCult. There certainly was suCh a cult. The Aztecs had a god .called
Coyotlinauatl, to honor whom they dressed in coyote skins and held
fiestas. They believed in another being called Tezcatlipoca, who was
supposed fo be able to transform himself into ·a coyote. Thus transformed, Tezcatlipoca often placed himself on the road in front of travelers to warn them of robbers or some other danger ahead.
The Anglo-American policy towards the aborigines of the. New
World was to push back and kill off. ""Fhe only good Indian is a
dead Indian," the saying went. Any white mail who married an Indian
woman, with or without benefit of clergy, was stigmatized "squaw
man." The Spanish policy towards the aborigines was to baptize,
peonize, and cross-breed. Indians who. came under'the domination of
priests and hidalgos were accurately termed reduci"dos. These 'contrasting attitudes towards native human beings were extended to all things
native. The English tended to give any new species of fauna or flora
the name of whatever in the Old World it resembled, calling "robin,"
for example, a bird that is not a robin at all, even if it does have a
reddish breast. The Spaniards, accepted native :nam~s for plants and
animals to the extent that !he English accepted native names for
streams. In mixing their blood with that of the indigenes, they ab195
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sorbed quickly indigenous nomenclature as well as the lore of native
life.
They immediately adopted the Aztec coyatl, in tim~ changing the
final 1 to e. While some were lighting fires to destroy Mtec paganism,
others were writing to illumine what was being destroyed. For centuries after the Spanish became familiar with the coyote and with the
animal's impression on native minds, their accounts of it were, aside
from physical descriptions, little mQre than collections of native credulities. The first printed description of ~he coyote is in a Latin work by
Francisco Hernandez, published at Rome in 1651. In a. chapter entitled
"Concerning the Coyotl, or Indian Fox," Hernandez wrote:
The coyotl, which certain people think to be the Spanish fox, others
the Adipus, and which others regard as a distinct species,_ is an animal
unknown to the Old World, with a wolf-like head, lively large pale eyes,
small sharp ears, a long, dark, and not very thick muzzle, sinewy legs with
thick crooked nails, and a very" thick tail. Its bite is harmful. In short, it
approaches in appearance our own fox, to the genus of which it will probably be compared. It is midway between this and the wolf in size, being
twice as large as our fox, and smaller than a wolf. It is said to attack and
kill not only sheep and similar animals but also stags and sometimes even
men. It is covered with long hair, dark and light mixed with one another.
It is a keen hunter, like the fox in its ways.
It is a persevering revenger of injuries and, remembeting prey once
snatched from it, if it recognizes the thief days afterward it will give chase.
Sometimes it will even attack a pack of its own breed and if possible bite
and kill them. And it may avenge an injury and exact a penalty £ro~ some
troublesome man by finding out his dwelling place with great perseverance
~d care and killing some of his domestic animals. But it is grateful to those
who do well by it and commonly signifies its good-will by sharing a bit of
prey. Looking to its medical value, they say that the pain of .extracted teeth
may be allayed with the tail of a coyotl. The animal inhabits ..m any regions
in New Spain, particularly those tending toward cold and chili climate. Its
food consists of weaker animals, maize and other kinds of corn, and sugar
cane whenever it finds some. It is captured with traps and sndres, and killed
with the arrow.

Friar Bernardino de SahagUn began composing his General History
of Affairs in New Spain about 1560. Guardians against daylight in
human minds considered his work dangerous, however, ~nd it was not
printed until 1830. SahagUn was more specific than Hernandez in
treating of the coyote's gratefulness "to those who do well by it." He
wrote:

,..
I
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The animal of this country called coyod is very sagacious in waylaying.
When he wishes to attack, he first casts his breath· over the victim to -infect
and stupify it., Diabolical,. indeed, is the creature. A recent happening is
worthy of n o t e . ,
.
A traveler on a road saw a coyod, which motiop.ed him with a forepaw
to approach. The traveler was frightened of suchconduet but went on.
Upon nearing the animal, he saw a snake wrapped tightly about its neck,
the snake's head in the coyod's armpit. Within himself the traveler said,
'Which of these two should I aid?' He decided to aid the coyod. He picked
up a stick and began to strike the snake, which unwound itself, fe1J. to the
ground, and fled'into the weeds.
The coyotl fled also, but in a short while encountered the traveler in a
com field. In his mouth he carried two chickens. by the necks, and these he
laid at the feet of his rescuer, making motions with his mouth that he should
accept them. Then he followed behind the traveler until he arrived at his
own house. Two days later the coyod brought him another chicken, a cock.
As has been said, Anglo--American discoverers of the coyote named
it "prairie . .wolf." By 1830 English-speakers were dropping tpi$, name

and adopting the Mexican. Their spellings of it, like those ,of Shakespeare's name, took a long time to settle down. Anglicised approaches
to the now accepted form included cojote, cuiota, collote, ciote, cayeute,
cayoti, cayote, koyott, kiote, kiyot. Perhaps there is no single ~ight way
for English-speakers to pronounce the word. Like morals, correctness
of pronunciation often depends upon latitude or longitude. ,Historical
pronunciation accents all three syllables of the word-co--yo-te; coy-o-te,
.
often abbreviated orally into ky-oht, does well enough.
. The impact that human characters and animals make on the popular mind are often reflected in popularization of their names.. Doctor
Guillotine and the dog are ready examples. No other animal of North
America has so penetrated the American-English and Mexican-Spanish
languages as the coyote. Mexican place names prefixed and sufful.:ed by
coyote illustrate the oldest form of penetration; Coyotepec (Hill of the
Coyotes) is an example. In modem Mexican folk sayings and other
homely expressions, there are' many applications of the coyote"s name
and nature to human character and activity. And beyond such applica.tions there are numberless superstitions and folk tales in which el coyote
dominates.
A coyotera is not only a pack of coyotes.~d a trap for catching
coyotes but a group of people shouting together. Coyotomate~ tomato
of the coyote, used as a deadener of pain, owes its name to the folk belief
that the coyote has power t6 stupify victims with its breatq. Other
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medicinal plants are named after the animal. A desert gourd common
to the Southwest as well as to Mexico is called coyote melon and is said
to be eaten by coyotes. On the West Coast tabaco del coyote grows wild.
Coyote prickly pear (Op'itntia imbricata) is called also "candles of the
coyote." The beautiful-leafed coyoti{lo plal ,lt (~arwi~ia humboldtiana) makes up for lack of thorns by containing an ingre'~ent poisonous to goats, which sometimes eat it; coyotes delight in and thrive on its
berries. Often coyote is used as synonym for native, and is applied to
Indians and mestizos (mixed-bloods), as readily as to plants.
In Mexican popular speech, coyote means: a pettifogger, a thief,
any kind of shyster or go-between, a curbstone broker, a fixer who has
"pun" to selt an oil or mining scout with "practical experience" in
selling leases, also the respectable Minister of Mines, a drink of mixed
beer and brandy. As Lumholtz puts it, "The regard that the Indians
have for their Mexican masters is shown in the name by which they
refer to them - coyotes."
On the border, a smuggler-over of aliens is called a cqyote enganchista. In the interior of Texas a certain kind of agent, often a jackleg
lawyer, who hangs around court ,houses and charges ignoraut Mexicans
outrageous fees for services as commonplace as getting a notary public's
certification is called a coyote. He is often a Mexican himself. In New
Mexico, the name, among other meanings, denotes a half-breed - a mixture of Anglo and Hispano bloods or of Caucasian and Indian - who "
is loyal,to neither line. Mexicans call bastard children coyotitos. Without aspersion they call also the last, child in a family a cdyotito. In the
folklore of ignorance - and not all folklore by any means springs from
ignorance - the coyote is a cross between lobo and fox.
"Whoever has chickens must watch 'for coyotes," is a Mexican saying often applied to the owner of property as well as to the mother of
a fair damsel. Another saying, "The .coyote won't get another chicken
from me," a~rts more aptitude for learning from experience than
human history demonstrates. Not all connotations of coyote are sinister.
A shrewd man may be called muy coyote without necessarily implying
that he is crooked. Mexican people to whom' the Spanish Conquest is
still an event of yesterday and who still bum against Spanish oppression
remember a pt:e-Cortez prince who was poet and philosopher as well as
wise ruler and was called Nezahualcoyotl (Hungry Coyote) 'as a compliment to his sagacity. Among English-speakers, however, to call a man
. a "coyote" is to insult him, though he will purr at being called "foxy."
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At the same time, to "out-coyote" another means little more than to
out-smart, to extell at the tricker's own game.
"
The moutairi ridge called "hog back" by English-speakers is in the
Sierra Madre "spine of the.coyote." ]uego del coyote is a kind of checkerboard game, sometimes played by country Mexicans on marked off
ground, between "chickens" on one side and "coyotes" on the other.
City Mexicans :who have never seen a coyote speak familiarly of the
coyote color. Of the many colors of Spanish horses, the bayo coyote
(dun with stripe down $e back), once ridden by range men from
Guatemala to the Plains of Alberta, was considered the most hardy and
enduring. "The bayo coyote will die before he gives up." The
tireless trot of Indians is a coyote trot. In mining lingo of early California, derived from the Mexicans, "coyote holes" or "coyote diggings"
were small drift tunnels and shafts, and "to coyote" was to dig in coyote
fashion. Nowadays in the Southwest, "coyoting around" means drifting loosely fro-m one place or occupation to another, without anchor or
responsibility.
To have "coyote sense" is to have a sense of direction that guides
one independently of all landmarks, .stars, winds and other externally
sensible aids. Here a man is; a spot of earth ten miles away that a saddle
blanket would cover in his destination; there are no trails; it is as dark
as the inside of a cow. The man goes as directly as the lay of the land
will permit, the compass of his consciousness keeping true to the goal.
As an old vaquero tried to explain, "Something in my body tells .me."
That "something" is the "coyote sense." More th~n any other animal,
the vaquer~ people say, the coyote is muy de campo. Campo includes
everything country - wilderness, desert, prairie,· ,brush, cactus, mountain, fields. An hombre de campo is frontiersman, woodsman, plainsman, mouQ.tai~eer, scout, trailer, one who can read all the signs of nature, find any seep of canyon water that a bee can find, in the cold cover
his back with his belly, in h1,lnger out-woij the wolf. All of his senses
are sharp, all his instincts alive. The true hombre de campo is muy
coyote~ for, beyond all other creatures, the coyote himself is de campo.
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SONG OF THE MAD MARINE
The sky is still as a dusty mill,
The shooting stars are quiet,
There's not a sound
Above the ground
Nor any wind to sigh it.
I've wandered far from Kiliansville,
Took cold at Surabayo,
In the hills a king
Taught me to sing
An ancient lullaby, 0 . .. .

\

\

Jigtime, ragtime, nick-of-time, knack .
An airman, see? He's like a bee
'Vho, if the queen should covet,
Must fiy up high
To love and die,Cuckoo! I'll have none of it.
I'd stalk my prey on a red settee,
Though when the fight is done,
Her screech and squeal, ~
Like the eat's reveal,
In losing she has won . . .

Who can call the swallows back? ...
That plane is high as the dogstar's eye,
He'll pass Orion soon,
Then upside-down,
My child of brown,
He'll drop bombs on the moon.
I built a cave once in the sky
With walls of solid blue,
It kept me warm
Until a storm
Of lightning ran it through . . .
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Who can scent the sea-lion's track? .
I crawled at noon from my cocoon,
By sunset I was Hying,
I played the Hame
A lover's game,
.
And spent.the evening dying.
Aren'tJve to dance beneath the ~moon?
I hear no cricket band.
The earth's a bed
For quick and dead,
Where all lay hand in hand . . .
Jigtime, ragtime, nick-of-time, knack ..
You gave the Prince some peppermints
For half a pint of blood,
That's why you bow
At maiden's now,
And step around the mud.
I asked the little man who squints
For just one cup of tea,
He bowed, ,and then
He bowed again
And jumped into the sea.
,. Jigtime, ragtime, nick-or-time, knack,
Who can call the swallows back,
Who can scent the sea-lion's track?
Jigtime, ragtime, nick-of-time, knack.
KEN
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F ISH E R MAN'S W I F 'E

Back from the slippered river's edge at dusk,
Tugging buckets for the evening's canning
She sees, beyond the birdless sky, night
.
Sliding like lava down, the hills; waits at the porch
Which is no porch, but a pier in Monterey
Where dusk comes with gulls - the sardine season sun
Somewhere at sea, and her heart going after like the tide;
Waits where a buoy bell laden salt wind
Drives the fishermen's pipes before it __ ,,_ meanwhile,
A pendulum moon quarries the granite hours.
,

&

ALUMNI DAY

Where campus bridge still hangs, a mooncarved smile
Between the banks where mummies of collegiate years
Are locked in bark, a lost moon sails
Between two branches.
In this season of surrerider
.
I

The m.aple dips her whittled ensign to the frost,
Late lights on faculty row yield sullenly
To sleep's insistent dialecticAnd haltingly, the murdered undergraduate
Confesses to his own ghost.

.

WILLARD
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THE MAN OF THE HOUSE
Leonard G. Homann
of his rinsing the china, Joy Thompson
knew that her husband was finished with his breakfast. Hearing
him treading softly, setting places for four ~t the table, she smiled,
knowing that she would find the forks on the right, the milk glasses
on the left. His next action she cannot_ hear distinctly, but it must be
the salting of the water for the oatmeal she wi~l prepare.
She never hears continuous action; she hears different parts of her
husband's ritual on different mornings. Her precious naps intervene.
She hears him out at the pump, filling the two large kettles. with
the squealing water. Being shaken out of sleep every few seconds, Joy
finds, really isn't ba~ at all; she gets twenty, maybe a hundred little
extra naps, and every time she can say: "Joy Barrington, you don't have
to get up. until he comes into the room and says" among other'things,
•I think I'll sell the ranch today; good-by, dear.' "
.
Sometimes these dozes have the effect of lasting for hours. Once
there was a long dream' that took place betwe~n the period that Fred
pushed the pump handle down and the primed water came rushing
out in a big lu~p. In a full-length dream, she was again a little girl
laughing and playing with her father. He looked exactly as he had
before he was murdered by the escaped convict. In this wonderful
dream she succeeded in chasing the convict away. .
Now she heard Fred, bringing in the wood and kindling, and the
two boys coming into the kitchen from the bunkhouse just opposite
'
the kitchen door.

A

s

SHE HEARD THE NOISE.

20 3
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"Dad," asked Freddie, the eldest boy, "is it all right to blowout
the lamp now? It's light outside."
"You done it yesterday," said Philip.
I
"Did," said the older brother. "Don't they teach you anything in
the fifth grade at this hick school?"
.
"Don't they learn you in the seventh grade to take turns?"
"You boys stop your quarrelin,g, or neither of you win get to turn
the lamp down," said the father. "You're waking your mother."
"Barry's mother, you mean," said Freddie, and Joy heard the boy
receive a box on the ear. She took hold of the hand of Birry, sleeping
beside her, _and slipped her fingers into his curls, which tightened
around each finger.
.
"I'm sorry, Dad," said Freddie. Then, "All right, Phjlpot, blow
the lamp, but I get to start the c~r, don't I, Dad?"
Dad must have given permission to the seventh grader, because
on her next waking Joy heard out frortt through her bedlJPom window
the sound of the laboring self-starter and Philip's voice consoling itself
in defeat.
"Look, I get to swing the cattle gate open. Watch me get a free
ride I"
Fred came into the bedroom to kiss Joy good-by and she said: "I
. hate to think how much longer you're going to have to travel seventy
.
miles a day in the old car."
"That part's all right; but, damn it all, leaving you all alone out.
here. Fred, the bank clerk farmer, that's mel"
"You said you'd found somebody who will buy the place, so it
won't be much longer." But her voice was clogged with doubt.
"It won't be, dear." He touched her forehead. "Darling - I forgot to tell you - they've closed the road out of town tempOrarily. The
detour on the prison road takes longer. But I can make it back not
long after dusk, I think."
"Do you' have to pass the prison, Fred?"
"Don't worry, that place is like the Rock of Gibraltar."
"The one back home was supposed to be, too, but -"~
"Joy, I do wish you wouldn't talk about that any more." To change
the subject Fred gently shook the child sleeping beside her. "Wake up,
lazy bones; you want to get co-mated from the first grade, don't you?"
Barry awoke, yawned, and returned his father's kiss. Fred picked
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him up and tossed him into the air s€v~ral times, while Joy stretched,
threw her legs out of bed, and- fingered the floor trying to locate a. slipper. Her wide audible yawn developed into bright but sheepish
srriile. "Freddie, sometimes I wonder if I'm good for you.. You know
I think you're wonderful."
"Don't talk silly," he said. "You're the 'best in the world."
"When you go," she said, "don't, take $he kids too far down the
road."
"I won't. Just as far as the highway. Want to come along, Barry
boy?"
"No, they'll squeeze me. They're
mean
,
. to me."

a

The car made its way down the road, slipping occasionally in the
dust, not always missing the deep ruts. Breakfast was ready when Joy
set the two boys down to table on their retumfrom the ride.
With Barry standing beside her, Joy finished the.lunch sandwiches
and was putting themjnto brown paper bags.
"Is the 'itta man of the house helping muzzer put up the g'eat big
lunches?" asked Freddie.
Barry gripped joy's thigh as though for protection. "They tease
me all the time," he complain~d. '
"Please don't pick on your little brother," begged Joy; "he doesn't
do anything to you."
"Oh, he a~n't so ni~e," said Philip. "He sat on my face yesterday
with his bare hynie while I was asleep."
Barry changed his position to joy's other thigh, farther away from
the breakfast table. "Mama, Philip said he's going to throw me in the
'rigation ditch/'
"What we ought to do is take you Qut to the Hoodoo house and
let the Bofump get you," said Fred.
Joy at this became angry. "Father has warned you time and again
about Saying searey things. Don't you ever do ~t again."
Her tone quieted the boys down, the breakfast was eaten in relative peace.
Later Fred asked a question: "Mother, does a guard have to be
braver than a districk attorney?"
"Why are you asking that question?"
.
"Oh, it's just that Joe Scranton is always saying that districk attorneys are SISSIes.
•

•

II
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"Who's Joe Scranton?"
~
"His old man's a guard out at the prison, and he's always bragging:'
"Oh, boys," Joy said pleadingly, "can't you ever find other things
to talk about? Come on now; let's finish eating. You've got to help
me with the kettles before you run off to school. Let's stop talking:'
Mter breakfast Fred and Philip did their Monday morning chore
of setting the washtub on its stand outside the corner of the bunkhouse.
While th_e older boys were busy, Joy checked Barry's earSi for dirt and
brushed his curls. "Don't forget to come right straight home again
today, and don't stop to look or talk to anybody on the way home:'
"I never do, Mama."
"Our secret tea party is going to be very .special today."
"And we'll get all through before Fred anq Philip get home, huh?
We won't never tell'm, huh?"
,
"N 0, it's our big secret:'
;~
"And I won't play with the othet boys and girls at recess, either.
They always tease me, too."
"Yes, they're naughty - they're all naughty. When we move to
the city, then you will meet some nice boys and girls.'·'~As she went out t9 remind the poys to hurry, she overheard the end
of Fred's conversation with Philip; "I don't care what Joe Scranton
says; Mom's dad wouldn't have been killed if his job wasn't dangerous.
Uncle Bert told me all about grandpa being killed. I wish Joy would
tell us about it.'"
"Pipe d0'YIl' here she comes," said Philip.
Soon Joy kissed the three and they ran over the hill. They were
always out of sight quickly because of the small forest oLtrees on the
hill that blocked the view. Barry, running fast to keep up with his
brothers, was last out of sight.
It was not yet nine o'clock. It takes the boys eighteen minutes to
get to school she thought. It will be eighteen minutes aft~r one before
Barry will be home. The older boys don't get home until after it gets
too dark for them to play marbles or spin tops. It's better they don't
come home early, anyway; they only make Ban'Y frightened, and it's
important that Barry is not frightened. He's never afraid when he's
with me alone. When he says, "Mama, Philip says there's a bofump in
the closet; there isn't, is there?," my word will convince him = "No
" there isn't; come'in the closet with me. I'll show you. See, Barry?:'
. And the child will say, "Gee, lVlama, you ain't a-scared of anything."
~
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There were almost five hours to go before she would hear the child
coming over the hill and see him appear from behind the clump of
oaks and manzanitas. At one-eighteen she could run past the barn into
hi's protective arms. Today he had been promised a very special party.
What is it that would prove extra special? Let's think, she pondered.
Then - " 'Really' tea; that's it. Today he won't have to pretend his milk
is tea, not today."
Joy called to her neighbor, Mrs. Goggins, who lived on the other
side of the hill, north of the Thompson house: "Yoo hoo, Mrs. Goggins!"
The expected nasal voice replied: "Hello, Birdie, I'm just getting
the old man's overhalls ready to wrench in plain water. I'll be over
in a few shakes."
"Good to hear your voice. Don't rush."
"What_ did you say, dearie?"
"I said there's plenty of time. Don't rush. The water's too hot,
anyway.','
When the day comes that she will need Mrs. Goggins' aid and will
need it quickly, Joy often wQndered, will it be one of the days that the
strong, rugged woman spends in town? And if she is at home, will she
hear my call for help, or will the cry .be only 'the dry, asthmatic sob
such as one wheezes in bad dreams?
Assured that Mrs. Goggins would be over to do the week's washing and that in the'meantime she was within hailing distance, Joy,
before going into the house to wash the breakfast dishes and tidy herself, mentally charted her posit~on-to check her relative safety, in the
event there ;should be an escaped convict on the loose. The Goggins'
shack at her back was to her advantage; it was a place to run to and a
place from which to expect he~p- that is, when one of the Gogginses
was at home. Ahead of her across the road in front of the house was·
the meadow of mustard greens, buttercups, and bluebells, which sloped
into a hill arid became one of many hills. She reasoned that a fugitive
was not likely to come ,from that direction. The direction that Joy
kept her ear and eye on was the west, which Fred took to go to work
down the scarcely traveled road, and which the children took .:to go to
school, cutting their way over the hill, past the clump of manzanitas
and oaks - the small forest out of which rustling sounds so often came
that froze her into a stillness wllere she feared to hear her own breath.
lng.
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Joy finished ~ the dishes. Mrs. Goggins, ready to do the washing,
arrived and called to Joy that she was there. She was putting the first
clothes in the tub when Joy appeared. With admiration Mrs. Goggins
said: "Well, child, you are. sweet to look at, with yo pinafore and.
short stockings on. I do like to look at you. I d n t know how you- -do
it. Three children and no stomach."
"You're sweet to say so. You really must think me lazy, but I've
never washed doilies without an electric washer."
"Shucks, you pay me for it, and believe me,' I'd do it -for nothin',
'thout pay, just to keep you the way you are. You, and your husband,
too."
"You've been a wonderful neighbor," said Joy. "Mr. Thompson
feels very badly about not paying Mr. Goggins yet for the help he gave
us when we came here. But he will soon - when he sells the place."
"Now don't worry your pretty little head about that; what's
humans for if they can't help a neighbor once in a while? You know
if we was really kind and honest we wouldn't a led you on by giving
you a hand. When you come here we shoulda told you right off. We
knew you wasn't farmers the second you landed. Why, IDe first thing
your husband did was look at the buildings on the place. He give no'
'mind to the water. He didn't reach down and feel the dirt. First off
he shoulda took a clod and broke it apart; then he shoulda smelled it;
then he shoulda took a bite out of it."
"All his life Mr. Thompson dreamed of cows and chickens and
working for himself."
"And them chicken runs, all built, looked .~mighty .good, didn't
they? But they ain't no account at all. The hill faces north. And them
pretty brooder houses. That nice bam. Cheap price - it looked like."
"It's taken every cent we had, and more, too:'
"How you was talked into comin' out h~re in the first place, I can't
figure. No plumbin', no lights, no gas. You got city life written all
over you:'
"Maybe it sounds silly," explained Joy, "but Fred said on a farm
you can make a living at home, and we could be together all the time."
"That's itt" said Mrs. Goggins, and she sounded almost triumphant. "That's what I told Otie. I told him, 'Mrs. Thompson is
one of them people that has to have somebody with them every minute,' I said."
"Don't you miss Mr. Goggins when he's away at work?"
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"Shucks, no. There's no worse sight than a man layin' around the
house. Ruins my disposition to have somebody under my feet-all day."
As the washing progressed, Joy helped, now by getting more soap,
now by chasing clothes pins. She did not at all resent that Mrs. Goggins' talk and queries were quite personal, for Mrs. Goggins was
providing her with company, and even boredom -was a cheap price to
pay for havi~g somebody close by - especially this woman who was so
strong and apparently fearless. Occasionally, however, Joy was shaken
from placidity. Once a whistle blew shrilly from the direction of town.
Joy shuddered:
"What was that?"
"What was what?"
"That whistle?"
"Oh - the ten-fifteen train, I guess."
"Why is it blowing so long?"
"Don't seem unusual long. What's the matter with you? - You
look peak-ed."
"Oh, do I? I didn't know ,it.'·'
Joy in a few seconds in a tone that she tried to make casual said:
"You kno~, Mrs. GoggIns, you promised to show me how to make a
quilt. I have a lot of scraps. Could you work o~ one with me today?"
"Not today, honey. Today I've got to wash the filthy woodwork for
the warden's wife. You should see the inside of that house some time.
It'd get up and walk if I didn't go through it once a month.'; .'
'Ii do wish you could stay."
"Much as I'd like to, I ~'t."
The washing, rinsing, and hanging of the clothes went on, and Joy
was again occupied by conversation and offering aid to the washerwoman; but her peace of mind was broken again when gun shots rang
out. Mrs. Goggins, too, was startled at the sudden report, but almost
immediately she said:
"Them damn Jarret boys again! Think they can't break in hosses
without they've got to scare'em with a gun."
"Are you sure that's what it is, Mrs. Goggins?"
"Of course. Say, child, I've never seen you so jumpy before."
To some extent Joy became satisfied that the shots were not unusual, but she was less easy in her mind, and less easy later as she realized
that Mrs. Goggins had reached the bottom of the clothes basket. After
peering intently into the trees beyond which lay the prison, and careful
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not to call Mrs. Goggins' attention to her scrutiny, Joy, summoning up
a casual tone, said: "Mrs. Goggins, you've been at that pretty steadily.
Why don't we leave those last things to soak, and we'll have scpme tea?"
"I do want to get finished here as soon as I can," said Mrs., Goggins,
but, after near .pleading by Joy, she gave in. HI guess a soaking won't
hurt 'em, and I am a bit hungry." She dried her hands and"followed
Joy into the kitchen.
.
"Anything you'd like in partiCUlar?" asked Joy, placing the tea
kettle where it would heat faster.
"If it wouldn't put you to too much bother, I feellike,.an onion
sandwich right this minute."
.
"No trouble at all," said Joy. "We have some dried onions in the
storeroom under the house."
Mrs. Goggins followed Joy outside again and helped he~ through
the~ntrance to the basement.
"This makes a pretty good cellar, I guess," said Mrs., Goggins.
"Pretty easy to bump your head coming in and out, though, ain't it?
Pretty low."
"Things keep pretty nicely:' She looked about the shelves, calling
out names of things that might strike Mrs. Goggins' fancy. "Would you
like a nice crisp apple? My brother sent us some from up hG~e:' Mrs.
Goggins said she would like one, and Joy carried a dry onion and several apples to the opening and started handing,them to the waiting
woman. Mrs. Goggins said: "My, you've got a nice stock of provisions
there; a person could hide out in here for weeks without starving to
death:' .Joy dropped the last apple which. she was handing to the woman.
"My goodness, you are jumpy today," said Mrs. Goggins. Taking
the damp hand of the girl, she helped her out of the basement. Again
back in the house, Joy kept asking questions and making cOllversation
calculated to hold the neighbor with her as long as she could., She was
successful to some degree, but ~1rs. Goggins managed to get back to
finishing the washing, determined to get to the warden's h2use at a
decent ,hour. Before she broke away after the washing, joy wheedled
her into starting her on a quilt. Still she got away too soon for Joy,
who watched her disappear over the hill, feeling that much of he:t composure was going over the hill, too. Joy had avoided looking at the
clock all morning; she didn't want to know exactly how far away oneeighteen was.
She had often on other bad days found playing the piano helpful;
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sometimes she could get so engrossed in the music that she could forget
where she was for several minutes at a time. She went into the front
room and sat down ~t her upright piano. She had not been playing very
long when she was startled by a racket outside. The noise was caused
by quail beating their bodies and wings against twigs, branches, and
leaves in a desperate rush into the open air, away from the trees 'and
brush in which they had been hidden. This sudden Hight meant only
one thing; an intruder of some sort ha4 disturbed the birds. When the_
birds had at times shown this panic before, Joy h~d usually been relieved to find that a stray cow or sheep had been the invader, but today
bshe didn't hear the movement of anything in the ~mall forest after the
birds left - no cow bell, no noise of any kind. Today there was a silence
deeper than the silence that comes from another room when one of the
children has broken something he wasn't supposed even to touch - the
kind of 'silence that is eloquent in expressing that something is very
wrong. Joy held her pose at the piano, feeling herself perspire,. and
didn't move. Her ears became sensitive to sounds usually unobserved
- ashes fallin.g through the grate at intervals - the joints in different
parts of the house making a creaking noise - a bird lighting on the roof
- the drip from the clothes hanging on the line.
Mter some time Joy felt that it was better to know than to be' held
in ignorant suspense, and forced herself to look Jhrough the window.
She was almost certain that a shadow raced from the trees into the barnyard and in through the barn door, that it had just finish'ed its furtive
beeline as she turned to look.
, The alarm. clock ticked loudly in the kitchen. She dared not go
go in and look at the time; it might be hours yet till one-eighteen. But,
before she could summon the courage to do ahything at all, even to
hide, she heard the familiar clatter of Barry's feet hurrying home.
On hearing the boy coming she ran to the kitchen, rekindled the
stove and placed the tea kettle' on the hottest part. The boy came running in: "Mama, you didn't come to meet me at the bam!"
She squeez~d the child, nearly stopping his breathing, and held
him' for so long a time that he felt it necessary to wriggle himself loose..
"I - I didn't know how late it was," she explained. She kneeled and
buttoned the next to the top bll~ton on his shirt and smoothed his collar. "There, now, you look much better." Then, assuming an offhand,
casual tone: "Oh, Barry, would you take a look out back and see if the
bam door is closed? It makes such a racket if it isn't."
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Barry went out to look. Returning, he ,said: "Yes, I can see it from
the clothesline. It's bolted."
"You're sure it's bolted, aren't you?"
"Uh. huh." Then he said, "Gee, we're going to have a speci~l party
today, aren't we?"
"And I'm not going to tell you what it is, either. Barry - are you
sure I don't hear the bam door banging. Look again." And the boy
obliged.
With the child close by her, following her about in curiosity, trying to discover the day's surprise ahead of time, Joy went about the
kitchen with a ·sense of security that she could not have explained if
she had tried. When Barry was home, to her it was like having a man
in the house. As she poured water for the tea, she observed that she
was calm; her hand wasn't shaking - not even a little bit. '~Barry passed
by those trees which the birds flew out of; he passed by the barn; he
checked the bam door twice," she repeated to herself; "I guess there's
nothing wrong."
She opened the cupboard, and discovering that the jam'" pot was
empty, automatically, scarcely thinking, she took Barry's hand, opened
the back door and started for the basement. As she turne4: the comer
she stopped with a jolt, squeezing the child's hand so hard tHat he cried
out. The basement door was openl She was sure, she was positive, that
she hadn't left it open. Closing doors was one thing she was always
careful about.
.
"You hurt my hand, Mama," complained Barry.
,>
She kept her eye on the open door. She was sure· of on~ thing: she
must find out for certain. The child was concerned only a,bout his hand.
"B~rry," she Said slowly, "how would you like to go in and ~t the jam?"
Barry was enthusiastic about the idea. But when he neared the
cellar door, he shouted: "You come in with me."
"Mama's right here."
,~
..
"Mama, it's dark in there."
"You aren't afraid with Mama out here, are you? Go on in. Get
the kind of jam you want and surprise me."
When Barry still hesitated, Joy said, with a tone of irritation: "All
right, you go back in the kitchen, and there won't be any big surprise."
At these words Barry scufiled into the basement, and Joy waited
through slowly passing minutes. When Barry came out with the jam,.
she was staring hard at the entrance to the basement.
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"Mama, I really wasn't a-scared at all."
.'
"9f course not," said Joy; "what is there to be afraid of?"
"But," admitted Barry, "I think I would have been scared if you
"weren't close by., You aren't scared, .so I ain't scared."
.,

II
INDIAN DESERT

I.

grey desert floor
rubbing centuries across its palms
like cloud shadows
e
or in fiery' touch of animal pads
giving restless feet the incessant
wander
affection from fall of moccasin
a secret hidden in the grey of a
dawnrug .
but wnose ecstasy blooms white in
fruit trees.
ELMER GORMAN
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WARNING

Fear not the listed foes
The killer's whittled hatred
Shrill fangs upon the rock
One deals with those
But'" cry fierce prayer
Against the fracturing blows
Of tenderness, friendship
Protested, love's deathly rose
These are the enemy
Fear the unlisted foes.
DREAM

.

Too much to bear, this credible moment
<~
In the childhood house, in the gaunt fond roo:m
Encompassing benignity
Of ugly chandelier and portraitsToo much, these practiced strides to windows
To release tall, knife-hewn, mellowed~shutters
(Swift-lancing glare of sunlit grass
From childhood garden, swordsharp green
Of maples, armored grayness of oaks) These tanned, illogical children, mine,
Letting quietness strike their laughter
And touching my hands in pa~os, knowing ,
The shaded room downstairs holds death:
Death of my father, my mother, and death
Of their parents before them, piteous death, .:.
While I open the rosewood melodeon
And the children stand in grave consent:
Abide with me, help of the helpless,
o abide.... And so awake,
To ponder time's recurrent fraud .,
Twisting the gullible heart anew. ~
,"j..

I

ROBERT

4.

HUME

l

i'
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THE MEETING OF MINDS
"

Arthur W. Hamilton

as "the group"; her participation in
their activities was just one of those things-like having lunch
,every Monday with an old college roommate whose husband has been
transferred into town from In~ana, or somewh~e. None of them were
friends, actually. They happened to come together around two bridge
tables, simply because on a certain evening one of Biff's office acquaintances found the hours until bedtime stretching long and empty before
him. Hazel Etheridge called to ask them over. Biff put down his newspaper and went out to the small entrance hallway to answer the
telephone.
"Hello," he said, and he was silent for a full minute~ Then he said,
"Good, good," with the· defensive h~artiness that the word-spate of
Hazel's sweetly cooing telephone manner seemed always to evoke, "be
over in a half hour."
When Biff replaced the receiver he returned to the living room
to tell Mary that Hazel had already called Sarah Asch and her husband,
and that she was going to call another couple, strangers tqMary, to
round out the second table. Just people from the ofPce, all living in
the middle Sixties, within walking distance. -Sarah was the company
librarian, an intense, dark-eyed girl who could, according to Biff, ferret
. out a detailed description of any <?il holding in the world in ten minutes
flat.
They didn't play much bridge, however. The partition of Palestine was in the headlines, and a casual remark by one of the players
during the first shuffie signaled a general uncorking of bottled-up opinions on the subject. Even Biff held forth, in his heavy, earnest manner,
on the new position of the United States as a world power. His big
body rocked the flimsy table whenever he strained forward to make a
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point. 'Mary knew that most of his convictions stem~ed directly from
a Navy indoctrination course; the knowledge made her ~eel a little
maternal and warm and close to him. She spoke a piece, too, although
afterward she couldn't remember for the life of her what she had said.
As she hurried to keep abreast of Biff's long strides on the walk homeward Mary was stimulated and excited. The feeling was;; gone when
she awoke next morning. She retained an impression ~ Ol generally
directionless chatter, and a memory,of the quietly restraining comments
with which Ben Asch checked Sarah's impulsive contentions-a memory
of precisely correct words, of carefully constructed phrases sifting
through a thick Slavic accent.
A week later Hazel called again, in the afternoon.
"Darling," her voice was a swift ripple in Mary's ear, '~George and
I have the most wonderful idea, and we wondered if you and Biff would
go along with us."
Biff had enjoyed the session at the Etheridge's. He had stood in
the kitchen doorway while she prepared dinner the next evening and
voiced, in a rather wistful tone, his desire for friends. He temembered
the noise of social intercourse-the bull sessions in college, the friendly
interchange of his neighbors in Ohio, the wardroom chatter in the
Navy-and he felt its absence keenly. New York had been a desert for
him this past year.
.
"Of course~ Hazel," Mary replied, neatly tripping the spring of the
trap, hoping that the jaws would not bite too deeply into hsrr pleasantly
quiet life.
"Well," Hazel went on, "George and I so much enjoye&he conversation last week that we thought it would be a good idea to make a
regular thing of it. Just the people who were here for bridge last
week-except the Tiltons, of course, they've gone to St. Louis. Only
no bridge. Just talk about world affairs. We'll meet in a different apartment each Thursday-take turns you know. I've already called Sarah.
Oh, yes, and we"ll feed the animals first. Cocktails and dinner will start
things off so nicely, don't you think?" Mary said yes, she certainly did.
She" hung up, and took solace from the fact that her tUm to play
hostess was three weeks away.
.
Biff was enthusiastic. This will clear the cobwebs away, this will
mf'ke us think about what's going.on in the world, he said. .
The first ~o meetings saw Chinese Communism and the Allied
policy in Germany left dangling at the ends of stiff, dull evenings. Each
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week the chosen subject was sole"mnly kept afloat for a time, only to be
swamped finally by the repressed gossiping and wisecracking that pressed
constantly against the surface. The meetings broke up early, amid
vociferous agreement that there was nothing like objective discussion
to keep one intellectually alert to the currents of contemporary history.
Ben Asch took little part in the discussions. Mary tried to draw
him out, but he seemed content to lean back and listen to tJte inept_
arguments of the others. He had escaped from the Warsaw ghetto in
1941, Mary learned, and had reached America through the good offices
of a distant relative. He was employed as a chemical engineer on the
Jersey side. He was a round little merry-faced man, ash-blond, with
soft, wise eyes.
Now, for the third Thursday,- Mary planned the same careful,
'.
fussy sort of meal that the other women had provided. Ellen, the
colored girl whom she called in to help at such times, regarded the
market list with mild interest. Ellen was a big, copper-skinned girl
from the deep South; she was a good cook, really, and dinner at the
Aplin's had always been a small adventure in the preparation of hopefully imaginative and exotic dishes.
.
"Looks li~e you're fixing to feed these people just to keep 'em
alive," she remarked on her ,way out to ,do the shopping. Ellen liked
working for the' Aplins; several times she had urged Mary to employ
her full time, at a rather startlingly low wage. The infrequent occasions on which Mary called her in were festive for her; she managed
somehow to convey that this was her home, that Biff and Mary were
,'the persons she watched over.
Mary thoughtfully checked the liquor supply, thinking the while
about what the girl had said. When Ellen returned, Mary told her
to set dinner back an hour."
The wait for dinner, and the two extra cocktails, brought ravenous
hunger and relaxation to Mary's guests. Someone, or something, struck
a note of laughter; it remained to become a floating, almost animate'
thing, feeding on itself, needi;ng only the occasional prick of gay inanity
to keep it hovering above the table.
Ev~n .Ellen's awkward serving was amusing, and her constant, '
unnecessary shuffling between kitchen and dining room seemed ,a somewhat hammy.part c!everly written into a suav~ comedy. Ellen enjoyed
herself. She continued to wander around the table long after the last
scrap had been devoured and the dishes removed. She fussed with
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ashtrays, and brought unneeded cigarettes. Mary heard her chuckling
in the kitchen, in soft counterpoint to the' sometimes strident laughter
of the party.
They moved away from the table at last, quiduy, in a good-natured, .
confused rush for the two comfortable chairs in the cramped living
room. Sarah and Hazel were allowed to win; their husbands settled
themselves on the floor at their feet. Biff sat between them, on the
large hassock, facing the empty fireplace.
.
Mary went back into the kitchen, with the aim of itppressing
upon Ellen that one might conceivably transport six cups ofrcoffee in
one, or at most two, trips. When she followed the colored~girl into
the living room, bearing the sugar bowl and creamer on a little tray
atop her head, her free hand placed affectedly on her hip, she felt
suddenly as though she were a clown in a lecture hall. My god, she
thought, we're all solemn again. But at least we look interested.
Only Sarah, sitting at the far side of the fireplace, noticed Mary's
antics. Sarah smiled at her, but only for an instant, and then her face
was grave and taut again. Mary remembered, for the first qme since
the previous Thursday, that Zionism was the subject for thej evening.
;
Sarah was active in the Labor Zion movement.
The room was silent except for murmured thank-you's while coffee
was served. When Mary bent over Ben Asch to offer cream and sugar
he raised his'" round troll's face and winked af her soberly. ¥ary felt
immensely rewarded; she winked back. When all had beel1 served Mary
handed her tray to Ellen and sat beside Biff on the hassock.
George Ethetidge went on to conclude what was apparently the
peroration of a short but pithy speech. He spoke directly to Sarah.
u. • • and so, in my opinion, any organization whose primary aim
is to promote nationalism is inimical> to the ultimate solution of socalled racial problems." He leaned back against his wife's chair and
stirred his coffee vigorously.
George Etheridge was a statistician, balding and thin of face,
given to emphatic articulation of propositions so bolstered with facts
and figures as to dismay, temporarily, anyone who held a contrary opinion, however strongly. He had spent the war years .on the west coast
as a finance officer in the headquarters of the Deputy Commander of
the Western Sea Frontier. This resounding title always brought before
Mary a picture of a doughty and gray old sea-dog standing in the bows
of a great ship, feet planted wide apart, fore-and-aft hat firm on his
,
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head in the howling gale, w:aving his sword in wild defiance of the
attacking enemy, driving his gallant and outnumbered fleet to the
defense of his country. Mary had never been able to accept fully that
a finance officer could have any connection with such a man. Etheridge's
interminable stories. of his service revolved around myriads of misdirected vouchers, and hordes of unarithmeticill yeomen.
Sarah sipped her coffee slowly, her dark eyes cloudy with curbed
emotion. When she emptied the cup she pi~ced it on the small table
beside her chair. She drew the tips of the fingers of her left hand across
her forehead and down over her high cheek. Her face, always beautiful
with a beauty that lay deep in the bone structure, assumed a look of
harassment.
"I'm not prepared to argue that, George," she said, tonelessly, "but
I think you're a long way beyond the point. The. plight of my people
in Europe demands immediate action. They want to live-now. Assimilation hasn't worked. Segregation hasn't worked. To me, Labor Zion
meam hope for my people. And for me. Now, not later."
Mary felt a stirring beside her on the hassock, the muscular movement that preceded speech while Biff gathered his thoughts' into expressible order. She hoped he would manage to make his statement,
or ask his question, while it was still pertinent.
Sarah outlined the recent background of the Jewish struggle for
a national home. A note of zeal crept into her voice.
George Etheridge sat upright to file away in his orderly mind' the
figures Sarah quoted-six-million Jews, a third of the world t~tal, killed
in the war; over a half-million Jews homeless or in D. P. camps in
Europe; thousands of Jews held behind barbed wire in the Near East;
the industrial and agricultural possibility of four million in Palestine.
She spoke eagerly of her desire to work there with the other chalutzim
from America. Ben Asch interposed an occasional murmuredqualification. After a time Biff spoke.'
,
"But, Sarah," he said, and Mary knew Ire had waited, patient and
unhearing, for Sarah to pause, "aren't you thitd generation? Didn't
you tell me your grandparents came to America before your father was
born? From Russia wasn't it?"
Again Sarah drew her fingertips across her forehead and downward
along her face. She held her'hand against the side of her throat.
"That's right," she replied. "And my mother's parents, too. I
know what you're thinking. I know what comes next."
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Biff blundered on.
"Hell, you're old settlers. Your family has lived out in Pennsylvania a lot longer than mine has been in Ohio. ~ut I didn't run off
and join the English Army when they got into a war. MyoId man got
a little excited, of course. He was born over there, so you couldn't
blame him, really, especially when the Germans accidentally. blew the
;old three-room family castle off the map."
Sarah sat quietly, her hand still pressed to her throat. She did
not say anything.
Ben raised his hand halfway, in the shy little gestu~ he used to
command attention. He regarded,;.Biff conjecturally.
Z
"The English did have an army you could have joined," he said,
the words rolling slowly from deep in his throat. And then he added,
III! you were an Englishman."
Biff poq.nced. "That's my point," he said, waving his finger at
Ben. "I'm not an Englishman. I waited until iny oWn . . ."
Sarah's voice broke in harshly. "I've waited, too," she burst forth.
She jerked herself forward in her chair to stare fixedly at the floor. "All
my life. A dirty Jew in a tight little Gentile town. With a grandmother
who wore a gray wig and a dark shawl and sat on the porch in the
evening reading the Seder. And the other kids . . ." her voice trailed
off into a trembling sigh.."1 can't make you understand," she cried.
"None of you. Not even Ben. Not even Ben, with his mother rotting
under a building in Warsawl"
Ben darted a-quick glance at her, and laid his hand on her knee,
gently. Sarah's hand came down ~from her throat. She covered Ben's
, hand with hers. She relaxed; she raised her head, and her eyes traveled
from face to face. "I'm sorry," she said. Ben turned toward the others.
"Some of us," he said thoughtfully, "are born prepared for frustration. To be born into comfortable circumstances in ia reasonably
enlightened society is the worst thing that can happen to such persons."
Puzzlement etched furrows on Biff's forehead. He ran his fingers
through his black, close-crQpped hair. His voice was almost angry when
he spoke to Sarah.
"Did anyone ever . . . ?" he began. Sarah cut him off as he started
his question.
"No, Biff," she said, "no one ever did." Her voice was soft,
placatory.
Biff stared at her for a moment, silent. While in the Navy Biff
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had slugged a fellow lieutenant, a southerner whose constant and mali.:'
cious heckling had driven a messboy to refuse duty. Biff'scombat
record had forestalled a court-martial; extreme fatigue, his superiors
had decided.
With the air of a man who has selected a not particularly satisfactory apple from a barrel, George Etheridge cleared his throat and asked,
"Weren't you in the Polish Army, Ben?"
"Yes," Ben replied, "for two months." He did not elaborate.
A small shufHing noise drew Mary's attention to Ellen, standing
in the doorway to the dining rooPl. Mary nodded to her, and wondered
how long she had been there. The girl' came in 'to clear away the
coffee things. She gathered the cups and saucers with unusual devotion
to the task at hand, keeping her dark face turned away from the company. She finished quickiy, and left the room. Mary rose to her feet.
"Mr. Aplin," she said to Biff, "I think it's about time you offered
the guests a drink."
..
Biff greeted her suggestion with a grin. He heaved himself upright.
"Best idea of the evening," h~ announced. He glanced around.
"Everybody want one?"
;i
There was a murmur of assent. George Etheridge pulled out his
old silver watch: "Better make it a nightcap for us," he sai¢ "it's
after eleven."
~
"Heavens:' Sarah cried, "is it that late? We'll have to be leaving,
too. Ben has so far to go in the morning." She smiled at Biff. "Make
mine weak," she told him.
Biff was already on his way to the kitchen. "Sissy," he called over
his shoulder. They were a group-again.
Drinks in hand, Mary and Biff leaned against the fireplace mantel.
The conversation resumed the unruffled course of previous eveni~gs.
A question. A reply. Mary inquired into the activities at the Jewish
training farm at Cream Ridge, w~ere Sarah frequently spent week-ends
-her hachshara, she called. it, in preparation for her dreamed-of aliyah
to Eretz Israel. Sarah told theII?- of the other hachshara farms at Hightstown, and at Smithville, in Ontario. BitE listened, eager, apparently,
for information; from time to time he asked Sarah to amplify .some
detail of her account. After-a half hour George Etheridge pull~d out
his watch again.
During leavetaking Ben AsCh drew Mary aside..
"You and Biff must 'come to our apartment some evening," he
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whispered. The comers of his mouth twitched upward. )"We'll play
some bridge." He winked at her again, a great slow winlt
Biff helped Mary carry the gla:sses from the living room to the
kitchen. Ellen rinsed them in hot water and set them oil- the drainboard. Biff grabbed a dishtowel from the rack. He began to dry the
glasses carefully, polishing each one until it gleamed brightly before
handing it to Mary to put away. Perplexity was written across his face.
"I don't understand why th~ hell Sarah gets so excited," he pondered aloud, rubbing energetically at the third glass. "She's got a good
job. Everybody likes her. And Ben seems like a nice guy."
Ellen turned toward him, her rich dark face gleaming with steam
from the sink. As she dried her hands on her apron a ~d half-smile
lighted her face. For a horrifying moment Mary thought she was going
to reach up and stroke Biff's head as though he were a clumsy, lovable
puppy.
o •

,,....,
,
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wrote John Marshall, have "always been con~ sidered as distinct, independent, political communities, retaining
their original natural rights." And while the tribes h~ve been deprived
specifically of certain sovereign powers, the courts have decreed that
other powers remain, particularly those over tribal membership, tribal
property, and mosf intemal affairs.
The immediate question is obvious and critical today: Do the Indian nations still exercise their sovereign powers? And again, can they
be helped to exercise their sovereign powers, effectively, for their own
benefit? It is in assisting Indian self-government that the field administrator of Indian Affairs may, we consider, find his greatest chal1e~ge.
Th~ federal government does not regulate the life of the individual
Indian in any ordinary sense, though that government must indeed,
through its land and eduCational policies, to a large degree determine
what opportunities are available to the individual. The individual
Indian is not required to live on the reservation; rather the non-Indian
is required to live off-reservation, unless with tribal consent. Except
as regards "ten major qimes," land usage, and the liquor traffic, the individual Indian, on-reservation, answers only to his tribal govemment
for any crimes, misdemeanots, or simple failure to co-operate, - that is,
if his tribal government continues to exercise its "natural" sovereignty.
The recent war, whether or not it established any separate veteran
"class" among the Pueblos, did break the continuity of Pueblo life, as it did
in any serviceman's family. Traditional relationships, as prescribed by authority, were naturally questioned. Other groups than the veterans have
challenged Pueblo rule and, more seriously, land shortage, pressures from

.
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non-Indian interests, new and frequently misunderstood state and federal
legislation, all have combined to show the Pueblos that th«;ir severeignty,
their very structure, will not be preserved without effort. But it has become
evident that many Pueblos are making that effort, making indeed considerable positive adjustment in an attempt to maintain, and strengthen, their
long-time sovereignty. Their problems are being met head on.
R.ecent court cases have directed particular attention to Pueblo sovereignty. Three Pueblos have been involved in potential litigation challenging Pueblo jurisdiction over matters long accepted as of pUrely Pueblo
concern: membership, use of property, and civil obedience. At Taos five
Indian men married into the Pueblo refuse either to become members
of the Pueblo or to move from the reservation. Mew-bers of a religious sect
are now challenging their eviction from Zia - the Pueblo having ruled that,
despite warning, they had repeatedly failed to perform certain duties considered civil. And at Santa Clara, over Pueblo objection, individual Indians
have leased to non-Indians (working at Los Alamos) not only real estate
individually bought, but also on tribal lands assigned them 'for their personal use.
In all three disputes, individuals concerned have rece~~y consulted
lawyers in an effort to have the Pueblo go"ernments overruleH. The Santa
Clara case may be ending in favor of the Pueblos through default: the others
are apparently on their way into court. Whether by coincidence or not, all
the appeals against Pueblo sovereignty have seemed directed toward nonIndian sympathies: at Taos the appeal is based on the sanctity of the home,
at Zia on individual freedom of religion, at Santa Clara on tpe concept of
individual initiative - as well as on present housing needs, and the importance of Los Alamos.
Court decisions denying Pueblo jurisdiction are, we consider, improbable on the basis of past rulings; such decisions would, of course, make
Pueblo self-government, particularly the traditional sel£-goverJlment by consent, extremely difficult. On the other hand, court decisions admitting
Pueblo jurisdiction, but questioning Pueblo administrative methods, and
requiring any Pueblo "bill of rights" or judicial safeguards.. would have
unpredictable results. If the Pueblos should incorporate the courts' administrative suggestions, these might plausibly strengthen Pueblo understanding
of. and exercise of, Pueblo powers; if, however, the Pueblos should believe
their own power destroyed, or limited to some uncomprehefided degree.'
self-government would actually be thus destroyed or limited. -'1
But even court decisions altogether denying the court\ jurisdiction
over the cases tried, even court decisions stressing the Pueblo's sole jurisdiction, would, of course, leave to the Pueblos themselves the responsibility
for exercising jurisdiction, for maintaining law and 9rder, and for securing
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members' acceptance. Cleai'ly', any discussion of Indian sovereign~y here
ramifies almost endlessly, into the broad fields of state and federal Indian
law (incredibly complicated subjects in themselves)-the anthropological
concepts of acculturation and changing institutions-the relationships of
Pueblo religion and government-even hUIl.lan ability to adjust with adequate speed to rapidly changing conditions. Southwestet:n Indians have
themselves pointed out on a number of occasions that they could more
reasonably be expected to acculturate if non-Indian culture itself were not
in such violent transition.
t;.
It is, of course, the Indian administrator's task to study the specialized
reasons why the Pueblos can, or cannot, maintain their identity. He must
weigh, too, the very fact that the Pueblos have already maintained identity
through considerable upheavals around them. He must take constant n~te
of the particular stresses with which each separate Pueblo must cope;'he must
attelQpt to develop, within each Pueblo, administrative methods which will
help them cope~ It is not the administrator) task to help a tribe as such
to adopt or reject non-Indian manners; rather, it is the administrator's primary field duty to prepare- the individual Ind~an and the tribe., so that
they may choose effectively for themselves, and work effectively within,
whichever cultural pattern they may wish.
Some of the observed stresses among Indians have come from· unequal
treatment off-reservation: prohibitions against Indian voting and Ind1an
drinking, symbolic' to so many of the younger men, and th~ more directly
hurtful economic and social discriminations.
'
Some of these observed stresses are. similar to those found in younger
men anywhere: impatience with famify ties or the daily burden of life.
Gradually assumed before the war, in the days of first return these appeared
suddenly enormous, and intolerable.
But a third set of stresses
,. must be attributed. particularly t9 the reserva·
tion itself. Change there is slower-eonduct judged within different patterns.
Quite apart from whether action is more or less "free" in a Pueblo than
in nearby cities, the younger Indian far more than the city dweller, realizes
that his particular restrictions are different. And only in realizing difference
does he-or the city dweller-ordi,narily realize restriction.
It is no accident that the dissident have taken their cases to court in
these particular postwar years: these are years of uncertainty as to individual
and collective futures. Yet litigation and challenge, unrest and uncertainty,
,are of themselves no proof that Pueblo cultures will automatically crumble.
The test is not merely whether' one decade's restless can readjust but, we
believe, whether the Pueblos themselves will help them to readjust-either
through some modification in ?ueblo patterns, or through'simple assistance
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toward accepting unchanging patterns. For clearly the problems of adjustment will recur, to other generations, in other decades.
There is no likelihood
that the nineteen Pueblos of New Mexico will
.
find identical solutions. Already considerable divergences are apparent, ,with
some of what have been considered the most conservative Pueblos among
those best comprehending today's needs. But even taken as a group, the
Pueblos have ~eady .eased greatly their "veteran problem." t It was quite
apparent that lIDIDedlately after the war more Pueblos than usual chose
fairly young governors, inclined to action and strong administration. It is
certainly observable that the veterans are now 'less insistent that they be
immediately heard than they were even a year ago. But has 'this been the
effect of time only, or of Pueblo disciplines-or Pueblo provision of outlets
for the veterans?
,

Continuing development is nothing new to the Pueblos. It would be
difficult to find a Pueblo for which long-time school teachers, or near-by
traders, would not claim considerable changes over the years. We think
immediately of Pueblo regulation of itinerant traders-Pueblo insistence
on school attendance-developing Pueblo insistence on individual co-operation in public health matters-even, in a few Pueblos, tribal partiqpation in
so delicate a political matter as limiting livestock on the range.
Similar changes have come since the war. Not only in s~ch primarily
individual affairs as the large-scale employment of Santa Clar~) San Juans,
and San lldefonsos at Los Alamos, but also in matters req~iring official
Pueblo consideration, and positive action.
Isleta, after some five years of cumulating troubles, wrotei' adopted by a
record vote, and is now successfully functioning under, its own{constitutiona constitution entirely different from that of any other Indian group, yet one
which combines to a remarkable 'degree, with astonishing pol!i~ical tact,. the
, demands of various groups. The Pueblo is currently workiitg towards a
change in the constitution-and recognizing its own power of tlecision with
considerable pride. Veterans have been prominent, as youngfmen Can be
at Isleta, in the whole constitutional. campaign. Santa Clar~_ and Laguna
are similarly studying their older constitutions, with an eye to overhauling
Pueblo ordinances.
Jemez has created its own arts and crafts guild, primarily for marketing.
Santo Domingo has authorized and helped establish an American Legion
Post. Zuni has granted additional grazing rights to veterans with established
herds, and is considering the advisability of small herds for other young
men in the Pueblo.
Perhaps the most interesting of all is the way in which a number of the
Pueblos, notably Zuni, have taken over their own law and order problems.
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Since Indian Service funds for Indian police were not forthcoming at the _
start of the present fiscal year, Zum has paid its policemen from triba.i'funds.
Strict enforcement of law has decreased disturbances here almost to the
vanishing point.
Most noteworthy of all, as th,e Pueblos start to expand their own administrative concepts, has been tJJ.e tremendous development of the All-Pueblo
Council" with its specialized committee set~up to advise the Pue1?losof
matters particularly important to them. But the All-Pueblo Council is
another story.
None'of this is to say that changes are made in the Pueblos as quickly
as some members ~ight wish. But. the same is true of non-Indian society.
It is our opinion that in most of the New Mexico Pueblos the large majority
of even the younger men want to preserve the Pueblo way of action, and that
what changes ~ey would wish to make will not, or need not, be convulsive.
Thus we believe' that this majority is willing to effect changes so slowly
and with such consideration of Pueblo public opinion that the majority of
their program may be accomplished by consent. We further believe that the
Pueblos thus adjusting, slowly, may very well accomplish as much for their
members, within even the economic field, as do other govel'llD,lents, state
and city. The Pueblos are choosing and will, we believe, continue to choose,
for themselves.
The Pueblo Indians are indeed passing through a stage of critiaiI
adjustment. We certainly do not consider that each Pueblo has the same
chance of successful adaptation. But we do, very'strongly, feel that we are
not fighting any lost cause. Rather, we feel confident, these Indians whose
own administration~ we are in the business of strengthening, have' every
chance to develop to me~t their own needs, ev~ry promise of combining
present security with new force of action.
<I'
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VANISHING EDEN
No window here. How does the vision start?
Out of the irised eye and haunted heart.
The darkness falls apart.
The frightened forest is ajar.
The jungle ejects the jaguar.
,Step no nearer; tremble where you are.
4

.

Bat still is bat with winking wing;
the slinking cat is still a thing.
Dissolving birds have ceased to sing.

r
\

And all existence, long longtraced,
is mired and muted and displaced;
form fails and substance is erased.
And the banished into air are banished.
The ear strains and the eye is famished.
See: nothing. Eden is void and vanished.
>

HERMAN

SALINGER

CYNIC
listen I
he listened, wept, kept
silent to hear it
waitl
he waited, watched for it,
hoped for it,
and when it came
. . . when it came:
refused it
it was not what he wanted
it was not it at all.
AARON

KASTIN

L'
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, The Government of New Mexico, by Thomas C. Donnelly. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Pl\ess, 1947. $4.00.
'
An understanding of state government requires both a practical, detailed knowledge of immediate state problems and a theoretical background
of the people and the history of the state. Professor Donnelly in T heGovernment Of New Mexico has achieved a rare comh,ination of the practical
and theoretical presentatio~ of the working of a state, government. A
picture of a state's government' must i;nclude not only an analysis of the
laws and the constitution under which that government operates, but also
a discussion of the background of the state, its people, its particular problems, and suggested governmental improvements. Professor Donnelly
approaches the problem of state govemment in_ these terms. Through
fifteen years of teaching in New Mexico colleges and' through serving on
numerouS boards and committees of the state govemment, he is eminently
qualified to write of the government of New' Mexico as a living story.
The fourteen chapters of the book seem to divide into four sections:
the development of New Mexico, the divisions of the $tate government,
problems facing New Mexico, and practi,pll suggestions for improving
.
New Mexico's government.
The opening chapters, forming. an interesting background 'of New
Mexico, read and develop more like a novel than a subject dealing with
government, for the book first explores the rugged, undeveloped, uninhabited country upon which different groups of individuals move in quest of
riches and adventure. Here is a story of the early days of New Mexico under
the rule of the Spanish, the Mexiqms, the Military Law, and finally' the
United States government. In these chapters many ever-present questions
of today are answered. Were territorial elections similar to modem day
elections? What ,are the n;~quirements of a good constitution?' What type
of men wrote the New Mexico Constitution? What is included in the New
Mexico Constit~tion? The territ~rial story is enriched by the best, stories
of New Mexico from books such as FabuloUs Frontier by William A. Keleher,
Historical Sketches of New Mexico by L. Bradford Prince, and My Life on
the Frontier by Miguel A. Otero. In fact, the author ,has collected an excellent bibliography for the student of New Mexico's history and government.
229
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The divisiqns of government are treated in several chapt~rs dealing
with political problems, such as political platforms and the absentee ballot
problem, the legislature, the state executive, and the judiciary. The author
comments on the party platform: "The drafting of the party platform under
the present primary law in New Mexico presents a problem ,that is still
handled in an unsatisfactory manner." Then the author sugg~ts not only
to the layman but to the student or leader in the field of government ways
to improve party platforms. Further, the author discusses the absentee ballot problem of New Mexico: "The injustice of disenfranchising absent
voters has long b~en recognized in New Mexico, but the difficulty of getting
the required amendment to the Constitution passed presents a formidable
obstacle to correcting the situation:'
,
One of the interesting and timely sections of the book lists qualifications for governor. The legal qualifications, of course, are giveIi. The book
ihdudes, however, qualifications that make a man, in the author's word,
"available." There seem to be more qualifications in the "avail~ble" than
in the "legal" category. Several outstanding men in New Mexico should
read this section immediately.
The author recognizes the problem of developing an effective legislature in New Mexico. He offe:rs practical suggestions for improving legislative
committees, for controlling lobbyists, even for changing the form of the
legislative body. The book analyzes the theory of the separation of power
between the legislative and executive branches of the gove~ent. Instead
of stating only the theory of the separation of power, the boek speaks of
the influence of the governor in the legislative session, of the 'manner in
which influence. is used, and of its effect. The author states: "Certainly
enough time has already been spent in this state criticizing the working
of our present legislative system and trying piecemeal expedients such as
the split session. ~ The time has come when more important changes are in
order, and a thorough going plan that the people will approve needs to be
tried." Then the author offers concrete proposals that might De beneficial
for improving the state legislature.
.,
In addition to being an excellent textbook, this book is a reaIistic study
in problems of New Mexico and should be read by students of !government
and civic leaders of the state. The fundamental problems of ~ew Mexico,
such as water, soil erosion, constitutional changes, need for state institutional
progress, education, local government, are discussed and analyzed. Several
. of~the institutions of the state, including the hospital at LaS Vegas, the
Girls' Welfare Home, the state prison, are interestingly described. In addition, the departments of Health and Public Welfare are analyzed briefly
in order to give a quick understanding of these important branches.
The author feels that the number one problem of New ~xico is soil
conservation. In a detailed report on this subject he states: "About ninetythree per cent of New Mexico's total land area of almost :~'v.enty-eight
million acres is affected by accelerated soil erosion. . . . Topsoil'iS priceless.
Nature requires three hundred to one thousand years to build -one inch of
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it. Yet one heavy rain falling on a steep, freshly plowed, unprotected field
may rem~ve. from the entire field as much as one inch of soil and ''from
smaller areas the whole layer may be carried away." Everyone interested in
the future of New Mexico should study this matter.
,
The subjects discussed are timely. One of the constitutional changes
the citizens of New Mexico will vote upon this November will be whether
state and county offices should be filled for a single four-year term, instead
of the present two terms of two years each now allowed by the New Mexico
Constitution. .The author discusses 'completelythis fundamental, change.
Any citizen wishing to be informed on this important problem facing New
Mexico should read the factS presented.
'
The book suggests changes to improve our govet:nment, to make our
government better fulfill the needs of the citizens. There are even suggestions or advice to public office seekers, such as: "OI,le gathers the impression
that too many candidates in the primary rely too heavily on"purely personal
appeals, and overlook the importance of issue~ and policies:' The author
suggests mdependent election judges and a manner of their appointment.
These are only a few or-the many proposals for improvement of everyday
politics.
The author recommends that several state and county office holders,
now being eleet~d by the people, be appointed by proper authorities, for
example that the secretary of state be appointed by the governor; that the
lieutenant governor act as the' governor's secretary and also be appointed.
The book discusses, as well, the advisability of the state school superintend.
ent's being appointed by a school board. A resolution was introduced in
the last legislative session for this purpose, but it was defeated. The author
is direct in speaking of the coqnty school superintendent: "The most obvious
method. for improving the county school system' would be to take. the
superintendent out of politics, have him appointed by the board for so
long a period as his service~ prove satisfactory, and. pay him an adequate
,.
salary:'
For the first time New Mexico citizens have a thorough,· exact study
of New Mexico, its government and its problems with suggestions for desired changes that take the book out of the textbook classification. This is
a book for New Mexico citizens. It is readable even to one uninformed in
. state government. I feel'that it could be requir~d reading for all. legislators.
In fact it would not be impossible for someone to campaign for governor
C· ALVIN, H ORN
with this book as his platform.
.

IfBen-Hur' Wallace: the Life of General Lew Wallace, by Irving McKee.
Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1947. $4.00.
Few biographies are more just than Irving McKee's analysis ()f Lew
Wallace. Scholarly and entertaining, the work promises to be definitive.
Except for the autobiography, which Mrs. Wallace finished, there is no
full-length competitor in the field. Accounting for the pllenomenal success
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of a mediocre novel of adolescent calibre, McKee writes: "Well, Americans
were like B'en-Hur-ambitious, patriotic, vengeful, affectic;mate; yet they
fancied themselves as followers of Christ, the epitome of seIf-~bnegation:'
Ben-Hur, "edifying as a prize fight in a Y. M. C. A.," ~ a recordbreaker. Two and one-half million copies of the novel sold; twenty million
people saw the play. The choicest record is that of "the most coStly one-reel
scenario in cinema history," by virtue of a $25,000 damage suit against a
Kalem film made in 1907, which established precedent for an author's copyriglIt on movie material.
The grim-jawed young officer in the dashing battledress of an Eleventh
Indiana Zouave, sketched by Winslow Homer in 1861, was Lew Wallace as
he saw himself all of his days. His three novels were but prqjections of
his secret dream of fame and military prowess in an exotic settingJ. Wallace's
dream, the same o~ which every youth is nurtured, was frustrated first by
a dull, inactive campaign in the Mexican War. As the youngest major
general, he had almost realized it in the Civil War, when a blunder at
Shiloh tarnished his fame. He tried again in Indiana politics, 1n Mexican
intrigue (becoming an honorary major general of'Mexico), and in governorship of New Mexico. Wallace almost realiz.ed the "glorious end" in 1881,
when as Minister to Turkey he reveled in the splendor of Constantinople
and was the personal friend of Sultan Abdul-Hamid.
The greatest shame in Wallace's career, although it never occurred to
him as shame, was participation in the military trial of civilian conspirators
against President' Lincoln and in the consequent hanging of Mrs. Surratt
and other victims of public hysteria. The present prosecutions in Germany ,
might well take note of the hasty trial of Henry Wirz, a Confederate prison
\
officer executed on biased hearsay.
Wallace penned the final draft of Ben-Hur in "purple ihk" in the
Palace of the Governors, including the celebrated Crucifixion scene. Meanwhile the Territorial governor took a high-handed but justifiable 'tpart in
the Lincoln County War, interviewed Billy the Kid, drove a spi{se in A. T.
& S. F. track, and worried over the much more serious Apache massacres. Susan Wallace was outspoken in her annoyance with New Mexico and
its desperate citizens; it is regrettable that there is not more spac;e in which
to treat this strident Indiana Housewife-author.
ROLAND F .rDICKEY
I.'

Picture Maker of The Old West: William H. Jackson, by Clare~ce S. Jackson. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1947. $7.50.
to'
What contemporary American hasn't thrilled to the words "bId West"?
Romance and adventure color our thoughts of the opening of .that last great
frontier. Those of us who live where much of this exciting history'~look place
are no more immune to the glamor of the place names than the' Easterner
who dreams of seeing such famed landmarks as Pike's Peak, Old Faithful,
Mesa Verde, and Yellowstone. William H. Jackson was the first man to
photograph most of our Western landmarks. Indeed, he was often the first
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white to see them. Through!lut a lifetime of almost a century he recgrded
the West, first in amateur drawings and later in the new medium of1>hotography. H~ remarkable record is now assembled, for the first time in chronological order in the sketches and pho~ographs in the book we are reviewing.
It is his son, C. S. Jackson, who is responsible for this assembly. He has given
us a documentation of truly exciting calibre. One feels grateful to both
father and son.
. '
,
The pictures with a running text, largely taken from Jackson's notes
and diaries, give a sense of immediacy seldom found in books of this type.
Perhaps it is that we are used to this m04ern technique of presentation, but
if it were not for frequent reference to dates just after the Civil War, we
might believe this record' to be more recent. The inevitable biographical
effect is without the intimate details which are so often tedious reading; and
the lasting impression is of a man of unusually adventurous nature, considerable personal charm, and of exceptionally fine character. He is a personality who should be better known than his more flashy contemporaries, Kit
Carson and Billy the Kid. His personal bravery and risks were greater, and
so, were his considerable contributiqns to the nation. He was responsible
through his photographs (shown to Congress, which would not have known
otherwise of the nature of the proposed park) for the formation of our first
National Park., Yellowstone. 'Many of these pictures .are included in this
volume. Like all of Jackson's work with the camera, there is no soft focus,
no arty picturesqueness, no doctoring. His camera simply accepted and
, recorded the more than sufficient beauty of nature as he found it. '
The large format and handsome design of the book are in keeping
with Jackson's feeling that "his subjects [were] worthy of the largest practicable exhibition." He gives man the same simple and honorable treatment
he gives nature. It is especially interesting to compare such a picture as
Long's Peak with that of the. old Shoshone chieftain, Washakie. Each has
great character, but that Jackson brings out the most of that character is a
tribute to his unusual natural powers of observation. This book is a fitting
monument to the Picture Maker of the West.
LLOYD

LOZES

GOFF

Sun in Your Eyes~ by Oren Arnold. Albuquef(iu~: University of New Mexico Press, 1947. $2.50.
_Albuquerque~ by Erna Fergusson; drawings by Li Browne. Albuquerque:
Merle Armitage Editions, 1947. $2.50.
Taos and Its Arlists~ by Mabel Dodge Luhan. New York: Duel~, Sloan and
Pearce, 1947· $3·75·
Santa Fe~ drawings and text by Alfred Morang. Denver: Sage Books, Inc.,
1947. $1.00.
'
Like ashtrays and Indian blankets, books also may serve as souvenirs.
For some time publishe~ have recognized this weakness in the traveling
public, and lUre it with bright-jacketed ecomiums signaling the utt¢r gayety,
historic significance, and unmatched picturesqueness of this or that Ameri-
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can scene. A fresh epidemic of this local cholera has broken Qut Since the
War, and the four volumes listed are symtomatic. Unlike Mr~ Stevenson's
Travels with a Donkey, these will not infect the reader with i~curable nostalgia. That De Vargas' stand-in n,ow speaks English over a rn.?-crophone at
the Santa Fe Fiesta and professional bulldoggers provide most p£ the thrills
at rodeos only hints at the amount of penicillin needed to keep alive the
goose that lays Golden West eggs. The climate and the mountains are still
with. us, and authors cannot be blamed for loving their homeland and
helping others to appreciate it via painless Baedeckers.
~
"Hospitality is the cowpoke's religion," writes Oren Arnq'Id in Sun in
Your Eyes, and proceeds to overwhelm the reader. with his ea[erness to impart open secrets of Southwestern living. Sun in Your Eyes is, one of those
books that does the same thing for the publisher's budget a;s a Grade B
Western does for Hollywood, and by the same devices, for it is a goldmine
of Southwestern cliches, stale anecdotes, and Chamber of Comimerce optim, ism. The author has gleaned the icebox of his previously published books
. and articles to make a salad (not guacamole), and althoughl:some of the
. lettuce is a little wilted, there are a number of delectable vegetables. Arnold
genuinely loves a good story, ~.nd in the fields of treasure seeking, cattle
branding, and rodeos, that is exactly what he gives us. But ~hen he deal~
with Indians, archaeology, and architecture, he perpetuates; some of the
most threadbare misconceptions that plague the "Sun Co~ntry." The
dashing sketches by lloyd L6zes Goff, particularly those of COWboy life, add
vastly to the appeal of the bo~k.
Erna Fergusson's Albuquerque is characterized by far more finesse and
humor than the other volumes listed. Miss Fergus~on, by het; lifelong intimacy with this locale and her broad experience in SpanisIi America, is
eminently equipped to write a penetrating, documented' analysis of the
changing world that is Albuquerque.. However, in the presen~_~xample she
has chosen an average audience and written with a shrewd theatrical eye.
Albuquerque, except in its limited range, is not a "source book," but it will
b~ relished by old-timers and make an ideal gift for Aunt Deborah in
Dubuque. In keeping with the text, Li Browne's cartoons depjct the gentle
irony of old versus new, showing an Isleta Indian signaling a left turn from
his wagon on Central Avenue, and a lush cottonwood contrasted with a
spindly Chinese elm, each with its appropriate architecture. The format is
bold but ~ffective, and the manu~actur~ng ~echniques refreshi~ly e~celle~t.
Despite the enormous promise of'lts tItle, Taos and Its Arhsts IS a diSappointing picture book because of its lack of color reproductions, the per
cent of dated and low-calibre painting chosen, the inconsequen,tial information of the text, and the mediocrity of the printing. Of the fifty-six works
of art reproduced from an art colony justly famous for extrav~gant use of
light and 'color, only the most. distinct compositions salvage JllUch, of their
original spirit in black and white. In addition to biographical data, there
are numerous photographs of the artists, including Stieglitz' portraits of
OKeefe, Marin, and Hartley. The most effective presentation of the Taos
il
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landscape is in three photographs by Laura Gilpin. If one's impressions of
Taos depended solely on' this volume, one might experience Thomas Benrimo's powerful "Premonition," which depicts a building suspended above
a ghostly road leading to Taos and its mountain: Since nothing could b~
further from Mabel Luhan's intention, perhaps this book may be catalogued
as another unfortunate casualty of rising publishing costs.
Santa Fe is a small pamphlet of pen and.. prose sketches by Alfred
Morang, offering the visitor a resume of h~tory and a modicum of information about the salient points of interest. The booklet is well composed and
printed, although the texture of the~ drawings is somewhat painfully
Ro LAN D F. DIe KE Y
overworked.

. .

Buckskin Brigade, by Jim Kjelgaard: illustrated by Ralph Ray, Jr. New
York: Holi~y House, 1947. $2.50.
An article in Publishers' Weekly, "Teen Age: 15 to 50," by Vernon Ives
of Holiday House, discusses C\ problem often ignored by the book world.
There has been too wide a gap between children's' books and adult nonfiction. This factor not only baffles the adolescent reader; it handicaps that
largtt section of the adult population whose intellectual interests are at teenage level. The solution to this, says Mr. Ives, "is something between the
two-an honest, realistic story that acknowledges the reader's youth only by
lack of emphasis on undesirable or uninteresting elements."
The writing of Buckskin Brigade, by Jim Kjelgaard, squarely faces this
problem.. The theme, wilderness-breaking, is one of universal appeal. By
the device of historical biography, one learns the stories of men "who turned
their backs on civilization" and opened the American continent to trade
and settlement. Each episode opens with a vignette of significant facts, followed by an account based on the record, but dramatized with action,
conversation, and authentic scene.
The author begins with French fishermen landing on Cape Breton
Island in 1506, and concludes in 1844 with American settlers facing the
snows of South Pass on their way to Oregon. Between tJ:1ese events.we follow
Father LeCaron's canoe trip to Lake Huron, young Washington's 1753 mission to Fort Le Boeuf anticipating the French and Indian wars, ~ keelboatman's voyage down the Ohio. and the Mississippi in 1791, and a fur-trapper's
narrow escape from the Blackfeet in 1808. Bullwhackers and buffalo hunters
are encountered under the title' "Freight for Santa Fe." All these are action
stories, clearly told, without sensation, and with a fine eye for landscape,
modes of life, and the historic principles at stake.
Jim Kjelgaard is a Milwaukee Scandinavian whose hobbies of wilderness
trips and American history are brought fo bear in outdoor books like Forest
Patrol, Rebel Seige, and Big Red, th~ latter a dog story voted the Popularity
Medal by the Boys' Club of America.
Sket~es by Ralph Ray, Jr., give zest and document to Buckskin Brigade. Ray, a North Carolinian, has illustrated more than a dozen volumes,

.~'
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bringing his intimate understanding of wild life to HeIiry M. aall's W oodcock Ways and The Ruffled Grouse. He is no less sensitive to men in action,
and the riverboat scene in Buckskin is one of the best.
Psychological window-dressing is important in selling to q)der adultS,
who will not touch a "boy's book" with a ten-foot pole. Libraria~ overcome
this stigma by shelving adolescent non-fiction with mature wor~; But Buckskin Brigade chiefly because of the format and a cer~ain quality of the drawings, looks like a youngster's book. Compared with pictures in 'the western
magazines, which are accepted readily by physically mature readers, Ray's
drawings are more subtle and have a timeless documentary character. Perhaps
if the active, emotional situation were carried throughout the book as it is
on the jacket, Buckskin Brigade would attract custOIpers of all ages.
ROLAND F. DICKEY
J

"

J"

These Are the Mexicans by Herbert Cerwin. New York: . Reynal and
Hitchcock, 1947. $5.00•
One of the best volumes on Mexico recently published. ~r. Cerwin's
excellent book is easy to read, enjoyable, and covers the contemporary Mexican scene thoroughly. His amazing insight and sympathy for the Mexicans
are unusual among North Americans writing on Mexico. He neglects no
facet of the complex picture of Mexican life. which he treats as ~ whole and
in the light of a living history.
:'
Because Mr. Cerwin was, during the war, head of the Office of InterAmerican Affairs in Mexico City. he had access to unusual sources of information and contact with influential people in politics. education. religion.
and industry. His book is the best possible use to which he could have put
his findings; and the reading public of both the United States ~nd Mexico
should be grateful. since it clears up so much that is misconception. 'The
two countries have much in common. ·One thing is that neuper people
knows facts about the other. We are finding out that not all Mexicans are
guitar-playing, siesta-taking Indians. They are learning that nbt all North
Americans are "money-mad gringos."
Like us, most Mexicans are a mixture of foreign stock. Unlike the
United States. Mexico did not have mass immigration from many countries.
There is less variety of blood mixture there than here. There is little racial
discrimination and no Negro problem where the few Negroes who came to
Mexico have been absorbed. Mexico's greatest problem is the Indian problem, which is economic and political, not social. The Indian's color has not
been a bar to opportunity, but his standard of living is suqh that it is
remarkable. that he is as clean as he is, that he is ever well, ~nd that he
can be~ to remain sober. Stuart Chase in his Mexico: a Study/of The Two
Americas found the condition 'of the "wantlessness" of the Mex~can Indian's
agricultural existence less affected by financial depressions tha~ the condition of highly industrialized societies and warned against anI change for
them in the direction of industrialization. In continual depres~on, they-are
J

~~
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little affected by financial depressions. One could not wish them. a worse
fate, Mr. Cerwin says, than to continue their present lamentablesifuation
of poverty, ignorance, and filth. He recommends freedom from economic
enslavement through education to help them to understand, why they can
benefit from the necessary change in their way of life. Gradually they would
"get into step with the civiluation that is around them. . . . They would
become a part of modern Mexico, not a part of the past as they are at.,present." They would become a market for industrialized Mexico, which must
have that market to help both itself and the Indians.
Our author suggests that Mexico could help herself' through "selective
immigration" and citizenship of engineers, scientists, and technicians who
are needed quickly to help to develop the natural resources of "one of the
world's richest countries." Comparatively young and undeveloped, MeXico
must have faith in itself and its future.
Jesus Guerrero Galvan, one of Mexico's prominent painters, remembered by a grateful University of New Mexico for his fresco in the Administration,Building and for his semester of teaching in the College of Fine Arts,
has enhanced the book with the, watercolor which is reproduced on" the dust
jacket.
LLOYD LOZES GOFF

The Rise of the'Spanish American Empire, by Salvador de Madariaga. New
York:' The Macmillan Company, 1947. $5.00.
Senor de Madariaga conceiyes of history as being ,written either in the
light of "love of tribe" or "love 'of truth" (p. xvi). He promise~ to present
this first volume of his proposep two-volume history of the Spanish empire
solely in the "love of truth','-and then proceeds with as prejudiced a treatment of Spp,in's western adventure as this reviewer has ever read..
,
, Telling the tru~ about Spain in the Indies as Senor de Madariaga sees
it is largely telling how Spain was not as bad as we may have thought and
certainly not as bad as other countries. Three hundred years' of history are
unrolled before,our eyes with justifications of one kind or another for everything. Do we disapprove of this or that? It was worse elsewhere. Did Spain
.destroy the antiquities of Mexico and Peru? Think how Elizabeth and
Cromwell destroyed English works of art (anyway, Pedro de Gante, that
most ardent destroyer of Mexican heathen relics,. was not Spanish but
Flemish!) Don't we like' to hear about captured Lutheran seamen being
executed for heresy? Think what bad men they were! Think how they came
out to the Indies with such leaders as Morgan and Drake to commit unspeakable atrocities on peaceful Spanish settlements. Are we unhappy about the
• heretics being burned alive? Think what Henry VIII did (P.149)! Do we
shudder at the thought of the Spanish Inquisition? Ah, but think about the
witch hu~ts in Germany, in England, in the. English colonies in Americal
Why did the authorities ban' so many books from coming into the Indies?
Because the Indians were learning to read and one had to be careful what
these "children" learned. Do we sigh for the fate of Indian labor in Spain's -
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New World? Just listen to the way the English handled labor in their
colonies! Benumbed, shocked by the "pungency of Senor' de Madariaga's
evidence, the reader will C\gree, in the end, that Spain was np worse than
~ anybody else-but" what a sorrY lot all mankind was from 1492 to 18121
Historians will wish that Senor de Madariaga's evidept ability in
research might have turned up something new on troublesome questions of
administration of the empire. In his more or less detailed discussion of the
provincial administration he accepts without question or comment the standard but inconclusive categorization of gobernadores, alcaldes mayores, and
corregidores (p.50). He comes to no conclusion as to whether there were
cortes in the New World (P.44). He tells nothing new about the functions
of Indian officials in Spanish government after the Conquest.
Likewise, the historian will wish that Senor de Madariaga had been
more careful to check some of his facts. This reviewer has been unable to
find any justification in Fisher, Haring, Ballesteros, Altamira, or Chapman
for his statement that intendencies were set up in the Indies in 1718 (p.234).
One may also question his statement that the dempcratic Spanish corte$
. received their first blow from the yet un-Spanish Charles V (p.77); too many
of us have been taught from Merriman that the process of destroying the
influence of the people in the government of Spain began to be prown policy
. in the time of the Catholic Kings some thirty or forty years -before Charles
came to the throne.
'
Senor de Madariaga will be th3;llked by the historian largely for his
contribution of new ways of viewing the Spanish imperial affair. He does
. introduce some new facts, it is true, in such passages as his short section on
hospitals in the New World (PP.51-53), which topic has been strangely neglected up to the ·present. But The Rise of the Spanish American Empire
merits consideration chiefly from the skillful, when not over-enthusiastic,
treatment of cultural forces as they worked in the Spanish colonies. If Senor
de Madariaga concentrates on life in the Indies, if he forge~ to compare
. Hispanic deeds, heatedly, with English, French, DutPt, or Ge~n, then he
writes effectively. As an example of his better style there aresdth efficiently
expressed passages as the following:
iP'
The fate of the Indians . . . was in fact ruled by a knot of forces: 1"filie greed and
power of the labour-hungry "Spaniarqs," whether European or Creole; the efforts
of the conscientious Crown; and the actual working of these forces as they were
wielded and handled by 1 cal authorities, executive and judicial.
was the plastic historical material of w .ch three centuries of life in th~ Indies were made; and
of course, the actual shape .s life took varied considerably from valley to valley
and from year to year (p.88)

This

The book has copious n es, a bibliography, and is well indexe.sJ.
CLARISSA P. FULLER
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The City of Women" by Ruth Landes. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1947. $3.00•
,-

This popularly presented account of an anthropologist's study of certain.
cult groups in Brazil carries. a delusive lure in its title. The city is Bahia,
seaport capital of the like-named state, center ofa dense Negro population.
The women are Negro priestesses of candoml~, "a system of worshipping
. gods or saints," a blend of We;t Mrican gods and Christian saints. Leaders
and followers alike are practicing Catholics and, in the main, are the poor,
predominantly Negro, who find, in cult practice the deepest color and satisfaction of their lives. Detailed, lively descriptions of the ceremonies she
attended and profiles of the remarkable and contrasted candomle personalities she knew at close hand comprise Mrs. Landes' rewarding pages. Her
honest and often effective- popular style too frequently takes the form of
questions of the humble North American anthropologist (female) answered
by the wise gentleman of Brazil.
R S
W
UTH

Brazil" edited by Lawrence F. Hill. Berkeley and
California Press, 1947. $5.00.
~

Lo~

AWTELL

ALLIS

Angeles: University of

-

Brazil" edited by Lawrence F. Hill, is the seventh title appearing in the
United Nations Series being published by the University of California Press
under the general editorship of Robert J. Kerner, Sather Professor of History in the University of California. Like the volumes previously publish~d,
Brazil consists of chapters written by scholars whose chief i,nterests have been
concerned with specific pha.ses of Brazilian civilization-history, diplomacy,
economy, social institutions, literature.
Perhaps the best way to -emphasize the scholarship and broad scope of
this exceptionally fine volume on Brazil is to list the five parts that co~prise
the book, together ~ith the names of the contributors to each part. The three
chapters in "Part One: Background" were prepared by Manoel Cardozo,
Associate Professor of Brazilian History and Literature, the Catholic Universi1.'¥ of. America, and Alan K. Manchester, Associ~te Professor of History,
Duke l:J.niversity. La.wrence F. Hill, Professor of History, Ohio State University and Harvey Walker, Professor of Political Science in the same institution, contrib\!ted the four chapters in "Part-Two:Political and Constitutional Development." "Part Three: Social and Cultural Progress" consists
of six chapters-"Social Pioneering," by Arthur Ramos, Prof~ssor of Anthropology and Ethnology, University of Brazil; "Education," by Mapoel Bergstrom Louren~o Filho, Director, National Institute of Pedagogy, Rio de
Janeiro; "Science," by Francisco Venancio Filho, Chief of general secondary
and professional instruction, Federal District (Rio de Janeiro); "Art," by
Mario de Andrade, musicologist, novelist, and critic; "Music," by Luiz
Heitor Correa de Azevedo, Professor of Folklore and History of Music,
National School of Music, University of Brazil; and "Literature," by Samuel
Putnap1, outstanding translator of Brazilian literary works and editor of
section on ;Brazilian literature in Handbook of Latin American Studies. ..
t
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Frederic William Ganzert, Chief Historical Cons\lltant, N ~ative Group,
Occupational History Branch, Historical Division, European Command,
United States Army, wrote the three chapters included in "Part Four: Economic Development." Heitor Lyra, Brazilian diplomat and historian and
Lawrence F. Hill were the authors of the two chapters in "Part Five: Dipla;
matic Relations."

R.

ALBERT

LOPES

Consider the Lilies of the Field, by Erico Verissimo; translated from the Portuguese by jean Neel Karnoff. N~w York: The Macmillan Company,
1947. $3~oo.
Consider the Lilies of the Field is a translation of Olhai os Urios do
<Zampo (1938) by the popular and able Brazilian novelist, Erico Verissimo.
Since the appearance of this best-seller; Verissimo h~s continued to win the
praise of critics and public in his native country. His reputatio;n has reached
readers in the United States through novels of his that have alr~ady appeared
in translation-Crossroads and The Rest Is Silence.
'
Like almost all of Verissimo's novels Consider"the Lilies o~ the Field has
an urban setting. Part one, cinematographic in effect, tells: the story of
Eugenio's life as he drives to the hospital to answer the urgentc:;all of Olivia,
the unwed mother of his daughter. But he arrives too late; Olivia is dead.
M6ved by the memory of her faith and undaunted courage, Eugenio is won
over to Olivia's philosophy of life-joy through service. He, too, dreams of
a world free frqm injustice and selfish ambition.
Although Miss Karnoff has taken a great many liberties in her translation, this reviewer feels that the smQoth effect that she achieves compensates
for the sacrifice of a more accurate rendition.
ALBERT rR. LOPES
~-c
~i

...

Francis Lieber, by Frank Freidel. Baton Rouge: Loui~iana State University
Press, 1947. $4.5 0 •
Frank Freidel has written a lively biography of Francis Lieber, nineteenth century liberal who fled to the United States after being twice
imprisoned in Germany. Lieber's activities, which varied frolD. originating
and editing the Encyclopaedia Americana to participating in ~e anti-slavery
movement to teaching at Columbia University, were enormou~~ But in final
analysis, Lieber comes out "not, as he supposed, a great and ori~Jlal thinker"
but as a "conveyer and synthesizer" who did much to transport "to the new
world a rich cargo of alien concepts" which eventually became an integral
part of the American tradition.
This biography will be of interest to historians because of its excellence
as to research and technique and to the general public bec3;use of its fine
style and interesting content. In addition to this, the book ~s beautifully
printed in a manner that invites reading.
Freidel has the ability to say much in a few words. It seems safe to say
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that this Wisconsin Ph.D., who is now an assistant professor of l,1istory at
Pennsylvania State College, will make an enviable record in his chosen field.
F RED E ~ I C K C. I R I O-N
A History of UHamlet" Criticism, z60z-z82Z, by Paul S. Conklin. New York:
King's Crown Press, 1947. $2.75.
.'
The fascination of Paul Conklin's book on the criticism of Shakespeaxe's
Hamlet lies in the way it deILonsttates that a great work of art ~lways takes
,the tone and color of the age in which it is produced-that actors and critics
search in it for confirmation of the taste of their own period. It is easy for
the uncritical listener to assume that the actors he is hearing in a masterpiece written in an earlier day are prod~cing a thing once finished and then
naturally reproduced over and over in that mold," that he as an_onlooker
is seeing what, shall we say, Shakespeare saw (with allowance tor electric
lights in the theatre) and is responding much as a member of Shakespeare's
audience responded. Professor Conklin's study is a quite engrossing demonstration that this assumption is far from the 'fact, that Hamlet was one thing
to seventeenth-century audiences and something with quite different emphases to eighteenth and nineteen~ century audiences and critics. What
the play was to Shakespeare and his co-actors and fellow playWrights in The
Lord Chamberlain's Company we must surmise from other plays dealing
with like themes of revenge and blood-feuding. A Hamlet by Kyd and a
still better known production by Kyd, The Spanish Tragedy, also dealing
with blood-guilt and revenge, exhibit the extraordinary emphasis upon
eloquence and passion expected in an Elizabethan Tragedy of Blood.
Hamlet in this vein was something, Restoration audiences would have
condemned for crudity and bad taste. As Melpomene, the tragic ,muse,
wore her buskins in Convent Garden, she behaved with more decprum and
uttered; sentiments of moral truth directed toward elevating the th~ughts
of the audience and conforming its inclinations toward propriety and
convention. If the heart was stirred and the pulse beat faster, if there was
dramatic action as the Elizabethans demanded it, these were incidental to
the grandeur of uttera~ce and nobility of pose.
T,he "melancholy Dane" as played by Betterton (from 1669 to 1709)
and. by Garrick (from c. 1740 to 1776) differs greatly from the Hamlet
played by Richard Burbage. Garrick sentimentalized the emotions of the
Prince, stressed the philosophic and rational side 9f the portrait rather than
the energy 'and' wild force. The pensive melancholia of the Age of Reason
had little in common with the warring of the "humours" distempering the
Elizabethans, both on and off stage.
Professor Conklin carries his study into the neoclassic French school
of Hamlet critiCism and into the romantic German school. Voltaire, while
ci!ing the thousand beauties joined in this play, protests Hamlet's beerdrinking with the gravediggersalild the <coarse jokes upon skulls and other
mortal remains. Goethe concludes that the Dane must have been a gently
J
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nurtured youth to whom the injunctions of the ghost came --like the doom
of Fate in Greek tragedy and tliat throughout the play, victimized by God
and man, the will of Hamlet struggles to meet the will of Supernatural
Decree.
So, aided by Dr. Conklin, one can find in the history Of the p'lay and
of its critics, what the genius of Shakespeare has meant to the':Anglo-Saxon,
French, and German minds. One might suggest that, were'- the study to
be carried from 1921 to 1951, a twentieth-century American Hamlet would
more than likely be entirely Freudian with the famous ~oliloquies all
delivered by Hamlet while prone on a couch, with Polonius somewhere
near taking clinical notes. In such case, a contemporary Hamlet~ like some
eighteenth-century German versions, would surely have a happy ending,
for psychiatry would straighten the whole tangle out, possibly adding a~ion
where diagnosis might slow the pace and preserving all the good speeches
which lovers of Shakespeare would be unwilling to ~ave lost..
T. M. PEARCE
_,f

~

"

Green Memories~ by Lewis Mumford. New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1947. $3.00•
l
Certainly this is a noble book-this re-creation of his war-&lain son-and
Lewis Mumford has put into it the noblest of his ability since 'JIerman Melville. Some flaws are indigenous to the writing of a memorialj to one's own
child, and perhaps it would be better to deal these out of ~e way. Such
a work must achieve an almost perfect balance between the s~bjective and
the objective. Rare would be the m~n who could do so. Readers of this
book may feel occasionally that warmth has been sacrificed to a professional
writer's cool and detached hand, that Mumford would have _done better
to err more on the side of unrestraint. The early particulars of Geddes' life
seem more a skirmishing of details than a breathing boy. But who can
ever bring the child back into being? Any man who has tried to write' even
of his own childhood knows this difficulty.
Geddes does come to life, however, midway in the book; an~ if the life
is too short and thus shorn of much material necessary to achieve real literary stature, one nevertheless gets to _know and feel him and to experience
loss and anger when he is cut down by enemy bullets in Italy. His brief
life was taut, pulled between the two poles of intellectuality and rugged
naturalism. It was a tension that was resolved only i~ his l~! year or so
by the war, in which he was able to submerge his cross-currents, and by his
personal courage in battle which gave him at last, one feels, -~ unified sense
of identity and achievement. "If I weren't rough enough t<t·take it," he
writes from the front to his parents, "I wouldn't have gotterl" this far and
I can still laugh. five or ten minutes after a barrage.:'
From the beginning, with his fine mixture of the thiaker and the
hunter, Geddes is made for the higher normality. Much conflict. had he
lived, would have been his; but he would have evolved into a good, firm
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man and the world could have used him. And, considering his devotion
to nature, his pathetically small tastings of the ~weets of <Jove, his" nearapproach to religious experience on the battlefield, Geddes could have
well used more of the world. He met a may's death, it is true; but not all
of Mumford'sd~xterity in trying to weave a full pattern can convince one
that Geddes' life made a full pattern. He died his man's death before l\e
was yet a man, and that fact leaves one more hollow echo for the war-apologists to deal with.
H UG H M C Go V ERN

On a Darkling Plain: the Art and Thought of Thomas Hardy, by Harvey
Curtis Webster. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1947. $3.50'
"It is Hardy's peculiar advantage over :most nineteenth century writers
that he precapitulates-to a point-the history o~ most intelligent and sensitive men today. He started life a believer in divine Providence. He was
disillusioned by scientific thought and the exigencies of a social world· that
seemed to reproduce the heartlessness of the struggle for existence one found
below the leyel of human nature." On a Darkling Plain is a study of the
development of Hardy's thought. His early orthodox Anglicanism and
"paradisaic" romanticism gave way to the fatalism and determinism of the
Wessex novels (thougn Mr. Webster rightly insists that in no poem or novel
is Hardy consistently fatalist or determinist, that he is never an unqualified
pessimist). The "evolutionary'meliorism" which Hardy repeatedly claimed
for himself steadily grew until his final position in The Dynasts, with its
indubitable emphasis on the power of men of conscious good will to influence and improve life and even to modify the "Immanent Will:'
It was the reading of the OrigIn of Species, Spencer's First Principles,
Mill's On Liberty, Essays and Reviews (the radical theological opiniQns of
a few Broad Churchmen), and other works of science, philosophy, or religious skepticism which destroyed his early essentially "happy outlook." One
of the major theses of On a Darkling Plain is that Hardy never believed
there was a necessary connection between a belief in Nature's indifference
and thoroughgoing pessimism," that except perhaps in the earliest novels
pessimism and meliorism exist together as Hardy's views in his writings, and
that the emphasis on meliorism increases as, time goes on and Hardy
approaches the concept- of Immanent Will. This is a view which the
present reviewer has long hel~, and it is very gratifying to have it advanced
so clearly and convincingly, with such sound scholarship, in Mr. Webster's
book, in which there are analyses of the thought in all the novels, in a
large number of poems, and in The Dynasts. It is very doubtful whether the
student of Hardy or the general_reader. of his novels, seeking an interpretation of Hardy's views .and their devel,opment, will find more satisfactory
assistance than that provided here by Mr. Webster.
C. V.
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Oscar Wilde, by Edouard Roditi. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions
"
Books, 1947. $ 2 . 0 0 . ·
Robert Louis Stevenson, by David Daiches. Norfolk, Conrlecticut: New
1
Directions Books, 1947. $2.00.
These two additions to "The Makers of Modern Literature" series,
published so usefully by New Directions, are not of equal va~ue. Edouard
Roditi's Oscar Wilde is an excellent and much-needed critidal evaluation
of a controversial figure whose importance can not be deni~d, though it
~ has seldom, as Mr. Roditi points out, been properly undbstood. Mr.
Daiches, on the other hand, has not done very well by Stevenson; he has
pointed out, often somewhat ponderously, all of the obvious. things which
any undergraduate reader of Stevenson can see for himself., The book
contains a good deal of useful information, all available elsewhere, but
no enlightening interpretation of Stevenson as an artist. ~r. Daiches's
little book on Virginia Woolf in the ,same series is a far better piece of work.
So is Mr. Roditi's Oscar Wilde, a brief (256 pages) but lwell-reasoned
consideration of Wilde's work, with analyses of the ijctionJ jplay~, poetry,
and critical essays, and most valuable chapters on Wilde's pplitics, ethics,
and aesthetics. Mr. Roditi has a trenchant mind and writes with both
clarity and verve. He has the enthusiastic understanding of Wilde which
Mr. Daiches seems to have lack~d for his subject. If Mr. Roditi's claims
for Wilde appear too high (for example "Wilde's equality '"tith Coleridge
or Arnold"), it should be said in justice that he does no mor~ . than suggest
the more extreme claims and that here for the first time is a se~ious effort to
place Wilde in the' transition from a decadent nineteenth-centUry Romanticism to what is still termed Modernism. Wilde's poetry may i~ time become
the object of renewed interest; his plays and the one novel, t4e works he is
largely known by at present, are l!kely to hold their audiences;; the criticism,
which has been increasingly distinguished by neglect, will d~ubtless come
. into closer scrutiny, for here are Wilde's theories which r~veal him as,
though"uill the poseur and dandy, the thinker and shaper ~f new artistic
modes.
C.
WI eKE R

V.
I

A Southern Vanguard, edited by Allen Tate. New York: Pre~i5e-Hall, Inc.,
1947· $4.5 0 •
Allen Tate has edited this volume of poems, stories, and critical essays
from the material submitted for the John Peale Bishop Memorial Literary
Prize Contest in 1945. The anthology, limited to material'<written by
Southern writers or on Southern topics, is interesting. The prize 'winnersAndrew Lytle's story "The Guide"; Malcolm Cowley's es&ay, "William
Faulkner's Legend of the South"; and Randall Jarrell's :'poem, "The
Marchen"-lead only slightly in each section. Peter TaylCj)r's "A Long
Fourth" and James Ross' "A Man of Doubtful Cliaracter" ~e outstanding
stories; George Marion O'Donnell's "Time's Well" is an e*ellent poem;
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Robert Wooster Stallman's essay, "The New Criticism and the Southern
,Critics," is a good piece of work. •
In the prize-winning essay Malcolm Co~ley gives great credit to 'George
Marion O'Donnell as "the first critic to discuss William Faulkner as a
moralist, the first to compare him with Hawthorne and almost the first
to see that he is engaged in creating Southern myths:' Mr. Cpwley reexamines all of Faulkner's work, traces the pattern of his myths, proves
that he is not only a fatalist but also a great idealist with idealism disguised
as its opposite by its very intensity, and re-emphasizes that he is above all a
moralist. With wider scope Robert Wooster Stallman discusses the basic
theme of the Southern poet-critics: the dislocation of modem sensibility.
Under the headings of "the loss of a fixed convention," "the loss of a world
order," "the loss of a culture," the intellectual chaos and lack of tradition
of culture are established. "The canon of the Southern critics is based
upon the division of art and religipn and science into equally valid, objective, and independent categories of experience:' Mr. Stallman considers
the work of the Southern 'critics an achievement unequaled in our time
or any previous' period of literary history. Yet the impression of homogeneity
in background found in this essay and in that of Herbert Marshall McLuhan's "The Southern Quality" is modified considerably .by Robert
Heilman in "The South Falls In" and by Louis B. Wright in "Myth-Makers
and the South's Dilemma:' From the last two writers it seems that the
South is all things to all men and that the so-called Southern myths are an
invention of Northerners or invented by Southerners for the confusion and
. horror of the ~orth. These divergent points of view add interest to the
essays.
The section of poems starts with "The Dream" by Bishop, followed
by Jarrell's prize poem. George Marion O'Donnell is well represented by
"Time's Well" and Brewster Ghiselin by "Sea." The short poems by
Charles Ed~ard Eaton are colorful and incisive.
Allen Tate predicts in the preface to the' book that the best Southern
writers in the next few years will be writers of fiction. I agree with him, for
the selection of short stoJ;"ies is excellent. Andrew Lytle, a skilled writer,
contributes "The Guide," the story of a boy on his first duck-shooting trip.
As usual Mr. Lytle writes from the inside of his main character and subtly
builds up the story to the turn at the end by implication rather than by
direct statement. Peter Taylor's story, "A Long Fourth," is the title story
in a recently published volume of his short stories; if the other stories are
as well written and as iptetesting as this one, they are worth reading. ,
Eleanor Ross, LeRoy Leatherman, Mary Whiteley are names to watch for
if then- stories in this collection are representative.
A Southern Vanguard may mark the end of a stage in the development of Southern writing, perhaps the point where the provincial gives way
to the nationai.
EDITH'S.
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The Last of the Provincials: the American Novel, I9I5-I9~)' by Maxwell
Geismar. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947· $3.50.
Bernard Shaw, by Eric Bentley. Norfolk, Connecticut: ~ew Directions
.l
Books, 1947. $2.00.
Maxwell Geismar presumably knows that he has barely ~ouched on the
novel as art or form. Very likely he realizes that his sentimd;nts on the end
of our frontier and our recent industrialization (with ackn~~iIedgement to
Frederick Jackson Turner) are not so stated as to convert ;the previously
unpersuaded. He has, rather, in his Writers in Crisis, and now The Last of
the Provincials, analyzed admirably the social thought of our recent novelists, and their compulsions.
Geismar refuses to simplify, even for demonstration of his main·thesis.
Nevertheless, in his scheme, each novelist seems to be writing and rewriting
the same novel he began with, over and again. Geismar is not captious;
he makes sure to let us know when any novelist brings fur~er insight and
new experience to his later attempts-and at times he is quite overwhelmed
by such growth.
The obvious repetitions receive analysis, of course:. ithe robots of
business in Sinclair Lewis, opera and stoic women in Willa"Cather, and in
Sherwood Anderson and Scott Fitzgerald alike -the obsession with weak
fathers. But beyond these, Geismar shows his novelists compelled, in their "" search for some positive truth, tofty from West to East, from town to city,
from political certainty to political questioning-and usually back again.
For these were "the last of the provincials"-not to be sure the last regional
writers, but likely the last who would so vaunt and mis~ust their own
" regional values.
Geismar, in at least three of his five analyses, seems to(accept at face
value statements or episodes intended as self-caricature. And Geismar himself has so little style that the reader sometimes mistrusts whether his words
will make sentences, or his continuity make sense.' But the: sep,.tences and
the sense are there, right enough; whether in direct attack (as in demonstrating the emptiness of characters Lewi~ intended as contrast to emptiness)
or in sympathetic accompaniment (as in developing Anderson's tortured
struggle for some belief), Geismar's chapters are a first-rate cpntribution to
our understanding of novelists, as 'they wrote not long ago.
If, as has appeared, Geismar's criticism is without quick intuitions or
style in itself illuminating, his analyses survive the handicap., Eric Bentley,
on the other hand, in his Bernard Shaw, so intuits and so illuminates that
his analysis seems effortless. Bentley describes a Shaw who would brandish
intellect-and have others brandish intellect-only as the emotional shorthand of civilized human beings trying to understand and perhaps even
admire each other. Bentley's Shaw, and Shaw's ideal humanity, will of
course be able to 'predict all contemporary lines of reasoning, and while
discounting each argument for its omissions, will value each for its
conception.
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The separate chapters on aspects of Shaw's thought, while open to
debate at least as regards Shaw's almost Godlike wisdom, are persuasive
and of constant interest. Then the chapter on Shaw's sense of theatre,
itself making use of the intellectual concepts developed in the plays and
in Bentley's previous chapters, is an absolute delight.
Bentley wastes no words; his appreciation seems conveyed as much by
his work's very form, as by direct analysis. Bernard Shaw is another admirable volume in the -New Directions series, Makers of Modern Literature.
ROBERT

BUNKER

Prince of Darkness and Other Stories, by J. F-. Powers. Garden City, New
York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1947. $2.75.
Seven Hills Away, by N. V. M. Gonzalez. Denver, Colorado: Alan Swallow,
1947. $2.00.
'
Nine Stories, by Vladimir Nabokov. New York: New Directions, 1947. $1.50.
Under a Glass Bell and Other Stories, by Anais Nin. New York: E. P.
Dutton a:nd Company,;Jnc. $3.00.
Winter-Telling Stories, by Alice Marriott. New York: William Sloan Associates, Inc. $2.50. .
The excellent and unwearying Accent magazine deserves every congratulation, or its equivalent in appreciation, for its fine attention to the
early stories of J. F. Powers. Indeed, unless the literary reviews somehow
can use their fastidious benevolence to encourage and praise (and please
let us hold on a little longer to the distinction between praise and the
barbarous build-up) the more, than. merely promising gifts that remain
among us, we might as well give in to the Life-Time deluge. Powers' gifts are
very animating after all the seasons of stripped, unpuzzling enghteering
prose in the contemporary American short story. All who have been moved
by certain European writers' preoccupation with the figure and predicament
of the. Catholic priest (Greene, Bernanos, Sil~ne) will surely find that Powers
is developing equally strong powers of discernment and pity. Many of
Powers' most interesting stories deal with the unbearable trivialities that are
accumulating around and besieging the strange lives of the American
Catholic priest: a good parishioner trying to sell a priest some life insurance,
a young priet;t mocked for 'th~ unworthy condition of his automobile, etc.
This is no crude and easy anti-clericalism. This, is an unmistakable writing
talen~ and sensibility loose among the figures in our ethical wilderness.- A
book of short stories of the quality of this first book is not simply a promoted
event, it ~ an occasion for much, Uncommon satisfaction.
The tireless Alan Swallow again presents us with the work of a new (to
the United States) writer, this time from the Philippines. N. V. M. Gonzalez, a young Philippine writer, has been previouSly published in some
of the smaller magazines of this country. His stories are very simple, written
without pretension and without special power, of simple events in the lives
of the rural people of the Philippines. It is somewhat of a relief to have
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these tales told without the customary affectations that many writers acquire
'
.
when writing of peasant peoples.
In the stories of Vladimir Nabokov the easy accomplishment of the
professional is both admirable and disheartening. So much skill, so much
insight, so little and so exasperating inconsequence of detail. After Nabokov's fine study of Gogol, one could have expected these diverse abilities:
inventiveness, wit, comic strength. Although Nabokov appears to have
successfully met . the requirements of the Atlantic Monthly and the New
Yorker, the peculiar merit of his work resides in the highly personal constructions of his stories, more personal than would be imagined from the
. character of the magazines in which these stories originally' appeared. The
collection of these miscellaneous pieces of Nabokov is another valuable
publication from the New Directions press, which promises more similar
collections of work by the dismally few writers in this country who are still
concerned with ideas and with the necessities for honesty.
Anais Nin's stories, long the special property of an almost sub-avantgarde group, here and in Europe, and too long subject to an exclamatory
series of sighs from a wild miscellany of friends and reviewer~, are better
than the kind of praise she has received, and much less satisfying than
the overly friendly criticism given her work. Nin's concerns and material
are genuinely fresh and important. Edmund Wilson refers to her world
as "a world of feminine perception and fancy," and this phrase both defines
and delimits the stories in this new collected edition of her work. The
.perceptions are sometimes remarkably intense a~d revealing, but just as
many times they are vapid and monotonously uncertain; her fancies can
be terrifyingly sensitive and full of distracting exertions. The difficulty and
seriousness of self-imposed tasks-the hungers and compulsions which obse~
the characters of her stories-do not remove the obligation to declare, with
. disappointment, the incompleteness and inad~quacies of her achievement.
The splendid sincerity does not overcome one's impressions of laborious
displays of insight into terribly fathomable matters. Yet, this same sincerity
is something to Be grateful for, grateful and hopeful that new and less
fabricated work will be forthcoming.
Alice Marriott's collection of Kiowa tales is disappointing for many
reasons. When we can use and when we possibly need the pleasures and
verbal powers of the oral literature of the American Indian, this gift-like
package seems unworthy of either our needs or the unquestionable abilities
.of Alice Marriott. This group of tales is about Saynday, the favorite· hero
(as presented here he has the quality of CantinBas, but without the reassuring rascality of this other hero) of the Kiowas. Saynday "got lots of things
in our world started and going. Some of them were good, and some of
them were bad, but all of them were things that make the world the way
it is." This has possibilities, at least, but one has the harassed feeling that
what happened to Saynday could happen any afternoon, serially, on the
radio. In an otherwise handsomely produced and designed book, the illustrations are simply unfortunate. Though one yearns to see ,the brilliant
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draughtsmanship and color sense of young American Indian artists us..ed
more and more in illustrating books of Indian '(and Americall) life, the
illustrations for Winter-Telling ~tories are painfully ~d needlessly inept.
VINCENT GAROFFOLO

Amanda Said the Grass Was Green, by Robert Bunker. New York: The
Swallow Press and William Morrow and Company, 1948. $2.75.
Reluctantly Peter Kye comes home from war-time naval service. He
must re-establish, now, his love. for Amanda, which depends for its fulfillment upon his ability to participate with Amanda in the furthering of belief
in the possibility of ultimate democracy, even in industry. Before the war
Peter had brought into his brother's factory labor union leaders possessed
of idealism. Now a strike is in th~: making over the issue of fuller participation by labor in management.. Thtough the three and one-half Clays of the
novel, Peter struggles with a paralysis of belief, a negation and desire to
escape, which ke~p him from act~on and from love. There is a larger issue,
faith in the significance of life itself. Not until he. refuses, without loss of
love, his brother's pessimism, does he achieve once more a consummation
with Amanda, and go on to act in good faith with the strikers and. to set
in motion a solution.
Since the scene is New England, I am tempted to say that again the New
England cortscience struggles for knowledge of righteousness, not in Calvinistic terms, of course, but in terms of social justice and the relationship of
the individual .to society. -The theme, then, is an important one, and I feel
that it was important to the author, important enough to him so that,
having an ability to think intricately and having great skill with words, he
has wrought a sensitive, complex story. But despite fine bits of narrative,
like the story of Amanda's parents, and well-handled dialogue and scenes,
I have the feeling that the point of view rem~ins too much Charley's, who
is always somehow a ghost, a troubled ghost to be sure, of infinite thought
and debate and observation, but nevertheless disembodied. Amanda is, at
times, magnificent. But the continuous intellectuality costs one such labor
that the lyrical passages and the action are submerged. One tends to think
rather than to live. One must respect this book, which is never trite, never
shoddy in workmanship. And there is always the possibility th~t technique
is just ahead o~ one's capacity as a rea4er.
E. W. TED L 0 C K, J R.
Prothalamium, by Philip Toynbee. New York: Doubleday and Company,
"
1947· $2.50 •
The protagonists of Prothalamium are not characters symbolic of Love,
Man's Will, Intolerance and the like. Rather, it is made sufficiently clear
that the characters are such forces. These people know each other to ail
unreal degree (the reader feels at first), and soon enough the general scheme
is made obvious.
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Meanwhile, each "character" in turn provides "his" perspective on the
events of two hours at "tea." That the ·reader may connect events properly,
an introductory diagram is given, and pages are numbered by the diagram.
The trick is easy enough, once learned.
Indeed, the meaning is too easily learned to be worth hiding at first.
The "characters" speak. with considerable force, meaning, and beauty, but
what is meant to establish their mock histories as human beings seems both
obvious and insufficient-and dull. The forces become petty, often without
the author's intention.
For all this, in a novel which doesn't quite come off, the reader may
be very happy in the ,author's company. I was.
ROB E R T B UN K E R

A Flask for the Journey~ by F. L. Green. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock,
1948. $3.00•
'
This novel, by the author of Odd Man Out~ is a triptych containing
portraits of three individuals searching for personal freedom. Jack Kaspan,
an English prisoner of war, finds spiritual liberation and complete happiness
first in solitary confinement and later in the strange and wonderful island
fortress to which the Nazis send him. In this Shangri-la are prisoners like
Halesmith, who believes the world insane; Borzewski, who risks h~ life
each night swimming the river to meet an imaginary lover; a,nd the French
Colonel, who plots to capture the fortress. Of them all only Kaspan is able
to submit and to enjoy deeply the peaceful retreat into the life of the mind.
Two of his German captors are companions on his journey of inquiry into
the meaning and value of man's existence. Kaspan's story is not particularly
searching, philosophically, but it is interesting because the author knows
how to create suspense and how to sustain atmosphere. But the portraits of
Jane GelIson and Bernard Meddow are d:ull, over-exposed-too much statement of emotions, too litde implication. Jane seeks freedom in retreat from
love; Bernard, hopelessly enmeshed in his desire for her, finds release in
suicide.
The framework of the novel is over-elaborate: Kaspan tells his life-story
to Jane; a police inspector recounts to Kaspan the tale of Jane and Meddow.
The treatment of the theme is shallow compared, for example, to Chekhov's
handling,;of rather similar ideas in "The Bet" and even to Hilton's Lost
Horizon. The book reads, in large part, like a movie scenario. In fact, it
will probably make a good movie.

B

<;

JANE

The

KLUCKHOHN

Heretics~ by

Humphrey Slater. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company. 1947. $2·75·
This is an interesting novel. Part I deals with fanaticism in the Middle
Ages; Part II, with fanaticism today. Although the theme itself clearly
binds the two stories, Mr. Slater underlines the similarities ~by using the
same names for the children of the Crusade and for the main characters of
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the present-day' story, by ending Part II in the setting of Part I, by showing
the powerlessness of tolls and victims, whether of religious or of., pOlitical
fanaticism, and by letting the modern Paul, Simon, _and Elizabeth draw
parallels to the' story of the children. Perhaps all of the devices are useful,
but I think that the theme alone would have carried the novel and given
.the reader the opportunity of discovering the similarities. However, the
many good points of The Heretics quite outweigh the somewhat.$forced
identifications.
t'
.
The first story is of three children in Avignon in 1210-1212, victims
of the persecutions of the JaSt remnants of the Albigensians, who had fled
to Aragon, an independent republic. Innocent III exterminated the heretics
and brought Avignon intoseculaF vassalage. Bands of homeless children
became a menace to the people in town and country until the Pope conceived of the plan of sending the children on a crusade, and parents were
pressed to prove their orthodoxy by offering their children fox: this noble
purpose. Homeless children were drawn in, for they found foo~ and security
in the camps. The Crusade was a cruel farce, and the children as well
as the sincere young priests leading them were sold into slavery in Cairo.
Part II tells a story of two young EnglUhmen, Paul and Simon, and
~lizabeth, PattI's sister, all assistants to an anthropologist experimenting
with monkeys in Spain at the time of ,the outbreak of the Spanish Revolution in 1936. The men join foreign divisions; Elizabeth goes along with
Lt. Cordova, a Spanish officer who rises rapidly in the Republican ranks .
and becomes a Cabinet member. The belief in the individual conscience, 'l'>
the fanaticism of the various contending political parties with th~ir inner
splits, the importance of words and meaning, the i~evitable result of whole
slaughter upon the men whose business it has become to kill, ·and the ,
by-products of persecution, all run ironically parallel in the two P3.!ts of .
'.'
the novel. Seven centuries have changed men little.
Mr. Slater's style is clear, crisp, simple, and impersonal. His' children
are as natural, ruthless and unconcerned with horror as are those of Richard
Hughes in A High Wind in Jamaica. Material that might easily slip into
sentimentality is always kept on an unemotional 'plane while irony and
understatement etch the parallel stories.
'
~

EDITH

S~

1&

BLEs~s'ING

F I V E NOV E L S B R I E FLY N o' TED

All the Girls We Loved, by Prudencio d~ Pereda. New York: Farrar, Straus
and Company. 1948. $2.75.

This is not a novel, simply .short stories tied together by the fact that
all the episodes were recounted to the same man.. The writing is good but
there is no depth to the charap;ers, as they and their girls are types. It is
probably a fair slice of life quite well described by the title of the book.

.,
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The City and the Pillar, by Gore Vidal. New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1948. $3.50.
Mr. Vidal tells a story of homosexuals. One comes out with the impres~ion that homosexuality is so widespread that soon currently normal sexual
rel~tionships will be considered abnormal and the abnormal, normal. The
style is rather flat and only types are presented.
-

.

The Needle's Eye, by Timothy Pember. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock.
1947. $3.00 •
This is a sincere, thoughtful novel, a good first novel. One feels that it
is probably autobiographical and that Mr. Pember is really too close to his
material to do it justice. The book is dull in spots, but the sense of form
is good and the motivation on the whole acceptable. The characters grow
as the novel develops, and Catherine is particularly sensitively portrayed.
The Neighbors, by Virginia Sorensen. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock.
1947. $3.00•
This is a good novel, calmly and sympathetically written. The description of the mountain country is fine. A great deal of action is crowded into
one year, so much that one occasionally feels the prodding hand of the
author. It is like a documentary film in which every side, every process from
beginning to end must be shown. Many modern problems are presented:
anti-Semitism; adjustment of the returned soldier to civilian life; the fate
of the teacher with liberal ideas. Birth, love, death roll the story along.
Mrs. Sorensen uses verbs with sensory appeal that give color and life to
her prose.
Two Came to Town, by Simeon Strunsky. New York: E. P. Dutton and
Company, Inc., 1947. $3.00.
"Mr. Thomas" and "Mr. Alexander" return to New York to see what
has happened to the country which they helped to found. Mr. Sttunsky's
style is easy, gently humorous, delightful to read. The exploration of
Manhattan, the broadcasting studio, the literary tea, the long subway ride
serve as springboards for discussion, not only for ~e visitors and the author
but for the reader.
E D I T H S. B L E S SIN G
>ll
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REVIEWS OF SOME CURRENT POETRY
Poems, I922-I947, by Allen Tate. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1948.
~~~

.

:.

Selected Poems, by-D. H. -Lawrence. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions,
1948. $1..1)0.
, Selected Poems, by Bertolt Brecht, translated by H. R. Hays. New York:
Reynal and Hitchcock, 1947. $3.50.
To Walk a Crooked Mile, by Thomas McGrath. New York: The,Swallow
Press and William Morrow and Company, 1947. $2.00.
Four Poems by Rimbaud, translated by Ben Belitt. Denver: Alan Swallow,
1947· $1·75·
Pringle and Other Poems, by James R. Caldwell. Denver: Alan Swallow,
1948. $1·75·
The City Built on Sand, by Myron H. Broomell. Denver:. Alan Swallow,
1948. $1.00.
\
The Lost Son and Other Poems, by Theodore Roethke. G~den City, New
York: D~>ubleday and Company, Inc., 1948. $2.50.
Figures for an Apocalypse, by Thomas Merton. Norfolk, Co~nectit:ut: New
~
Directions, 1947. $2.50.
. .
The Green Wave, by Muriel Rukeyser. Garden City, New York: Doubleday
and Company, 1948. $2.50'
.
Imagine the South, by George Woodcock. Pasadena, California: The Untide
Press, 1947. $.5°.
'Aegean Islands and Other Poems, .by Bernard Spencer. Garden Citx:. New
York: Doubleday and Company, 1948. $2.50'

It is good, I think, that poets of recognized eminence should be represented by carefully selected editions of their works published.at intervals
commensurate with their poetic productivity. Since the last American
edition of Allen Tate's selected poems appeared in 1937, serious readers of
modem poetry can hardly afford to ignore the present volume..."..Poems,
I922-I947. One of the most careful craftsmen of our times, Tate revealsjn
his poetry not only the assimilation of major twentieth century influences
but also an original synthesis of means and me~od which has made him
in his turn an important. influence for other poets. In a time when men
seem reeds in the maelstrom of event, Allen Tate has worked to wrench
meaning from Time's appalling flux-even though it be only the .meaning
of meaninglessness-to snatch a rag of respect out of the vulture beak of
ancient evil. .

.
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I asked the master Yeats
Whose great style could not tell
Why it is man hates
His own salvation,
Prefers the way to hell,
And finds his last safety
In the self-made curse that bore
Him towards damnation:
The drowned undrowned by the sea,
The sea worth living for.

,,.i

f,

Here is no bravado of flamboyant line and easy answer D~t ~ bringing to
terms of experience and technique, an adult acceptance aP~~xpression of
the perversity of man's will and fate.
'-The fact that more than half of the poems in this collection were not
included in the ,.1937 edition should indicate something of Tate's achievement in poetry. Needless to say such quantitative evaluation would be
fully corroborated bya careful perusal of the newer poems which include
"The Winter Sea" and twelve poems not published in the London edition of
Poems, I92Q-I945, as well as a brilliant translation of the "Pervigilium
Veneris."
Although D. H. Lawrence seems to me more important as a man and
a prophet than as poet, there can hardly De any doubt thart his poetry is
relevant to a full understanding of the' man. Moreover, though I am
inclined to think that most of Lawrence's poems could hardly survive
objective appraisal in the cold light of anonymity, I feel certain that an
understanding of Lawrence the man and prophet would prove of inestimable value in diagnosing some neuroses now fashionable among writers;
consequently I have found the New Directions edition of Lawrence's poems
interesting for somewhat extra-poetic reasons. Nevertheless' the Lawrence
devotee will hardly be disappointed in the selectiop., which represents, I
think, more than a fair sampling of Lawrence's poetic work. Any omissions
of favorite poems should be compensated forc by the adulatory introduction
of Kenneth Rexroth to whom Lawrence seems to be both patron saint and
major prophet.
Confused and complex inter-relationships of nations and peoples surely
. make adequate translations of outStanding poets even more pertinent in
the effort to attain some common ground for human understanding. H. R.
Hays' selections from the poems of Bertolt Brecht take on additional significance when one considers that Brecht himself was priman:-ily 'concerned
with this very problem. Ideologically a leftist, Brecht would seem to be
more truly a social poet than most of the avowed leftist p'oets of England
and America. Whatever doubts one may have as to' the valid~ty of Marxism,
there can be little doubt, I think, that Brecht is using it nltore effectively
than most. As to the adequacy of Hays' translation, I am hfu-dly preFared
to judge, but I do feel grateful that he has made available to the non-German

a
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reader the work of an important contemporary poet. The following lines
will exemplify something of the Brecht thought and the Hays' renaering:
Ab, what an age it is
When to sped of trees is almost a. crime.
FQr it is a kind of silence about injustice!
And he who walks calmly across the street,
Is he not out of reach of his friends
In trouble?
It is true: I earn my living
But, belh;ve me, it is only' an accident.
Nothing that I do entitles me to eat my fill.
By chance I was spared. (If my luck leaves me
I am lost.)
.

Here then it seems to me is a social concern and conviction strong enough,
genuine enougJt, that, if it were to become more general, might regenerate
in its phoenix flames the moribund hope of human brotherhood.
Lacking the adult perspective and practised craftsmanship of Brecht,
Thomas McGrath nevertheless gives- evidence in his To Walk a Crooked
Mile of a passionate conviction and a not inconsiderable talent. More rooted
in personal bitterness than Brecht, McGrath writes from a similar ideological
position. Although his many adaptations of modern techniques show McGrath's versatility, the threads of influence seem at times too obvious. One
feels the need of more integration of talent and conviction-an integration
which might possibly be achieved through the sub.mergence of personal
bitterness in a larger and more .compassionate social understanding.
Ben Belitt's translations of four Rimbaud poems represent, I believe,
something of an innovation' in the translating field. Literal translations
opposite French texts provide a more intelligible measure for judging
Belitt's final·verse renderings. So judged, I think these translations of Rimbaud's "Les Poetes de Sept Ans," "Les Premieres Communions," "LeBateau
Ivre," and "Memoire" brilliant realizations 9f French poetry in English. It
is to be hoped that more translations will be published in this manner, and
I, for one, woulcllike to see more pf Rimbaud's poems in a Belitt translation.
Two more books from the Swallow Press confirm this reviewer's faith
in the merit of .minor modem poetry and the value of .the small noncommercial press. Pringle and Other Poems, a first book .by J~mes R.
Caldwell, though by no means major poetry, is thoroughly pleasing' by
reason of this scholarly poet's controlled delicacy of thought and expression.
Admirers of Myron Broomell's The Time by Dialing will welcome his new
booklet, The City Built on Sand. Working chiefly in the sonnet, Broomell
makes relevant and ironic comment Qn a famous American city, Los Angeles.
Although somewhat lacking in the depth and precision of his earlier book,
The Cit)· Built on Sand yet shows Broomell to be one of our most indi~~dual
and interesting craftsman in disciplined traditional forms.
.'~
In an· age of experimenialism, originality sometimes becomes an end
in itself, confusing the truly. spontaneous with the artfully different. As a .
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result the genuinely different is sometimes overlooked. But no discriminating reader, I think, could so overlook the originality of Theodore Roethke's
The Lost Son and Other Poems. For Roethke's poems ate vigorous and
alive, syntheses of experiences sensuous as well as cerebral. Words and
images dance with the lusty grace of Tom 0' Bedlam:
Rich me cherries a fondling's kiss,
The summer bumps of ha:
Hand me a feather, I'll fan you warm,
I'm happy with my paws.

Here indeed is a poet who can sharpen perception with thtftechniques of
nonsense and nursery rhyme, and from the mind's midden of humiliation
and desire, from sensual empathy in sap-filled roots and dung-fed growth,
make poetry to illuminate life's darker levels.
Those of faith· and those of little faith are alike in one respect todayin anticipation of inexorable doom. Thomas Merton, a Trappist monk,
makes explicit-too explicit, I think-this apocalyptic warning in his new
book, Figures for an Apocalypse. Merton's concern can be understood, but
I cannot help feeling that he is too clamorous in his expression. In an age
when sirens shriek all manner of warnings, what noise can be loud enough
for miracle? Moreover, there is, I think, a close relationship between discipline in religion and discipline in art. Without depreciating Merton's
enthusiasm and vision, I nevertheless feel that his poetry would be more
effective if he wrote with something of that control not disdained by earlier
religious poets.- Dante, San Juan de la Cruz, Santa Teresa~ and Gerard
Manley Hopkins come to mind immediately as examples. It is to be regretted that Merton prefers to remain at the propagandistic level-a level
that places him in somewhat uncomfortable juxtaposition with the poetic
salesman of another cult, the anti-religious communists.
Although characterized by a poised at-homeness in new verse techniques,
Muriel Rukeyser's new book, The Green Wave, seems to me somewhat thin
and unconvincing. It is a truism, ~f course, that simplicity is the result of
artifice, but artifice here serves only to over-simplify experience. As a result,
poems which suggest an exploration and clarification of life's mystery are
resolved into the slightly hysterical effusions of a pregnant woman. This
is to be regretted all the more since Miss Rukeyser is, I think, a poet of no
riiean range and versatility. Some confirmation of Miss Ruk~yser's essential
ability can be found in this volume in her translations fr6m ~arquesan
love songs and from the poems of the gifted Mexican poet" Octavio Paz.
Poems included in the pamphlet Imagine the South are convincing
evidence, I think, that Geo!ge Woodcock is a meticulous -poet of some
promise. Concerned with man's spiritual exile and doom, Woodcock gains
conviction and power through his skillful execution in traditional forms.
<
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Imagine the South from which these migrants fled,
Dark-eyed, pursued by arrows, crowned with blood,
Imagine the stiff stone houses and the ships
Blessed with wine ~nd salt,' the quivering tips
Of spears and edges signalling in the sun
From swords unscabbarded and sunk in brine,
Imagine the cyclamen faces and yielding breasts
Hungered after in a dead desert of icy mists,
Imagine, for though oblivious, you too are cast
Exile upon a strange and angry coast.

257
.'

By no means extraordinary poetry, but well-done and worthy of respect.
On the other hand, Aegean Islands and Other Poems reveal Bernard Spencer
as a poet who seems more interested in craft than poetry. Techniques, I
fear, are not en~ugh.
DEANE MOWRER

A Man in Midpassage: Collected Poems, I930-I947, by Norman Macleod.
'"
Columbus, Ohio: Cronos E;ditions. $2.50.
The Single Rose: Poems of Divine Love, by Fray Angelico Chavez. Santa Fe:
Los Saptos Bookshop. $1.25.
Writing in the New York Times, Book Review, for January 4, 1948,
Stephen Spender discusses "The Dilemma of the Modern Poet in a Modem
World:' He points to a sequence of poets in every decade of the twentieth
century who' have been spokesmen for a 'l'iteraiy generation, voicing the
particular buoyancies and depressions of two wars and the aftermaths of
spiritual, economic, and political dislocation. Their poetry served to pass
on the vital experience of truth "in terms of hunger, misery" aspirations
and all the varying fortunes.of the struggle." But seldom. have I)lodem. poets
been able to find an inner world of imagery, myth, and symbol to give
lasting and universal beauty to the records of these years. The problem of
Jinding a mythology, a folklore, even a vocabulary that will survive the time
cycle of a decade has not been conquerecr by the gifted young writers of
poetry, many of whom today speak with authority but seem too much of
their day to .live beyond it.
Norman Macleod-has been writing poetry, as this reviewer can testify,
since the age of twelve; and from the beginning he has spurned th~ orthodox
measures and standard verse forms of poetic tradition. His radical verse
is built up,by vivid, suggestive images that constantly cross the boundaries
of acknowledged metaphor --(the 'identification of one object in terms of
another) to create an image of mingled metaphors, sometimes satisfying and
sometimes repellent. I can follow the method of communication in the first
stanza of "My Tree's Thin Sorrow," which is here produced:
A poison that bubbles around the bone's socket
Rises like sap through the starched marrow
And spreads its eagle scarecrow arms to drip
Claws of_blood from black malignant fingers.
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The second and third stanzas inform of the "fatal flaw" to the flesh rooted
in the genealogical line which the mind's eye can see, looking back through
the telescope of the past. The poem closes, however, with two lines which
seem to me out of range and simply unnecessarily difficult to :apply to the
personal tragedy of an inheritance blighted by ancestral weakness.
The burning twin orbs in death's endorsement
That now index the strychnine of the staI!.

.
t

However, the twin orbs of man's sight, forward or back, to hope or memory
of despair, cp-e universal terms and so is languag~ dealing with the stars.
How permanent such an 'image as "the strychnine of the stars" will be is
the query presented by Mr. Spender' in his critique of the poetry of today.
Fray Angelico Chavez is four years younger than Macleod, Western
born like Norman, but as far "south of forty" as Macleod was native north
of that line. The Spanish inheritance of the younger man has flowered in
previous books of poetry, Clothed with The Sun" (1939) and E!even Lady
Lyrics (1945), volumes that may please many of his readers more than his
latest, which is The Single Rose. But if I have any right to judge poetry,
The Single Rose is one of the most beautiful expressions",in poetry of modem
times. Its theme is the love of Christ. Its symbolism is of the vineyard and
the hillside, where tree and tendril sprout beside flocks and hedge-birds. Its
passionate imagery comes from thoughts shared with the poets who walk' the
corridors of the Bible and the great classics of English and Spanish literature,
spurred by the quick response of. the religious soul in life experience poured
"on eye, ear, nostril, lip and fingertips" where the "senses' entrance five-folddoored is yearnfully ajar."
Norman Macleod has been seeking a vocabulary, a myth-world, a
rhythm to interpret youth's generation, now nearing the mid-passage of
manhood's age. He has earned a place among the abler poets, .though "for
me the effects of his poetry remain still tortured, reluctant to let meaning
and beauty through without a snare of imagery. Fray Angelico has transplanted a tradition of Spanish mysticism into the beauty of English words.
Those who search the poles of experience in modern poetry will find refreshment, challenge, and new, yet old, horizons as these two poets add to the
literature of American poetry in EngJish.
T. M. PEARCE
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A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF THE SOUTHWEST
Lyle Saunders and
Frank L. Baird

HIS BIBLIOGRAPHY, a servl,ce of the University of N~w Mexico's
Research Bureau on Latin America and Gultural'Relations in ~e
Southwest, attempts to list, with such thoroughness as time and resources permit, current materials dealing with the Southwest. The
Southwest, as here defined, in~ludes all of New Mexico and Arizona
and parts of Texas, Utah, Oklahoma, Colorado, Nevada, and California.
The symbol (F) designates fiction; (]) is used to indicate materials on the juvenile level...
.
Included in this issue are mainly those titles which were published
or came ~o our attention between January 1 and March 3 1, 1948.
In order to conserve space and avoid' needless- repetition? general,
recurring items (indicated in th~ Spring, 1948, issue by a star) will be
listed only once a year in the Spring numbers of the NEW MEXICO

T

.,

QUARTERLY REVIEW.

BOOKS
Amos• .Alan. Borderline murder. New York, Doubleday, 1947. $2.00. (F) Laredo. Texas
setting.
,
Armitage. Merle. Operations Santa Fe; :Atchison, Topelja and Santa Fe railway system.
New York, Duell, Slo'an, Be Pearce, 1947. $5.00.
-,
;. ,
Bailey, Paul. Jacob Hamblin, buckskin apostle. Los Angeles,Westernlore Press, 1948.
$4.50 •
Banks. C. Stanley and Grant McMillan. The Texas reader. San Antonio. Naylor Co•• 1947.
$3.50' Anthology of history, biography, folklore, etc.
'
Blake. Forrester. Johnny Christmas. New York, Morrow, 1948. $3.00. (F) Frontiersman
fighting Indians and Mexicans in period of Texas repUblic.
Brooks, Richard. The boiling point. New York, Harpers, 1947. $2·75' (F) Racial and
political tensions in southwestern lown.
•
De Korne, John C., ed. Navajo' and Zuni for Christ. Grand Rapids, W. B. Eerdmans,
1947· $5.00 •
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Dyk, Walter, ed. A Navajo autobiography. New York, Viking Fund Publications in anthropolOgy, No.8, Viking Fund, 1947. $3.00.
Foreman, Carolyn Thomas. The cross timbers. Muskogee, Author, 1948. $2.QO. (F) History
of region between Brazos and Arkansas rivers in Oklahoma and Texas..
Fiske, Elizabeth French. I lived among the Apaches. Pasadena, Trail's End Publishing.
Co., 1947. $2.50. Biographical.
Gambrell, Herbert Pickens. Anson Jones, the last president of Texas. New York, Doubledar, 1948. $5·00.
McCaleb, Walter F. The conquest of the West. New York, Prentice-Hall, 1948. $3'75.
M~Glashan, Charles F. History of the Donner party. Palo Alto, Stanford University Press,
'/.<
1947· $3.50.
,
McKee, Irving. IBen-Hur' Wallace; the life of General Lew Wallace. Berkeley, University
of California Press, 1947· $4.00.
.
t
Meyers, John Meyers. The Alamo. New York, Dutton, 1948. $3.00.
Meynier, hi!. Stranger at the door. New York, Scribner, 1948. $2.75. (F) Tucson, Arizona
setting.
Sears, Paul B. Deserts on the march. Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1947. $5.75.
(revised edition) •
_
Westermeier, Clifford P. Man, beast, dust; the story of rodeo. Privately printed, 1947.
Whitman, William. The Pueblo Indians of San Ilde/onso. New York, Columbia University Press, 1947. $2.75.
I

PERIODICALS
AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING
Anonymous. "Dairying becomes a major industry in Eastern Oklahoma." Tulsa Maga%ine,
.
3: 15- 19, February 1948.
Embleton, H. The cost of production of eggs and pullets in Southern Arizona. University
of Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 208. Tucson, Sept. 1947.
Hayer, Horace J. Acid soils in Oklahoma, where they are located and how they form.
~~.
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin B·313. Stillwater, Nov. 1947.
. McGeorge, W. T. Fertilizer Handbook for Arizona farmers. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 209. Tucson, Sept. 1947.
•
Smith, Ralph A. "'Macuneism,' or the farmers of Texas in business:' The Journal of
Southern History, 13:220-306, Feb.-Nov. 1947.
'
Walsen, Paul H. "Tulia outdoes itself:' Soil Conservation, 13, Mar. 48. Tulia, Texas Soil
Conservation Unit.
ANTHROPOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, AND SOCIOLOGY
Anonymous. "Plans for Sahagun translation announced." El Palacio, 55:71-72, March, 1948.
Bliss, Wesley L. "Preservation of the Kuana mural paintings." American Antiquity, 13:218222, Jan. 1948.
Boyce, George A. "Navajo crisis endangers New Mexico:' New Mexico School Review,
27:4.6, Jan. 1948.
Cosgrove, C. B. Caves of the upper Gila and Hueco areas in New Mexico and Texas. Harvard University Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, Papers,
24: No. 2:179-181.
Ellis, Helen. Public assistance in New Mexico. Unpublished Master's thesis.,..tJniversity of
Chicago, 1948.
Gladwin, Harold Sterling. Chaco branch excavations at White Mound and in the, Red
Mesa Valley. Medallion paper No. 33, 153-155.
Gladwin, Thomas. "Comanche kin behavior:' American Anthropologist, 50:73-94, Jan.March 1948.
Harrington, Mark Ravmond. "An ancient site at Borax Lake, California:' Southwest
Museum Papers, No. 16, 131 pp., Jan. 1948.
Kelley, J. Charles. "An:ow or dart shaft tools and problematical incised stones from central
and west Texas:' EI Palacio, 55:73-85, March 1948. .
.
Le Viness, Thetford W. "The rituals of Spring:' New Mexico Magazine, 26:20, March
1 948 .
MacKenzie, Parker and John P. Harrington, Popular account. of the Kiowa Indian lan.
guage, Monographs of the School of American Research, No. 12.
.
Malouf, Carling. "Observations on the participation of Arizona's racial and cultural groups
in World War II:' American Journal of Physical Anthropology, 5:491-496, Dec. 1947.
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Mason, Edith Hart. "The case of the Flutists." The Masterkeyl 22:6-9, Jan. 1948: Photo...
graphs near Gallup, New Mexico.
.
Moore, Mrs. Glen E., "Twelve-Room House Ruin." Bulletin of the Texas Archaeological
and Paleontological SocietYI 18:94-115, 1947.
Morris, Earl H. ~'Tomb of the weaver:' Natural Historyl.52:66-71, Feb. 1948. Mummy
discovery in Canyon de Chelly National Mon.ument.
Nelson, Betty Massingale. "Tree-rings tell a story:' NaturcI 41:65-68, Feb. 1948. Dendrochronology at University of Arizona.
Reed, Erik ~. "The western Pueblo archaeological complex:' EI Palaciol 55:9-15, Jan.
1948.
'.
Reichard, Gladys A. "Significance of aspiration-Navajo:' International Jou~al of American Linguists, 14:15-19, Jan. 1948.
Salay, Fernando. "The day of the secret dances:' New Mexico MagazincI 26:17, April 1948.
October Indian ceremonial dance at Acoma, New Mexico.
Schulman, Edmund. "Dendrochronology at Navajo National Monument:' Tree-Ring Bul.
letin, 14: 18-24, Jan. 1948.
Spencer, Katherine. Reflection of social life in the Navajo origin myth. University of New
Mexico Publication in Anthropology, N. 3, 1947.
Spicer, E. H. "Southwestern chronicle of Pueblo ethnology:' Arizona QuarterlYI 4:78-89.
Spring 1948.
Spicer, E. H. "Yaqui villages, past and present:' The Kival 13:2-12, Nov. 1947.
.
Tower. Donald B. Use of marine mollusca in reconstructing historic trade routes in the
American Southwest. Papers, Vol. 2, NO.3, Excavators Club, pp. 51-54. 1945.
Wallace, Ernest. ~'The Comanche Eagle Dance:' Bulletin of the Texas Archaeological
and Paleontological SocietYI 18:83-87. 1947.
Young, Robert W. "What's in a name?" El Palacio, 55:86-89, March 1948.
·ARTS
Cassidy, Ina S. "A backward glance." New Mexico Magazine, 26:24. Feb. 1947. Art events
in New Mexico in 1947.
. .
de Dienes, A. "Costumes of the Southwest Indian:' Natural History, 56:360-367, Oct. 1947.
Ries, Maurice. "Navajo blankets, 1826:' El Palaciol 55:27-28, Jan. 1948.
Weight, Har.old O. "Artist of the Mojave:' The Desert Magazine, 11:9-11.
<BIBLIOGRAPffiES
Whittenburg, Clarice T. and George I. Sanchez. Materials. relating to the education 01
Spanish-speaking people: a bibliography. Inter-Amer~can Education. Occasional Papers
2, University of Texas, 1948..
~

BIOGRAPHICAL
, Gilbert. Hoje. "Paul Coze, friend of the tribesman:' The Desert Magazinel 11:21-24, Feb.
1948.
.
MacIntyre, W. Beatrice. "The paleface chief." New Mexico Magazinel 26:25, April 1948.
Ernest Thomp~n Seton.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Barkley, Fred A. "Texas plant collections as represented in Texas herbaria:' Annals of
the Midland Naturalist, 38:638-670, Nov. 1947.
Beal, Mary. "Oak trees on desert mountains:' The Desert Magazine, 11:8, Feb. 1948.
Berry, S. Stillman. "Snails of the Sierra Ancha. Arizona:' The American Inland Naturalist,
39:15 1 - 1 59, Jan. 1948.
Carr. William H. "Desert home builder:' Natural Historyl -57:28-33, 1948.
Sutton, George M. "The curve-billed thrasher in Oklahoma:' The Condorl 50:40-43, Jan.Feb. 1948.
Sykes, Godfrey. "Fish tale from the Delta:' The Desert Magazinel 11:21-24. Large-scale
death of fish in lower Colorado river - 1894.
CONSERVATION
Finnell. H. H. "Dust of the Plains:' Audubon Magazinel 50:16-19. 1948. Possibilities for
recurrence of dust bowl.
Armstrong, O. K. "Let's give the Indians back to the country:' Reader's Digest, 52:l29-1S1.
April 1948.
Collier, John. '.'Keeping Faith:' The Land, 6:429-431. Winter 1947-48.
Hawkins, George. "Approach to conservation:' ThlJ LandI 6:413-426. Tour of Texas farms
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CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
Anonymous. "Displaced Americans," Nations, 165:637, Dec..13, 1947. Navajos.
Anonymous. "Finger-tip coats are the style," Common Ground, Vol. 8, Spring 1948. Los
Angeles, Mexican-Americans.
Barnes, Robert A. "Report on the Navajo," The Desert Magazine, 11:5-8, March 1948.
Carlson, Olen E. "Community organization turns a corner," Sociology and Social Research,
32:782-786, Mar.-April 1948. Unity Leagues in Southern California organize MexicanAmericans.
Coon, Gene L., "Pachuco." Common Ground, Vol. 8, Spring 1948.
Gross, Neal. "Cultural variables in rural communities," The American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 53, March 1948.
Jones, Robert C. "Mexican-American youth." Sociology and Social Research, 32:793-797.
Marley, James B. "The Southwest pays," Southwest Review, 33:154-162, Spring 1948. Inequalities in social security in the southwest.
McWilliams, Carey. "The Mexican problem," Common Ground, Vol. 8, Spring ,1948.
---,. "The rains came," Nation, 347-348, Mar. 27, 1948. Recent drought in California.
Palfi, Marion. "Mexican Americans," Common Ground, Vol. 8, Spring 1948.
Rice, Roy C. "Intergroup relations in ArizoD,~," Journal of Educational Sociology, 21:243249, Dec. 1947·
Sage, Janet Case. "Education or starvation for our Navajos?" National Parent Teacher,
Vol. 42. Feb. 1948.
Taylor. Travis H. "Intergroup Relations at Cosmopolitan Junior High," Journal of Educational Sociology, 21:220-225. Dec. 1947.
Thompson, Charles H. "Separate but not equal, the Sweatt case," Southwest Review,
33:105-112, Spring 1948.
EDUCATION
Anonymous. "The erosion of New Mexico;s human resources," N.ttf1J Mexico School Re'
view, 27:19, Dec. 1947.
Bragg, J. D. "Waco University," The Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 51:213-224. Jan.

Bru~ii8H. B.

"Little schools for little people," National E~ucation Association Journal,
36:63°-631. Dec. 1947. Oklahoma City.
Clarke, Dora Lucero. "Before High School Spanish," New Mexico School Review, 27:11.
Jan. 1948. Elementary teaching of Spanish in Albuquerque.
James, H. W. "Children drop out of school," New Mexico School Review, 27:4-5. Dec.}

Nati~~l1' Education Association. Statistics

of state progress in public education. NEA Re•
search Bulletin, Vol. 25. Dec. 1947.
Solomon. Elizabeth. "Spanish is fun," National Education Association Journal, 37:33,
'.
Jan. 1948. Spanish teaching in San Diego. California.
FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Staley, Glenn. "Present status of the petroleum industry in New Mexico." New Mexico
Miner and Prospector, 10:3, Mardi 1948.

~

FOLKLORE
Adams, Ramon F. "Ketch my saddle." Southwest Review, 33, 26-30. Winter 1948. Cowboy speech.
Bedichek. Roy. "John A. Lomax. 1867-1948," Southwest Review, 33:180-181, Spring 1948.
Espinosa, Aurelio M.• Jr. "Spanish-American folklore." Journal of American Folklore,
60:373-377, Oct.-Dec. 1947·
Hustvedt, S. B. "Spanish elements in the style of the Los Angeles 'Star'," Western Folklore, Vol. 7, Jan. 1948.
Lowie. Robert 1I. "Some problems in Plains Indian folklore," Journal of American Folklore, 60:4°1-4°3, Oct.-Dec. 1947.
McLean. Malcolm D. "Don't fence me in," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 51:225. 229, Jan. 1948. ,
.
MItchell, John D. "Lost gold of the Guadalupes," The Desert MagaZine, 11~19-20, March
1948.
'
- - . "Maximilian's treasure," The Desert Magazine, 11:13-14, April 1948. Legends
regarding Maximilian's treasure in west Texas.
Walker, Stanley. "The State of Texas." The American Mercury, 66:294-303.
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GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Feth, .Tohn H. "Permian stratigraphy. and structure, northern Canelo Hills, Arizona."
Bulletin of the American Associatiora of Petroleum Geologists# 32:82-108, Jan. 1948.
Heinrich, E. William. "Fluorite-rare earth mineral pegmatite of Chaffee and Fremont
Counties, Colorado." The American Minera!ogist, 33:64-75, Jan.-Feb. 1948.
Knaus~ ~arles L. "Sky stones." New Mexico Maga%ine# ~ 26:22, 'March 1948. Turquoise
mmmg.
Lasky, Samuel G. "Geology and ore _deposits of the Little Hatchet Mountains, Hidalgo
and Grant counties, New Mexico. United States Department of the Interior GeologiCal
Survey, Professional Paper, 208,1947.
.
Nininger, H. H •."On the trail of a meteorite." The DeseTtMagazine, 11:12-15, March
1948. Meteor search in northern Arizona.
"Pearl, Richard M. "Colorado mineral names." The Mineralogist,_16:59-61, Feb. 1948.
Silver. Caswell. "Jurassic overlap in western New Mexico." Bulletin of the American
Associtttion Of Petroleum Geologists, 32:68-81, Jan. 1948.
.
Weight, Harold O. "Nature's freaks on Salton shore." The Desert Magazine, 1l:5-8, April
1948. Imperial Valley, California.
Welles, S. P. "How do you know where to look for them?" Plateau, 20:41-52, Jan. 1947.
Collecting fossils in Arizona.
.
AND PO:pTICS
Cooper. Alfred M. "The battle over water in the west." Public Utilities Fortnightly,
41:23-30.jan. 1. 1948.
.
Emery. Frank. "Our expanding public lands." The Independent Petroleum Association of
America Monthly, 1'8:30. Feb. 1948.
Fite, Gilbert C. "Oklahoma's Reconstru¢on League: an experiment in farmer-labor
politics." The Journal of Southern History, 13~535, Feb.-Nov. 1947.
.
New Mexico Merit System Council Annual Report for 1947.
.
Norton, James A. "The world they work in." The Southwestern Social Science Review,
28:362-366, March 1948. Analysts of Texas- legislators' reactions to various words and
ideas.
.Whitten, Woodrow C. "The Wheatland episode:' Pacific Historical Review, 17:37-42. Feb.
1948. California criminal syndicalis~ legislation.'
,
GOVERNM~ENT

HISTORY
Chavez, Fray Angelico. "The 'Gallegos relacion' reconsidered." New Mexico Historical
Review, 23:1-21, Jan. 1948.
. Claussen, W. Edmuna. "There was gold in every gulch." New Mexico Magazine, 26:18-19,
April 1948. Elizabethtown, New Mexico.
.
Coy. Owen C. "California becomes American." California Journal of Elementary Education, 16:8-21, Au~. 1947. Passin~ of California from Mexico to the United States.
Dobie, .1. Frank. "Old Crip." Sotithwest Review, 33:125-129, Spring 1948.
Fort, Lewis D. "Tularosa memory." New Mexico Magazine, 26:21. March 1948.
Gard, Wayne. "Frontier vendetta." Southwest Review, 33:146-153, Spring 1948. Law and
order enforcement in east Texas durin~ the period of the Texas republic.
Hafen, Le Roy R. "The Old Spanish Trail, San,ta Fe to ·Los Angeles." The Huntington
.
Library Quarterly, ll:l49-160, Feb. 1948.
Piette. Charles J. G. M., "The missions of colonial New Mexico." The Americas, 4:243-254,
Oct. 1947.
Piette, Charles J ..G. M.• "Three documents pertaining to the colonial missions of New
'
Mexico." The Americas, 4:255-25~, Oct. 1947.
Poldervaart, Arie. "Black-robed justice in New Mexico, 1846-1912." New Mexico Historical
Review, 23:40-57, Jan. 1948.
•
Rey. Agapito. "Missionary aspects of the founding of New Mexico." New Mexico Historical
Review, 23:40 -57, Jan. 1948.
"
Steen, Ralph W. "Texas newspapers and Lincoln." The Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
51 :199-212, Jan. 1948.
Tnompson, Betty. "Once Hangtown-now Placerville." Mining World, 10:42.
Van Valkenburgh, Richard. "Apache ghosts guard the Arayaipa." The Desert Magazine,
11:16-19, April 1948. Camp Grant massacre, Arizona. 1871.
'.
Vivian, Gordon. "The 'General' carved his name." New Mexico Magazine, 26:16. Traces
in Chaco Canyon National Monument of U. S. Army in 1858.
<
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Woodward. Arthur. "California costume of the 1830's-1840's," Quarterly of, the Los Angeles
Museum, 6:14-1,8. Winter 1947-48.
I
MISCELLANEOUS
t
•
Calvin. Ross. "The Church of the Apostles," New Mexico Magazine, ~6: 18, Feb. 1948.
Old church at Trampas. New Mexico.
.
Henderson. Randall. "Grand Canyon voyage," The Desert Magazine, 11:9"16. Feb. 1948.
Kegley. Howard. "Roadside flower show." New Mexico Magazine, 26:11. Feb. 1948. Roadside improvement in New Mexico.
!
McGarr. Cuvier. "Your adobe casa:: New Mexico Magazine, 26:11-16. "",pril 1948. Problems involved in buildin~ a modern adobe home.
,
Olin. Irene. "Cactus campmates," The Desert Magazine, 11 :27-28. Feb. 1948~ PhotQgraphing desert birds.
Priser, John. "Operation underground," The Desert Magazine, 11:4-7. Feb. 1948.
Richardson, Toney. "He guards the secret of Turquoise S,hrine," The Desert Magazine,
11:1'-20, Feb. 1948. Navajo treasure ca,che.
Schroeder. Albert H. "Montezuma Well." Plateau, 20:37-40, Jan. 1948. Part of national
monument in central Arizona.
Seman. Phillip. "Campin~ in Southern California," Recreation, 41:518-52~, Feb. 1948.
Tanzer, Ward. "Tahiti in the Southwest," New Mexico Magazine, 26::15, March 1948.
Redecorating a ranch, cottage near Roswell. New' Mexico.
"
;t

TRAVEL
,.
Adolphe. Edward. "Oklahoma: fifty years of oil," Travel, 90:18-21. Feb. 1948.
Brinegar, David F. "Story of the Salt." Arizona Hif{hways, 24:1. Jan. 1948.
Dutton. Bertha P. "The magic circle:' New Mexico Magazine, 26:11'14. March 1948.
Espafiola.'New Mexico area.
Henderson. Randall. "We scaled EI Picacho," The Desert Magazine, 11:25-28, April 1948.
Mountain-climbin~ near Yuma, Arizona.
;
Wayne, Donald. "The wild West:' Holiday, 3:54-61, March 1948. Early western towns
as they appear today.
Zingg. Robert M. "The Christ of the border," New Mexico Magazine, 2~:24, April 1948.
Statue of Cristo.Rey on New Mexico·Texas border.
1
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.LOS PAISANOS
Saludo a Todos Los Paisanos:
The most significant recent publication of the University of New
Mexico Press is The Frieda Lawren~e Collection of Manuscripts by E.
W. Tedlock, Jr., a member of the Department of English at this institution. The book is impressive from every viewpoint, and will
undoubtedly attract r~cogfiition from admirers and critics of a famous
novelist whose New Mexico interlude is one of the most fascinating
chapters in '~egionalliterary history, and whose place in modem contemporary literature has assumed classic proportions. I asked Mr.
_ Tedlock to write a little summary of the project on which he has
worked for several years, 'one of which was spent at Taos. What he
wrote conc~rning the book is most interesting, and in my opinion, very'
characteristic of him:
I don't know what to say about the book. It cost a great deal of labor~ Anel
now one wonders what will become of it. There is no use exaggerating its imponance. It's not a novel, or a ~k Qf poems. It contains one essay, on., the three
versions of Lady Chatterley's Lover, that is worth. reading, I think, if you have read
the novel first, and if you are inter~sted in a writer's problems. Beyond that, the "
book is,a, useful one, useful to those trying to understand better Lawrence's art.
There is a diary by Lawrence worth looking through, perhaps even mandatory for
facts, and inter~sting excerpts from his work, some first published, thanks· to Mrs.
Lawrence's great generosity. What I value most from doing the book were my
associations, first with Lawrence's riiind and spirit, which b~ with a unique, intense
fire, then with MIS. Lawrence, who made so much possible, and in such a large
spirit. In a particular way, lam proud of the book, and only really fearful of
those ignorant of its purpose. I believe it does well what it ~et out to do..••

'>

About eighteen miles northwest of Santa Fe, on the east bank of
the Rio Grande lies the little Indian village of San Ildefonso. The
natives call it Po.hwo-ge, "place-where-the-water-runs."· Historically,
it was first mentioned by Juan de Onate in 1598. As early as 1617 it was
the seat of a mission, and according to Benavides was provide4 with a
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church and monastery in 1630. It is in this little village that a woman
by the name of' Marfa lives. There are thousands and thbusands of
other Marias living in New Mexico at the present time, but· this Marfa
. is the famous pottery maker, and her identity has passed beyond the
confines of a Pueblo, a state, and a nation. She is internationally recognized as a creative artist, and Alice Marriott, author of The Ten Grand"
mothers, has told the story of this gifted woman in tq.e recently
published Marla: ~he Potter of San Ildefonso. On the day that the
book was released for publication by the University of OkI~oma Press,
the New Mexico Book Store gave a reception in honor of the author,
of Margaret Lefranc, the illustrator, Mary Stith, associate editor of
the Oklahoma Press, and of Mrs. Marfa Martinez. I haveQ.'t read the
book yet, but according to all reports Miss Marriott has done a beautiful and authentic job. Margaret Lefranc's illustrations are stunning.
Undoubtedly the book will attract great attention.
~
Now being set in type at the University of New Mexico' Press is
a revised edition of Southwest Heritage" by Mabel Major, Rebecca
Smith, and T. M. Pearce. The first edition of this fine descriptive bibliograp~was published in 1938; the second edition will cover publications inrthe ten-year period which has elapsed since then. It is very
interesting to note that a chapter of juvenile literature on Southwest
themes has been added.
I
Among the contributors to the second volume of the New Mexico
Folklore Record are the following: Ina Sizer Cassidy, Eli~beth Willis
DeHuff, Archer Taylor, Ralph Steele Boggs, MargaretjPage Hood,
Ivah M. Shallenberger, Quincy Guy Burris, A. H. Gayton, and Vicente
T. Mendoza. T. M. Pearce, editor of this publication of the New
Mexico Folklore Society is also a contributor. . . .
Co.llege English, official magazine of the National Council of
Teachers of English accepted for publication an article by Willis D.
Jacobs of the University of New Mexico English department. 'The
article, UA Modest Proposal," is an examination of the present status
of departments of English in all American universities, and a suggestion
for revision of the organization of English literature .courses. . . .
Readings for Liberal Education, by Louis G. Locke, William H.
Gibson, and George Arms, has been released for publication by Rinehart and Company. Dr. Arms, professor of English in this institution,
is the author of a Bibliography of William Dean Howells~ in collaboration with William M. Gibson, and is one of the founders of Explicator.
~
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...• Accent recently published two poems written by Jene Lyon; editor
of Thunderbird, student literary publication of the University: The
poems, "Song of Simplicity: Entr'acte" and "A Few Dull ~ords" are
Mr. Lyon's first poetry publications. . . .
Among the outstanding art exhibits of the late spring season was
the exhibit of paintings by·New MeXico members ofllie Artists Equity
Association at Guadalupe Gallery. . . . Members of the associatio~ are:
Kenneth M. Adams, Emil Bistram, Stanley G. ·Breneiser, Howard Cook,
Randall Davey, Lloyd L6zes'Goff, Le.z L. Haas, Ward Lockwood, Alexander Meas, Frederick O'Hara,_ Howard B. Schleeter, Sam Smith. . . .
New Mexicans like to hunt. We ~unt for deer, wild turkeys,
pinons, penitentes, folktales, and evidences of prehistoric man.' The
best hunting story that we have heard recently is the one about the
college professor who went on a manuscript hunt during our spring
holi_day. His objective wa~ Silver City, where he had heard an .oldtimer
had an important historical document stored away in the garret. The
professor decided to do a little exploring on the side, so he took a
detour through the wilds of the Mogo1l6ns instead of staying on the
main highway. About dusk of the second day of his expedition, when
his car refused to climb a mountain pass, he was faced with two alternatives: either to walk on through vast stretches of apparently trackless
snow, or to walk back to a filling station, a distance of twenty miles.
He decided on the filling station. After ten miles of long and weary
trudging in the pitch dark, the professor decided t,o build a fire in
. order to keep from freezing to death, and by it he sat down to await
his fate. Several hours later, a car appeared. In it were two men who
had spent the day hunting a new road into' Santa Rita. Of course,
they took the professor on into the little mining town and ·lodged him
comfortably for the night,' after offering to deliver his car in perfect
running co~dition"by the next afternoon. They did too, and the professor was soon ~n his way to Silver City. He found the old timer 3;Dd
got the manuscript which will soon be published in the New Mexico
Historical Review because . . . yes-you have guessed it; the ,college
professor is Dr. Frank Reeve, editor of that magazine.
Adios, paisanos.
JULIA
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Don't Overlook

MAN AND RESOURCES IN THE MIDDLE
RIO GRANDE VALLEY
by
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KALERVO OBERG

x, 156 pages, 20 plates (34 illustrations), 3 ftigures
Price $2.25
,.

MAN AND RESOURCES IN THE MIDDLE RIOGRANDE VALLEY
..... should be widely read for its lessons in democracy as
well as in conservation."-Roderick. Peattie in'The A.merican Journal of Sociology.
'
.. '. . . provides an excellent introduction to a study ,of the
many problems of the Middle Valley."-John O. Brew in Applied
A.nthropology.

i
I

..... should be required reading in every New Mexican
high school."-Joseph c. McCaskill and D'Arcy Nickle in ,11:1dians
at W o r k . : cf\
.. . • . will prove indispensable to those who wish to obtain
a clear insight into the problems of north central New MeXico/'George I. Sanchez in The New 'Mexico Quarterly Review.
.. . . • is the best summary statement of the complex problem so far made."-John H. Provinse in Land Policy Review.

.. . . . an intensive study of an area abounding in every
variety of economic and social problem."-The New Republic.
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